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DROPPED DEAD ON TANKER
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ROOSEVELT’S LIFE IN PERIL

Mrs. Rich Invites Live Dis Went To Rockland Club—| "Pardner" Recalls How Old
Feud Broke Out On Sea Death came suddenly yesterday \ictim of a heart attack, in the New Jersey Assassin Fires Into His Party At Miami, Fla.,
cussion of "Troublesome
Return Match In Thomas
morning to Beret Harry Lunden, cook opinion of Medical Examiner Pro
Voyage
18th Amendment"
Wounding Five Persons
ton Tomorrow
of the oil tanker Normand, which was hock, to whom the details werc fur

Educational Club members are
The devotees of the fascinating
notified that the next meeting Fri sport of rifle' shooting were treated
day will be held at the GAJt. hall to a real shoot-fest Priday night when j
with picnic supper at 6. Take dishes the Thomaston Rifle Club and Rock
and silver. Wets, Drys and Moists land's Eastern Division Rifle Club,
are invited to have their best ar clashed in one of the closest possible
•••
—
He that lives upon hopes will ••• guments for repeal of t)ie trouble matches at the Rockland club's Indoor
some 18th amendment, with a cur range at 447 Main street.
•* die fasting-Benjamin Frauklln.
•••
•«. rent event. Why not repeal and
The shooters were greatly honored
thus put an end to the present Joke
| of pretended prohibition, which in having aa guest and official scorer.
everybody knows is a fizzle and a Col. Charles W. Savage of Augusta,
farce? asks Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, who besides his heavy duties in shap
ONE YEAR AGO
the club's president.
The other discussion topic Is one ing the welfare and destinies of the
Prom the files of The Courier-Ga put up to the all-wise Lucy Adams National Guard in the State has also
of the Boston Herald. Since this is direct supervision of civilian rifle
zette we learn that—
1933 and it is evident that the fem
Ella Simmons. 14. of Orient stree' inine sex has with a vengeance club activities, being State secretary
for some time in the National Rifle
became a local heroine by reason of adopted the cigarette habit, is
dragging from her parents' house a young man justified in throwing over I Association, and now an honorary
dog which had gone mad. and holding hls friendship with the girl he hoped president in the Maine State Rifle
him by the collar until the police to marry when he abandoned his and Pistol Association.
came.
cigarette habit but learned she ob
It was well that a scorer of his
ability and standing was at hand
The third annual winter carnival jects to giving up her smoking?
Conspicuous and progressive re because of the problems which de
at Community Park resulted in vic
tory for Rockland High which scored sults from the committee in charge veloped as the match progressed.
87 as against 64 for Union High, 13 for I of membership drive are urged, with Never at any time was it possible to
Camden High and two each for Rock the executive board meeting called say whose match tt would be and
for 2.30.
the fact that the clubs were compet
port High and Warren High.
Pictures showing the growing im ing for the Gray Efficiency Cup
Capt. W. D. Holbrook. 86. died at portance of the 4-H Club work of •donated by W. B. D. Oray of Thom
his home on Camden street.
Maine boys and girls will be shown aston) as well as a very suitable and
Joseph Dondis and James Dondis by a former Knox County boy, Les worth while prize personally offered
were called to New York by the death ter H. Shibles. Tlie subject of Rev. by Col. Savage to the winning club,
LeRoy A Campbell, Baptist pastor made for very keen competition, with
of their father, Hyman Dondis.
of •Camden, is mast timely. It is "Our
Representative Partridge recom Economic System.” Another speak Rockland finally winning by one
mended tlie reappointment of Edward er will be secured. Words of the point.
individual prize to the high man
R. Veazie as postmaster.
stanzas of "The Battle Hymn of of An
each club was another donation of
Ernest L. Keene, manager for the Republic" comprise the advance the colonel, and these were won bv
Swift & Co., died suddenly in his ^‘Vrwinchenbach wil, de- '
office.
liver his notable address on “Wash- ■ Club and Earl Bickmore of the Rock
land club. This was the first match
ington" in the evening.
when the boys have shot before any
It is not surprising to learn tha) appreciable gallery, the spectators
JIG SAW PUZZLES

docked at Maine Central wharf, nished.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I suppose there are lunden arose at the usual hour,
Lunden was 49 and a widower. He
times In a newspaper stepped from his bunk, pitched for is survived by one son, who was visit
office when new sub
scribers are coming in ward on the floor, and was then* ing a relative in Bangor at the time
Funeral services will be held Fri
every day. old subs loiind in dying condition by Capt.
paying up arrearages, Ivan Rackliff of South Thomaston, day afternoon at 2 o'clock at The
the cash register master of the craft. Dr. North went Wellesley, Ash Point, where the cook
jingling merrily, ad
vertisements coming in response to an emergency call, but had made hls home. Rev. J. C. Mncin every mail and1 in the man was dead before he arrived— { Donald will officiate.
fact things are run
ning along just as
smoothly. In fact too
smoothly, — so that
you wish some man J
__
would throw a mon- j
key wrench into the machinery so, Thc Maine Department of Agriculture, through Commissioner F. P. Washas to have a little excitement.
bum of the Division of Markets, has presented this interesting report of last
That is the way it gets sometimes year's blueberry pack.
aboard of a vessel—aft you will
understand. Us fellows "forrard"
With just 50 per cent of the blueberry factories in operation for the 1932
have ways of not allowing things to pack
quantity canned this season ls the smallest since the Department
get that way. Then, again, Mr Edi beganthe
complete figures in 1924 On the report blanks this year
tor. you know there is always bad inquirycollecting
was made as to the carryover from the pack of previous seasons but
blood between the mate and stew
ard. Mr. Mate is cross because he returns were so obviously incomplete that the total figures would mean but
can't boss the steward as he does little and are therefore not given. The sharp decline noted in the pack of
everybody else aboard the vessel and 1931 was even more marked in 1932. As shown in the following table the 1932
thal sometimes leads to battles — pack of all sizes is only 47 per cent of the 1931 pack and 55 per cent of the
battlas that are always much en- five year average 1928-1932 Quality is on the up grade and with a large
joyed bv ’us fe'iiowj"'fomarri"‘Upnr Tn*" I Portion of the pack already dlspased of there should be a better opening for
stance
‘«rroru. ror in thp lg33 pack
quanUtJes froaen or dipped fresh have Jumped 289 per
One day. I remember so well, we Cf*nt and 317 Percent respectively over the previous year's crop.
1932
1928-1932 Ave. 1931
were running along with the south
116.416
235.183
208.112
ern coast of Cuba on our northern Number of bushels bought by canners,
$ 1.04
$ 1.10
$2.22 4-5
horizon. It was a beautiful day. nice Price paid per bushel,
97 363
223,725
195902
breeze, and the old bark going along Number ca^es No. 10’s canned,
27,620
48,076
39,234
about her business just as she ought ■ Numbtr cases No. 2's canned,
6.947
8,080
4.236
to. Wonder if you ever read Kip- i No. cases miscellaneous sizes canned,
676556
234.394
459.099
ling's description of a bark under No. pounds fresh berries frozen,
514.880
162.496
191,154
sail, in "Captains Courageous." I ! No. quarts berries shipped fresh,
thought of this beautiful day. and

The country was profoundly shocked
at the news., quickly spread by radio,
of the attempted assassination of
President-elect Roasevelt last night
at Miami. Pla. A New Jersey brick
layer, Joseph Hast name not clearly
Identified over the radlol fired five
shots which missed Roosevelt but
wounded five others, three men and
two women, of whom, the most seri
ously Injured, was Mayor Anton Cermak of Chicago who was thought this
morning to have a 50-50 chance. h:s
condition having improved consider
ably.
Mrs. Joseph H. Gill of Miami, wife
of the president of the Florida Power
and Light Company, had suffered a
change for the worse.

LAST YEAR’S BLUEBERRY PACK

It is thought the others will recover.
The assassin was overpowered and
placed in a cell tn the 21st story of
on office building for safekeeping,
ar.d a heavy guard was placed about
Mr. Roosevelt to insure his safety.
The attempt was made as Roosevelt
had concluded speaking from hls automobile and sat down in the park.
The president-elect supported Mayor
Ccmiak's head on the wav to the hos
pital.
“I'm glad it was me instead of you."
said Cermak, who rose from a team
ster's seat to be mayor of Chicago.
Roosevelt who has always been im
patient of being guarded, is being
carefully safeguarded to prevent a
repetition of the deed.

THE LEGION FOOD FAIR
i At Last We Have the Details—Scan Them Carefully,

For They’re Interesting

The annual food fair, which used
An orchestra will furnish music
to loom so conspicuously in Rock each night, and there will be other
land affairs, Is going to be revived this forms of entertainment.
In view of the fact that the com
winter, thanks to the American Le
mittee may decide to spring a baby
gion boys, who already have their show, the parents of young white
THE NATION
plans well ln hand. Today The Cou- hopes should begin feeding them with
THE LIONS CLUB
was slipping along finely in a way
------------rler-Gazette is printing an outline of beautifying "vlttles" and coaching
to make her owners rejoice. We, D t jnff Bv Newspaper Has Hears Unusual Talk By City , the event,.but doesn't mind telling them to do the vatnp act when the
were having the "afternoon Up," |
8 ?
.
' — .........
.—.... ..------Engineer ---Britt on Subject
that it te holding bock a few sur- judges are around.
and all hands of us were at work
Gained
Gained Great
Great Vogue
Vogue In
,
.
...
I PrLs,-s and some of the most interestThen there te quite sun* to be a
scraping the quarter, of course using [
><- t- - t. v... —3
“
of "Orientation
ing dope.
Recent Months
our sheath knives. You must underpopularity contest of some sort.
Order. Rental 25e per week.
Any
and
all
persons
interested
In
80 are averaging only about $2 per week
Anv and a11 nprsons i,f1
stand that no scrapers are allowed
The place—Masonic building (old
Here are some of thc committed
Supplies for Puzzle Makers, Plywood. Strauss
hjg im,uvore “tt must be I there matches are cordially invited
Bartering by newspaper is the
The twisters gained another lap in
to profane the sacred precincts of
chairmen:
SpecUl Gloe, Mxm, Etc.
recalled, have already extracted mil- 1 w
J® attend.
flffend The indoor range of Rock
Rock-- the quarter deck Mr. Second Mate latest game. More entertaining, ad- the Lions' attendance contest yes- Wcolworth store).
II. L. MASON, Thomaston,
Tnomaston, Maine lions
„„ from ,this
ul. particular stream.— jlands
The time—March 29-April 1, with
lands club
clul3 is
te onen
open everv
every Monrtav
Monday nr
or is doing a great job bossing and see
Tickets—Carl Nelson.
jigsaw puzzles.
terday and so much Interest ls being
, . „ .,
. ,. ,
Telephone 104
lOtf , Los Angeles Times.
Priday evening with the exception of ing that no man scrapes too long in diets think, than
.know what. you ...
. in
, created
......j i_
.h.
.... no,
it was deh. a ball in Temple hall the night of
Advertising and Publicity—Donald
You
never
11
get
in
the
race
that
it
nights when matches are shot in one place.
cided to continue it through March April 2.
P Kelsey.
Thomaston or other neighboring
bartering.
Sometimes
you
don
t
even
It was Just as quiet as Sunday,
The club will omit its regular j The boss—Herbert R. Mullen, as
towns.
Lighting—Levi Flint.
when down in the cabin arose the know what you want.
weekly meeting two weeks' hence general chairman.
A notice of these small-bore shoots greatest rumpus that you ever heard
Music and entertainment—Law
The Courier-Gazette for the first and join with the Camden-Rockport
will appear in this paper from time to and out of the pilot house or for- time in its history is running a Club which te that night entertain
Because of limited quarters the rence Leach.
time. The next will be a return ; ward companionway came friend “Barter and Exchange" column for ing the Rotary clubs of Rockland fair cannot be conducted on quite
Samples—Milton M. Griffin.
match with Thomaston tomorrow [Steward head first, followed by Mr. ( those who barter for fun or profit,
and Camden and puting on a noted such a large scale as those of former
Prizes—Louis A. Cates.
night at Thomaston and the question j Mate w’ho had him by the scruff of ' Though it is less than two weeks speaker fropi New York.
years, yet there will be 18 booths.and
before each club at present 1s whether the neck and seat of the pants;old. housewives are already ransackWinslow-Holbrook's capable Aux
The guest speaker was City En,
the “Mug" shall stay in Rockland or : steward yelling blue murder and ing cellar and attic for something gineer R. H. Britt, who chose the IP'fnty °f
room for the big iliary will handle the refreshments.
be put on display in the Thomaston mate saying a few words and putting Bhey canexchange for something subject of "Orientation," which crowds which are sure to be on hand
The daily admission price te going
clubhouse.
' in an oath where it would do the t else they want and can't afford to j might be most freely translated as at. every performance.
to be very reasonable, and the season
----------------most good.
,
buy
with
money
...
. .j i "finding one's self." Its most comLocal business concerns which de tickets will be an attractive proposi
IT'S “GREGORY HILL"
Mr Mate was onto him before he
_
Wise husbands will take my ad- mon meaning is "finding the __
East,"
sire concessions should consult Col. tion.
could
get
to
his
feet,
—
jerking
him
|
vice
and
hide
their
golf
sticks
and
.
‘
^
h
waTthe
most
“
important
of
the
Glencove Resident Says That the along he ran friend steward to the (fishing rods and that old pair of
cJIdma^nolnts nri^ to"thef disBasil H Stinson before thr allotment
March te "going out like a lion"—
Twm
ii...... Hili" I- . u.. break ot the poop, where he applied "favorite odd job day pants." so the J,overy of the compa£S
has been taken up.
at the American Legion food fair.
hls knee and away went old steward I little woman can't barter them
A ship crossing the Atlantic has
with a flying leap down onto the away for a baby carriage for the { bf
"oriented" and the
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
main deck where the same thing was youngest or a pair of roller skates .
who
Umber mus,
Many of the older folks dislike to done again. It was quite an exhi- for Junior,
do likewise.
for us fellows—mighty funny,
A man in Camden, who isn't sure ' Mr. Britt told of the "twisted feel
know that those of the younger gen bition
but hard on poor steward. He swore what he wants but te willing to be I ing" one has in surveying a map
eration are calling the hill near the that he was going to make the mate shown, announces:
1 and attempting to reconcile it to the
The details of the Washington's I program presented and the outstand
Olencove schoolhouse "Power House pay for it when we arrived in New
' TIRES EXCH for other sizes or
landscape, pre
most common Birthday celebration, which takes ing talents of the participants, who
anything useful."
Hill." It has been known for many ’ Orleans, but something came up and
| methods of obtaining ones bearings
.rears as Gregory Hill, and the resi- he forgot it.
Another in this class is:
are by the use ot the magnetic com place in Park Theatre Sunday, are have all freely contributed their valu
dents much prefer that name. GregI should have said that the stew"VICTROLA—Sonora. In beautiful
pass, the sun, the stars and some- now well in hand. Tlie doors open able time and services.
mahogany upright cabinet, ^ith rec
orys have been in this section for 163 ard was a darkey — he wasn't sc
times the moon.
The official program follows:
ords.
Make
oiler."
years; In fact Olencove was settled much so when he came through the
"Getting turned around in the at 1.45 p. m.
A “thoroughly experienced auto
Concert 2 to 2 30 p. m.. Clark's
by William Gregory In 1770. after door of the companionway.
All patriotic organizations and their Little Symphony Orchestra.
mechanic" knew exactly what he woods te bad business." Mr. Briti
living seven years in what te now
Pardner
told
his
listeners.
Traveling
in
a
wanted.
A
toothache
told
him.
He
auxiliaries
are
requested
to
meet
at
Prayer.
Rev George H Welch
Thomaston, coming from Walpole.
Thomaston, Peb. 14.
is now repairing a dentist's car in circle is quite possible, and they say American Legion Hall at 1.45 p. m. Song—"Star Spangled Banner.”
Mass.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
that a man badly lost may not rec
Mias Adelaide Cross
exchange
for
repair
work
on
his
The name "Power House' has gone
salute, led by Col. F.
ognize his own home. Indeed Mr. The American Legion Fife and Drum Followed by flag
teeth.
into oblivion; neither should it be
8 Phllbrick
July 4. 1872—1933, January 5
A married couple with a mando- | Britt told the story of the Oregon Corps will lead the march to the the Welcoming Words.
called power station, but sub-sta He tapped the strength of rugged Ver
Mayor Charles Richardson
lin (pearl inlaid) were willing to | man. who after becoming lost for a atre, where seats will be reserved
mont hills—
tion. which is the rightful name. Let
Patriotic music.
farmer's boy acquainted with the soli, barter for an "electric toaster or any long time went into his own house
us of the public be thoughtful enough A
American
Legion
Fife and Drum Corps
A
cordial
invitation
te
extended
to
al)
He learned the discipline of honest toll.
asked to be given his reckoning.
Buptlst Church Chorus — Ladles Trio.
to allow the old reliable name ' The home-spun virtues such a life In thing electrical.” They got a sun and
patriotic
bodies
throughout
the
coun

Horses
have
an
uncanny
sense
of
"Trust
In
The
Lord;
" Male Quartet.
amp
for
the
baby,
with
which
they
stills.
“Gregory Hill," to continue wiith us.
"All Praise To Thee'
location, cats come back and bees ty; also to all fraternal, educational
In him we see the kind of man who wills are delighted.
A Resident.
Addresa
—
Washington
"First
In War."
The right, whom foes opposing could
New though it is, there is already find their own hives. The instinct end service clubs.
Col Edward K Oould
not foil;
in
animals
appears
to
be
more
pro

a
string
of
jokes
attached
to
barter

Ten
minutes
Who carried on amidst the world's tur
"IN THICK OF IT"
The general public will be welcome Patriotic solo.
Mrs Nettle Bird Frost
nounced than In man.
moil,
ing by newspaper.
Music
—
Little
Symphony
Orchestra
And sought to cure the Nation's tragic
Mr. Britt said that thc most con- as far as the seating capacity of the Address—Washington. First In Peace."
The most frequent is. "I'd like to
Gov. Brann Names Lincoln Men as
Ills.
Hon Gilford B. Butler
exchange my wife for something | venient compass te the one which theatre will permit, as it will be nec
Special Aides For Inaugural
Ten minutes
He set hls mind In youth
serve___
the______
(useful.'
____ to
______
I ■may be carried in the watch pocket. essary to reserve quite a portion of Patriotic solo.
Mrs Lvdla Storer
c
„r
i .
public good.
If TOU have any odd article not in It should be set upon a perfectly
•ongs
—
"Star
of
Our
Nation,"
"America
cotta’and Joseph^McKown oV*B<K)th"use phone 770 and The Courier-Oa- even stick, so level that the needle the seats.
The Beautiful."
Ida V Huntley
Addresa—Washington. "First In the
will
have
an
even
balance.
The
The
meeting
will
be
called
to
order
bay Harbor, anxious to attend the Hr dlt‘»houidngs
Consclenw s“d
Bar,er column wlu d0 the rest'
Hearts of Hls Countrymen."
glass on a compass te full of elec by I. Leslie Cross, general chairman
Rev. Walter S. Rounds
inauguration ceremonies of presi Where Duty called, with true fidelity.
tricity.
and
to
offset
It
the
holder
OLD
FERRY
.CHARTER
Ten minutes
dent-elect Roosevelt In such a way
.
.
who will invite Rev. Herman R Win Music—Little Symphony Orchestra
TRIP
ROUND
should
moisten
his
finger
and
rub
it
have *7n"nL* ^sXa^s" bv Ad“C
and’^untns , Islesboro T„ Northp^t Service Which
Patriotic reading.
Kenneth Moran
over the glass. If there is no sun chenbaugh, master of ceremonies, to Tabloid
—Ode To Freedom.
—
Miss Lottie McLaughlin
Henry Felton
Huse. L Was Planned 88 Years Ago. Did Not and the brush is thick carry the com preside The various committees have i
Gov. Brann to assist in the enter
North Haven.
pass
in
your
hand
and
balance
it
From ROCKLAND
as well as vou can Mr Britt also 'sPlendidly Performed their duties, as AmeriT’orchestr”.0 «,d Tu’menre”*1
Materialize
tainment of the Maine delegation at
as weu as you can. ,Mr. Britt also , ... . .
..
.
.
.
n«>npdirtinn
Washington. March 4.
RETURN LIMIT FEBRUARY 24
The controversy over the automobile told how it te possible to butt one's 1 evident from the character of the . Cgpt Hrnry' R Huntley. Chaplain o ar.
"Townsend,’ the Oovemor said
question in Islesboro. which has been way through the brush by following
"has a wide acquaintance with diplo
HALF FARE FOR CHILDREN
raging for so long, and which wa.s his nose and a shadow. He recom
Reduced rates of fare will be grant
matic services in Washington and
SAVE THE CAPS
brought
up in the Legislature this mended a careful study of that fickle
ed by the Maine Central and the
McKown
has
an
extensive
acquaint

BUY TICKETS IN ADVANCE
orb
of
night,
the
moon.
week, has brought to light one pro
Bangor and Aroostook railroads to
Watt* Hall, Thomaston
ance among Maine people, both at
ONLY
Forty Club Is Active In tbe those attending Farm and Home
posed enterprise which was almast
Washington and at home."
forgotten.
Evidently it had not
$5.00
Week, University of Maine. March
THE BOY SCOUTS
Clicquot Club Company's 27-30.
wholly passed out of remembrance,
Round Trip From
Reduced rates are effective
A Scotchman was going on the exfor last week some citizens of that Three I roops Receive Hoov
on the Maine Central from all ticket
NEWCASTLE
j cursion to New York by way of the
Generous
Offer
Muale By
town visited Representative Roy L.
BATH OR
stations in the State of Maine except
j Reading Railroad.
He asked the
Fernald in Augusta, and inquired if
BRUNSWICK
agent for a round trip ticket and
er Award—Court of Hon Concentrating their need for ob the Princeton branch.
Eastern
Serenaders
Railroad
there were any charter rights exist
Railroad
i handed the agent a ten-dollar bill
taining relief funds from every avail
ASK AGENT
of Waldoboro
or Next Monday Night
ing which gave the right to any one
"Change at Jersey City." "No jokes.
able
source, the Forty Club Issued a YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ADMISSION 15 AND 25 CENTS to operate a ferry from Islesboro to
| now," said the Scotchman. "I want
18-20
Citizens
of
Rockland
have
a
right
call
today
to stimulate efforts in col
any place.
18-20
I my change right away."—Stray Bits.
If I had to live my life again I would
Mr. Fernald delved among the to be proud of their Scout troops for lecting Cliquot Club Ginger Ale have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
one
accomplishment
of
national
dusty archives in the State House and
bottle caps from users of this product. a week The loss of these tastes ls a
finally found thc record of a charter order. Troops 3, 6 and 8 received the
loss
of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
which was granted to citizens of President Hoover award for showing For each cap collected before April
an
increase
in
enrollment
Dec.
31.
1st
the
Club
te
to
receive
one
cent
SOME DAY
Islesboro some 88 years ago, which
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
I’m going home some day—
allowed them to operate a ferry from 1932. over the same date 1931. Troop from the Cliquot Club Company.
If I can only find the pathway back;
2
lost
out
by
one
Scout.
Saturday Cove to Seal Harbor. How
H. A Horrocks pointed out that the For I have come too far. too far astray.
Scouts Milton Clark, Kingsley
ever, the charter lapsed many years
A wanderer on a strange and alien
organization does not have to wait
Strout.
Eugene
Harmon
and
Calvin
track.
ago for lack of operation, as may be
As we have lold you, we are offering Special Bargains Every Week
I
saw
the world ahead and only meant
Beals
went
on
a
test
hike
Tuesday
until the expiration of this offer to
seen by reading Sec. 6
To
go
a little way beyond and then
of February. This week we have an especially good one in—
The charter was to establish the night after school with Don Haskcil convert these caps into money. The To seek the old-time highway of content.
as
leader.
And
live
back home among my clan
Islesborough and Northport Perry
again.
Troop 2 will be host troop to the makers of Cliquot Ciub Ginger Ale
Company by Lemuel B. Cobb and
Court of Honor next Monday night have agreed to forward their check I'm going home some day—
his associates.
at any time a quantity of bottle caps
are the Blue wool hose, white heel and tor, always s
But every track I face Is strange and
Toll rates established were: For at 7 o'clock. The court will be fol- 1s returned to them. The Forty Club
new;
0c or 25e a pair—and they will be 20e next week agaii
God
grant I have not wholly lost the
has learned that many people are
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
way.
IaktH cart,
.
75 nontc
cents; fnr
for pqnh
each rsleigh,
cart nr
or I The __
Merit Badge Club us holding a saving these botUe caps but have not
But that, in seeking all the long vears
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Dally Except Sunday
wagon. 40 cents; for each chaise, 50 special meeting of great Importance yet turned them in. and a determined
through.
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
The
mist shall lift, and I shall And
cents; for each yoke of oxen, $1; for Thursday night at the home of effort Is being made to encourage the
once
more
These are in lolld colons—blue, white, tan, or assorted patterns, All
sheep or swine, six cents each and Scoutmaster Whitehill. 92 Pleasant public to send them at once to mem
Coaches Leave Roekland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
The path that leads me to the dreams
good sized—and of good quality. Every shirt guaranteed
six cents per hundred weight on fish, street, 7.30 o'clock.
of youth—
bers of the Club or to return them to
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
The lanes of light—the life I knew be
produce and other freight. Nothing
All Scoutmasters of the Rockland the stores handling the ginger ale
fore
is mentioned about motor vehicles.
which
have
placed
cardboard
recep

I left the old-time ways of faith and
District are invited to attend a sup
If you happen to be coming Into the store and see a few men
The act was approved by the Legis per meeting of the Merit Badge Club tacles on their counters and are glad
truth.
lature of 1845. subject to establish in the Trainer Restaurant Monday to receive these caps and turn them I’m going home some day—
busily talking to us—don't hesitate—come right in. They're our
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
ing service within two years—but Mr. night at 6 o'clock.
over to the club.
So moves the dream of all the roving
friends probably telling us how to run the store or making sugges
Fare to New York; One way $7.00. Round trip 1 3.00
world;
Cobb and his associates evidently got
As frequently as a quantity Is re The seekers
tions on how to save the country. They're harmless. Some folks,
of far lands whove lost
"cold feet” as history has no record
ceived. the bottle caps will be sent to
their way.
you know, have to talk.
of such a service being established.
God's countless aliens by the current
the Cliquot Club Company at Mlllis.
Mass . for redemption. Workers hav» From whirled
out the harbor, and by tempest
Tickets May Be Purchased At
The Vicar (appealing from the pul
been Instructed to ask people to con
tossed
pit
ou
behalf
of
the
Christmas
dinner
To
unknown
lands where they must,
tinue
to
save
these
bottle
caps
but
to
Tel.
620
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
ever roam;
... Ingredients of
fund)—“What we want, my friends,
turn In what they already have at And this
Is
all
that makes life worth
Tel.
3
Thomaston—McDonald's Drug Store,
is not ahstract sympathy, but con
once, so that the organization may
Vicks VapoRub
the cost—
Btf
crete plum puddings.''—Baston Tran
This endless dream—’ Some day I'm
have
the
money
for
immediate
relief
in Candy form
going home."
script.
needs.
lEZJifc.

IN MEMORY OF WASHINGTON

Boston Excursion
FEB. 17

$5.50

LEGION DANCE

MAINE

Central

MAINE
CENTRAL

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

Thursday, Feb. 16

AYER’S

Conticook Hose, 2 pairs for 25c

Broadcloth Shirts, 2 for $1.00

for . <e(j Throats
0»er-‘ax-------------

WILLIS AYER

—Grantlaud Rice.

The Courier-Gazette

UNION

TROUT WAS SHORT

eral of Stephen Foster's melodies, ar- |J
ranged and! presented by Mrs. Edith
Bowes; paper, “Mrs. Edward Mc
Dowell and the Peterborough Colony,”
by Mrs. Frank Berry, and read by
Mrs. Lena Moody, with song "To a i
Wild Rose," sung by Mrs. Agnes'
Creighton. The program closed by1
the club singing "The End of a Pleas
ant Day." words by Mrs Edith Bowes,
to the music of Carrie Jacobs Bond's
"End of a Perfect Day." Tea and
cakes were served by Mrs. Ethel Grif- I
tin. Mrs. Ida Goss and Mrs. Leila
Haskell.

Mrs. Amanda Merrifield enteri tained a party of friends last ThursI know that my Redeemer liveth.—
low, and the Evidence day in honor of Mi's. Lena Moody's
Job 19:25
birthday anniversary. Mrs. Moody
Vanished
itceived several lovely gifts and a
very pleasant day was passed.
PARENT-TEACHER
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
Friends in this place of Mrs. Annie
"Not many generations ago near Morse of Camden were shocked and
Local Members Hear With
where you now sit surrounded by all ,‘addened to learn of her death
that exalts and embellishes civilized through Tuesday's Courier-Gazette.
Interest Talk By Rockland
life" there lived a certain fanner
Charles Heath recently met with a
who had the good fortune of having
Legislators
getting
caught
a nice little trout brook cross his land, i bad
, . accident,
, ,,
,,
.
. .in
__ ,Uie
enabling him to fish without Uie
Wlnle tlie monthly meeting ol the
NORTH HOPE
formality of procuring annually a ll*
® He was taken to Knox
Hospital where the fracture was re
Parent-Teacher Association Monday
65-cent fishing license.
Tlie heavy snowfall last Saturday
right was not largely attended, it
This farmer of foreign birth and duced and a plaster cast applied. He
poor, at times was suspected by the is now at home, getting around or. came very near suspending all traffic
was one ef outstanding interest, made
before night. Several autos got |
local fish and game protector of per crutches.
so by thc presence of Representatives
Russell Bowden and Homer Moony through bv strenuous effort and some
haps not being particular as to State
L. A. Walker and N. A. Fogg who dis
specifications regarding the minimum of Orrington were business callers in with broken chains. The big snow
plow came through at about 10 o'clock |
cussed legislative matters occupying j
length of trout which he was very town Tuesday and Wednesday.
The people are Improving the sno» Saturday night.
proficient in the art of taking.
public interest at the present time.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wentworth
So one day thc warden, who lived getting out their season's crop of ic
Mr. Walker stated that Legislature ,
near
this fanner, seeing him at the and wood, and it gives the Common of Massachusetts are visiting her par- |
is confronted witii a budget cut in
One of the most important matters
quite
a
busy
look.
ents Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hall.
two, with the same appetite at home, at Legislature, viewed from the stand brook, took a round about course and
Our town fathers aie busy getting
and defined Uie State Legislature as point of Knox and Waldo residents, approached him, through a thick the year's business closed up for the
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease wer"
guests of Mr. and Mis. A. I. Perry
"a body of men obsessed with one I will be the hearing on the construc clump of alders.
town reports.
As
fast
as
caught
the
suspected
idea—economy.”
tion of thc proposed Georges Valley
Alfred Hawes is now able to be out Saturday evening.
Both speakers discussed the pro Pike, which takes place at 2 p. m. one slipped the "speckled beauties" after a hard Ulness from Jaundice.
Dcnald Perry who has been ill from
posed sales tax. property tax, thc tax ! Feb. 22. before the committee on into his pocket. For thc sake of this His friends are glad to see him grippe was again able to preside at
on tobacco which would provide a re- Wavs and Bridges. A good wav to s‘or>’ I will call him Alec.
the piano at thc Saturday evening
areund again.
celebrate Washington's
Birthday
turn of $400,000 to be allocated to,1 _______
_______ =___________
* ’will 1 "We‘l Alec, how are they biting?"
At the Church of the Nazaren" dance.
the educational budget, the subject J be~to" slide over to Augusta andlend! “W the representative of the law next Sunday at 10 30 the pastor will
Miss Marian Prase, an employee at
of reduction in salaries of State effi- your voice in behalf of a proposition' whom we will disguise under the not preach on "The Last Judgment:’ Green Gables Tea Room in Camden.
rials, and other questions which are which means so much to thc two | uncommon name of "BUI." so that Sunday school meets at 11.45; evan- I is at home for a vacation
no feelings will be hurt, or anything , ljstlc
at , w ^rmfin
being taken up in Augusta. These counties.
_
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ludwig spent
personal meant.
subjects were made doubly interest
Ject
"Resisting
the Spirit. Rev. J. i tj,€ir 2oth wedding anniversary as
"Not very good Bill not very good." Wallace Ames, pastor.
ing by pertinent questions from the
All
are
cor.
upper
gueste o( Nlr
Mrs j D
Resubmission hasn't much show
"How many have you got. Alec?"
floor and the general discussion.
diaUy invited to these services.
Pca£?
Thursday
with
the
present
Legislature,
if
the
"Not
many,
not
many.
”
While Messrs. Walker and Fogg ad
The American Legion Post and ..
.
"Did you know Alec that there are Auxiliary will present their one-act Mr, and.
mitted a lack of information, due to report of the committee means any
™ .h
thing.
Augusta
correspondents
say
•
spent
the
weekend tn Liberty, at the
two kinds of trout in this brook?"
their newness in Legislature, much
dramas, followed bv a dance. Feb. 21
that
seven
and
possibly
eight
cf
thc
l.cme
of
his
sister
and
brothcr-tn-law
"No sir. no sir."
food for thought was gleaned from
Goes? Money. A Pair of Lunatics and
"Well I can prove it to you; let's Beauty Secrets liave been chosen to Mr. and Mrs. Stickney.
their remarks, as they provided an 10 members will sign an unfavorable
report.
It
is
also
expected
that
the
,
$ee
some
of
your
fish.
Ill
show
you
'
intimate "look-in” not possible
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Ludwig were j
entertain and amuse those who can
committee will report unfavorably,
Alec fumbled in his pocket, meas get into the Town liall on that date.
through thc press or by hearsay.
recent dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
or
as
inexpedient
at
this
time,
on
a
uring the fish by feeling, then pro
Thc subject of education, of par
Will Annis in Camden.
• • • •
the sale of beer.
duced two. one of which looked to
ticular interest to the P.T.A.. has not bill to provide for
Mr. and Mr*. James Pease of Rock
•
•
•
•
Present
Interesting
Program
"Bill's" practiced eye to be at least
yet been introduced, but Mr. Walker
land visited his parents at Hilltop
The ninth regular meeting of the
emphasized his stand on the subject
Favored as a means of adding to cne-eighth of an inch short of th?
Fann Saturday evening.
by saying that education is the ideal the State's revenue by “taxing a busi legal six-inch minimum, single Community Club was held at the
Carolyn Pease is now a member of |
of the American people. While there ness from which it is now hard to standard measure. Bill produced his rooms Feb 14. Mrs. Ethel Creighton
the "Georges Valiev Hustlers," the i
presiding.
The
meeting
was
opened
rule.
arc those who maintain that educa- collect a property tax.” and opposed
"Alec this trout measures only 5\ with the reading of Lincoln's Gettys 4-H Club of Appleton, having Joined
tion has no definite place in today's as "the first step toward annihila
plan, thinking people know that no tion" of the outdoor advertising busi inches. Short trout. I must take you burg speech by Mrs. Edith Cameron, the club last Saturday. The 4-H Clubs I
ration can be ruled or governed by an ness, two measures that would tax to Rock—" (perhaps that is not the followed by the Maine Song by the are growing and are doing good ln
ciub. Roll call was responded to by many ways fcr our boys and girls.
ignorant people.
Another point and regulate billboards were heard by place).
E. Donald Perry was nappily sur- ■
"Now, Billee you measure him the names of great musical compos
stressed was that definite harm can i the Legislative Taxation Committee
wrong. That trout he six inches. Let ers. The committee on the February prised last Monday evening by a dele
be worked in reducing salaries of Tuesday.
,
food
sale
reported
$10.33
realized
and
gation of relatives and friends. Two
teachers to a minimum point, that it
John P. Deering of Saco said prac- me show you how he measure."
"Take the rule Alec. Here wh?! the president appointed as commit freezers of ice cream, three birth
is important to have high grad? tically all the States have adopted
tee
for
the
March
food
sale,
Mrs
day cakes, sandwiches and coffe? ’
teachers in the schoolroom for there j statutes taxing and regulating out- are you doing?" as Alec pops the
is where children spend the greater 1 door advertising, "while along Maine short trout into hts mouth. Two Nina Fuller. Mrs. Mabel Grinnell and were presented to hun. all of which
Mrs.
Edith
Bowes.
The
president
were shared bv the company. Those !
part of their waking hours.
highways exists a business that does gulps and a swallow.
A delightful feature was introduced not contribute toward highway ex- ' "Good bye Billee." Believe it or thanked the club for voting to send present were Mr and Mrs. R. L. Coose
her
to
the
mid-winter
State
meeting
and little Frances. Miss Grace Went
by selections by the High School penses or the income of the State."
not. I do.
A. Jay See
of the federated clubs and regretted worth. Karl Wentworth. Clara Bart
Girls' Glee Club, directed by Mrs.
Union, Feb. 8.
Thomas Leigh said “in order to regu
that illness prevented her attend lett of Searsmont. Donald Smith of
Esther Rogers, supervisor of music late you must have something to
She also thanked the commit Belfast, and.Mr and Mrs. A. I. Perry
The club, numbering around 35. sang regulate. At present there ts little BASKETBALL BATTLES ance.
tee who
served for the
......
. meeting.
. . The Cards and music made the hours pass
in a spirited manner. Margaret Dun left of the outdoor advertising busi
membership list was increased by one
_nf1 hanntlv
ton of the freshman class was at the ness to regulate. As for taxation,
name. Mrs Lila Burrill. The com; | ’ ^^“^ttended Grange at
Roekpcrt 43. Thomaston 37
isn't every business carrying all the
piano.
At Rockport Tuesday night thc
The report of the treasurer Her taxation they can lug? The outdoor
H°P'' Corner
found
fn/the six hard work returninft late that after- !
man Hart, showed the inroads made advertising business is paying per home fans had the satisfaction of see rirpn'fn
ing
their
team
emerge
six
points
w
“
ks
h^
been
$324
It
w-as
voted
™
“
“
unt
of
the
heavy
fall '
by milk being provided in the schools, sonal property taxes when assessed '
ahead of the quintet from the home
• • • •
tlie demand this year far exceeding
of Knox. It was winter weather for to continue the lunches under the
tliat of last. It is necessary that the
A highway bill authorizing issuance
same supervision and conditions as
treasury be replenished to provide of $2,000,000 in State highway and the basket whenever Snow was before.
SOMERVILLE
milk for a longer period, and it was bridge bonds during 1933 and 1934 to around for that player caged the ball
After the routine business the meet- j
------eight
times
from
the
floor
and
once
voted that the executive committee meet Federal Aid money if it becomes
ing was turned over to the program
P E. Mari ls ill from flu and is
cn
a
foul.
Grafton
led
for
Thomas

devise some plan to raise money.
available has made its appearance in ton. The score:
committee. Miss F.orence Thurston attended by Dr. S. C. Cates of East
the Legislature's crowded program
chairman The subject was 'Music" Vassalboro.
Rorkport
INAUGURAL PROGRAM
Proceeds of the bonds would be
and the following program was preMarie Turner of Augusta was at
used in accordance with the program
O
F
sented: Song. trio. “Sweet and Low," heme over thc week end.
Some Interesting Fails Concerning for State highway and bridge con Snow, If ..........
Inez Brann. a student at Cony
1
Agnes Creighton. Lila Burrill afid
the Souvenir Edition
struction laid cut by the State High- Grant, rf .......
1
Edith Bowes; paper. "Hymnology." High, passed the weekend at her
w-ay Commission and approved by the Wentworth, rf
0
bv Miss Alice Erskine of the Rubin home here.
1
Hugh Mosher of Week's Mills was
Production of a souvenir program Governor and Council "provided that Collomore. c
stein Club of Rockland, read by Mrs.
0
more attractive and informative Federal aid money becomes available Stacey, lg -----Leila Haskell; song. "Trees." Mrs. a visitor Tuesday at C. W. Evans'.
1
than any - ever issued in previous to the State and to the extent only | A. Annis. rg
Oeorge Fuller of Palermo is work
Edith Bowes: “notes" on Stephen Fos
2
years has been determined upon by of raising funds to meet the State's J Annis. rg....
ter. a monologue to the music of sev- ing for A. R. Coloy.
the program committee of the hare of the necessary expenditure."
Totals
............ 17
43
Roosevelt Inaugural Committee for 1 An emergency clause is attached
the inauguration of Franklin D.
• . . •
Thomastno
Roosevelt and John N. Garner.
A mrasure sponsored by Berry of
F
P
G
Thc program will be entirely de-Waterville, to strengthen the automo- perry, rg
2
12
.............. 5
voted to events of the inauguration i i.jje accident financial responsibility Grafton lg ___ __ 6
13
1
listed hour by hour, including the j
iaws was reported. Stackpole. c .......... 0
1
1
ceremonies at the Capitol, the line It woujd amend the law requiring Anderson, rf ........... 3
9
3
of parade, chronologically listing the the Secretary of State to suspend jacobs. If .... ______ 1
15^/4 Lb2
0
various units, and the Inaugural licenses or certificates of motor
SALADA BROWN LABEL
Ball. It will be profusely illustrated. vehicle registration if court judgment
|30c
37
Totals . ................. 15
. . . A Revelation in Tea Value
The program will contain a pic issued as the result of an accident is
Referee: Wotton
ture of the Rootevelt family of four unsatisfied, so that a discharge in
Time: Four eights.
generations, pictures of the past bankruptcy shall not be deemed as a
23ci/4H,
SALADA RED LABEL
thirty-one Presidents of the United satisfaction of judgment.
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
America's
Finest
Tee
(45
‘ i/2 Lb.
• • • •
States, as well as airplane views of
the National Capital and a map of
A number of committee reports
south Thomaston 3, Kickapoo 2
the metropolitan area as a guide to mere presented Tuesday.
A poor first string put the Kicka
visitors. It will contain 64 pages. 8'
Ought To Pass
poo team in jeopardy during its
inches by 11 inches in size, bound in
Prohibiting
use
of
pol?
traps
for
the
match with South Thcmaston Mon
a beautiful three-color effect (red.
of catching wild birds.
day night, and thc gallant last-in
white and blue) cover and will retail purpose
Granting
preference
to
Maine
bidning rally failed to save the day.
for 35 cents.
, ders on contracts made by the State Ames had high string < 1191 and was
Thc msid" back page of the prohasin(! agcnt,
gram will be for the autograph 8: H Giving
olvtag judge.
Judgf., of municipal courts the only contestant to bat better than
any Senator. Congressman. Govern- jurisdiction over all offenses commit J 300. The summary:
South Thomaston — Brault. 298;
or, any other dignitary that thi ted by children under the age of 17
Ames. 304; Simmons. 269; Willis,
respective purchaser may desire.
instead of the present 15 years.
275; Carr. 264; total. 1410.
Further, since the program will be
Providing that town road commisOn Sale
Kickapoo—McLoon. 294: Auld. 278:
of unusual historical interest and eicners may be removed from office Knowlton. 249; Folan. 266; Crich
may well be used as a reference work only after public hearing by thc
292; total. 1379.
for years to come, plans have been County Commissioners.
completed for publishing a Special
Permitting small town polls to close
. t
„
•
—
Texacos 5. South Thomaston 0
De Luxe Souvenir Inaugural Edition , - odock"tn primary elections,
which will bc strictly limited to
South Thomaston’s good angel
copies reserved in advance and cacti
deserted that team when it tackled
rernunms rural mail
man can.v.a
w
(rom t(w Texaco
sta.
copy so reserved to be numbered in ! Permitting
carriers to
order of the subscriptions with thc change automobile registration plate>
a^d lh(j Keagitcs failed to regname of each subscriber imprinted from one vehicle to ano her.
istcr a point. The fight must have
in gold on the low-r right hand corExtending the enforcement of ux
uken out of th#m by that flrsl
ner of the front cover. The Special liens for one year.
string when the Texacos knocked
Including in list of peddlers who down
d wn 501
Luxe Souvenir Edition will bc
501 pjns
pins, Darts was high sinhandsomely bound in a blue flexible must pay municipal license fee per gle (122) and John McLoon high
binding and inscribed by the Chair sons selling fish, farm, dairy, or or total. Thc summary:
man of the Inaugural Committee; chard products and persons selling
Texacos—Cook. 285; Mealing. 263;
namely, Real Admiral Cary T. Gray balk, wood or forest products.
Daris. ‘299; J. McLoon 304; Rogers
Providing that public auctions for 284; total. 1435.
son. It will retail for $2.C0 net, post
..ale of real estate for taxes be held
age paid.
South Thomaston — Brault. 279;
Mail orders will be filled prompt- at Lhe office of thc collector of taxes. Ames. 277; Simmons. 259; Willis, 272,
Providing
for
pensions
for
crippled
ly and thc program will b? sent to
Carr, 287; total. 1374.
Light to handle
any address in thc United States or citizens (legislation inexpedient!.
Easy to clean
An
indication
of
possible
early
adCanada, postage free.
Silent in operation
All communications should bc ad ..urnment was given when President
announced to the Senate
Thumb switch
dressed to Rear Admiral Cary T. Murchie
that all committee chairmen had ir- I night and everybody is welcome to
Beats eggs, cream,
Grayson. Chairman. Inaugural Com
formed him they believed they could enter.
....
dressing, etc.
mittee. Washington. D. C.
complete hearings on measures now
Rllrnrr< Rarhrrs 2
in
their
hands
by
Lhe
end
of
FcbruBurpees.,,
Barbers
8
TIIEV GOT MARRIED
arj.
| Burpee Furniture made a big rally
• . • •
1 in the last string Tuesday night, and
Inexplicable feelings of enraptured
u.v inat..m,- , The Republican Senate Wednesday it sufficed to give that team thc odd
love didn't see fit to eschew the
imonial vow anv longer, hence Arvel ' ended all hope of Democrats offul- point over the luckless Barbers. FHzF. McDonnell, 23-year-old young filling their campaign pledge togcrald had high string (lid), oui
farmer, son of Mr and Mrs. Frank change thc date of the biennial State 1 Hanson beat him out one point for
total. Thc summary:
McDannell. ret ldlng Just ca t of election from September to conform high
Burpee Furniture — Lawry 286,
Ciral Springs anti Mrs Ruby Turn- with the national election in Novem Thornton 254. Hanson 290. Stewart
WHY mix by hand when a good elextric mixer
age. nineteen-year-old charming ant! ber. Thc vote was 22 to 8—Senator 282, Cobb 283. total 1395
costs so little? For mixing, whipping, beating;
Angell
of
York
being
absent.
popular daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Barbers—Cavanaugh 284. Schclmalted milk, hot chocolate, egg whites, cream.
William Turnage, of Crcal Springs
linger 263. Shute 283. Doak 263, Fitz
hied over to Marion. Saturday. De
Thc question of admitting Osteo gerald 289, total 1382.
On sale Friday and Saturday at these stores . . .
cember 3. and were united into con- paths to practice in Maine hospitals
nubity bv Justice of Peace. II. P. ruppoi led partly by public funds was
The Augusta teams will be at the
thre hed out before the legislative Rr creation Alleys Friday. The Capi
Frick.--Vicnna 'Ill.' Time?.
Committee on Judiciary for three tal City girls are sending their second
The Boston Transcript recently hours Tuesday during which feeling team, which is full of pep and con
carried an extended article concern ian high and language was at times fidence.
ing thc Maine lobster controversy, imrcftrained. Thn bill presented by
written by Frederick G. Fa«sett. It Robie of Cumberland, would with
i.s an admirable summary of Commis draw all State aid funds from hospi enthusiastic supporters, pill up ,i
POWE
___________
_____ and the fishcr- tals which do not admit osteopaths item fight and marshaled all array
sioner
Cries_position
men's letters which have appeared for to practice in thc same manner that ,
facts and figures to support their
Augusta — Bath — Lewiston
the most part m The Courier-Gazette, graduates of other schools of medical bill. Delegations from hospitals al!
Waterville — Rockland
Indeed the Transcript refers to this I thought are admitted.
over the State and from the Main?
newspaper debate as "notably in the 1 The osteopaths, represented by twe Medical Association appeared in op- |
attorneys and a large delegation of1 position.
Rockland Courier-Gazette."
THKEE-T1MES-A-WEEK
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But Two Gulps and a Swal

The lowest priced fine tea
you can buy

SALADA’ TEA
Friday at 9 A. M.

Electric BEATERS

Only
$

2

.50

CENT

©>AAI N E
OMPAMY

IT’S
GOOD LUCK
AND
GOOD LIVING
TO WATCH THESE
MARKET BULLETINS

ROASTING PORK

12c

lb

BONELESS

For Oven or
Pot Roast

14. Pork Steak, Ib

Boneless Wasteless Hams, lb.

19c

Strawberries
2 bsk 25c

Pig Liver 3 lbs
Lean Hamburg 25c

SPECIAL !

SPECIAL

lDoz. NATIVE EGGS

BACON & EGGS 1

MID-WINTER
SPECIALS
Portland Native

Fresh Fruits 1
SUNKIST ORANGES
29c
Small, 2 dozen,
19c
Medium, dozen,
Large, dozen,
33c
Extra Large, dozen 49c

APPLES, 6 for

Fresh Vegetables
FRESH

BEET GREENS
Peck 29c

29c

CH1CKORY, Pk
LARGE BUNCHES

CELERY, 2 bnchs

NATIVE

POTATOES
Bushel

FLORIDA ORANGES
25c
Small, 2 dozen,
35c
Medium, 2 dozen,
33c
Large, dozen,
Extra Large, dozen, 39c
DELICIOUS

Ib. SLICED B ACON

19c

FANCY WHITE

45c

BUNCH

23c

CARROTS, 4 bnchs

HALIBUT
Pound

ONIONS, 10 Ib bag 19c

29c

FRESHLY SMOKED

GRAPEFRUIT, doz 33c

,ib 33c

FANCY FRESH

Cut To Suit

FANCY

MUSHROOMS

23c

ALEWIVES, 3 for

Philadelphia Cream Cheese, 2pkgs.
Cottage Cheese, package
Jell-O, all flavors; package,
Walnuts, pound,
Tomato or Vegetable Soup, can

15c
15c
0£c
23c
05c

19c

SILVERLEAF

27c

LARD, 4 lbs
JEWEL

COMPOUND, 4

ib 29c

Mother’s Cocoa, 2 lb. can,
Fancy Pears, two No. 2 tins,
Chipso, ?■ large packages,
Vicks VapoRub, jar
Little Buster Pop Corn, 7. cans,

TEA SALE
6cono77i^

ORANGE I’EKOL

25c

TEA, pound,
WASHBURN’S

FORMOSA OOLONG

TEA, pound,

PANCAKE

SALADA TEA

FLOUR

while they last

19c

7c
CREAM
SODA, pound of each,39c
59c
MOLASSES, Gallon,
SALT PORK, pound
TARTAR,

BROWN LABEL
FULL
POUND
PKG.
LB. CONFECTIONER’S SUGAR
FREE

49c

LOG CABIN

PURE BARBADOS

BRING YOl’R JUG

SYRUP
JUG

BLACK 4t GAY OVEN BAKED

3

BEANS

JS

29C
5c

WHEAT OR RICE POPS, package,

PANCAKE

FLOUR FREE

SWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR

Full Size
Package,

2lc

Cake Colors Free

MACARONI-SPAGHETTI, 4 pounds,

29c

CIGARETTES
CHESTERFIELDS
CAMELS
LUCKIES
OLD GOLDS

10

pkg

FULL CARTON
10 Pkgs.

$1.00

FISH
Swordfish, Ib.
Salmon, Ib.
Smelts, lb.
Spawn, lb.
Fresh Shi imp, lb
Salt Mackerel, Ib.

25c
25c
19c
17c
25c
15c

FRESH

COD TONGUES
2 lbs.

25c

Smoked Fillets, ib.
17c
Oysters in Shell, doz 35c
LITTLE NECK

CLAMS, dozen

17c

»

I
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TAI If OF THF TOWN
1

VI

11 lEi

Owing to the vacation, there will

1V TV II | be no meeting of Cloverleaf Troop,

Oirl Scouts, Monday afternoon.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 16—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
Feb. 16—The Junior Class, R. H. S„
presents "The Automatic Butler," a
farce In three acts.
Feb
17—13 to 9.30) Meeting of
Woman's Educational Club at GAR
hall.
Feb. 17—Kippy Karnival at Rockland
High School.
Feb. 17—Rubinstein Club meets, with
miscellaneous program lu charge of Mrs.
Grace Crie.
Feb. 19—Celebration of Washington's
Birthday at Park Theatre.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Third annual Coast Guard
ball. Temple hall.
Feb 22—Birthday Banquet at the M. E
Church.
Feb. 22—Thomaston—Adelyn Bushnell
and Marshall Bradford present ' Gram."
benefit Public Library book fund.
Feb. 22—Quarterly meeting of Lincoln
Baptist Association at Thomaston Bap
tist Church.
Feb. 24—Open meeting of Methebesec
Club at the Universalist vestry.

There are carnivals and carnivals
but none quite like our own Kippy
Karnival which takes place at Rock
land High School today and tomor
row.
James O'Hara has been engaged to
substitute as organist at the Camden
Congregational Church for Mrs
Maud Wolcott who is to make a three
weeks' visit in Norfolk, Va.

Oapt. R. F. Saville has received
application for the C.M.T.C. from
William J. Lee and Leighton Lee,
sons of Lieut. Com. William Justice
Lee of Camden and Washington
D. C.

Col. Basil H. Stinson, past com
mander of the Department of Maine,
BaTor
American Legion, will be a guest this
noon at the luncheon given by Oov,
House.
Feb. 26—Band concert at Park The Brann in honor of National Com
atre. benefit ol thc milk fund
mander Louis Johnson.
March 6—Warren town meeting.
March b—Monthly meeting of City
Government.
In Municipal Court yesterday
March 7—Second District Council of
the American Legion Auxiliary meets in Martin J. Hill was fined $5 and costs,
having been arraigned on the charge
Union.
March il—Llmerock Valley Pomona of operating a commercial vehicle at
meets with Pleasant Valley Grange
The cumplaina.it
March 17—St Patrick's Day charity excessive speed
bridge sponsored by Helen Chapman. was State Patrolman Shaw.
Maude Blodgett. Carolyn Stewart and
Thelma Stevens
March 27-30—Farm and Home Week at,
Orono
Marrh 29-April I—American Legion
food fair at Masonic building.
June J4-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor.

The concert to be given by lhe
Rackland City Band one week frcm
tomo’row tor the benefit of underncurished children's milk fund, will
he held in Park Theatre, inste.t.i of
the Strand, as first announced.

WEATHER

An uninteresting drizzle was first
Rev Prett L. Payson, eldest brother
on the program yesterday and noon
Henry Payson of this city, died
cemperaiuie was up to 38, but when Monday in Provincetown. Mass., at
that brisk northwest wind swung into the age of 80 years. Interment was
action in thc afternoon the clouds in Belfast. The deceased was well
were swept from the sky and the way 1 '-nf'wn *n Rockland through frequent
paved for the fine winter weather
with the family.
that greets us this morning. It is not
------likely to warm up much today; at 8
five-mile roller skating race j
o'clock the mercury stood at 18. The, which has been looked forward to so
wind will blow briskly at times, dimin-S
.
P'ace at The Spanish
ishing later in the day. Old Sol now Villa Rink tonight. The contenders
are
Fred
Mealey
and Pearl Cav
grants us a full hour and a half more
of his kindly presence, and on fine anaugh. Both are very speedy, and
nights there is still a perceptible a fine race is looked for.
afterglow in the sky at 6 o'clock.
The Massachusetts Baptist Bulletin
Dr. Blake Annis is confined to the has this to say of Rev. W. J. Day of
Winthrop, Mass., at one time pastor
house by grippe.
of tlie First Baptist Church In this
W E. Ingraham, the veteran barber city: “The annual business meeting
at the Southend, is a patient at Knox of the church with church supper and
roll call was held Dec. 5. The reports
Hospital.
of the various organizations revealed
Oov. Brann has appointed Ashley a healthy condition of church life,
Walter, Jr., of Waldoboro as a notary with all bills paid and a balance to
the good in the treasury, the church
public.
is rejoicinr. and faces the new vear
There will bc a special meeting of with gratitude to Ood, and high
Miriam Rebekah Lodge tomorrow hopfs."
right at 7.30.
George Burns is leading the charge
Mrs. Clarence Knowlton of Park of the brown tail moth brigade
street resumed her duties at Knowl against the pest that threatens the
ton's Lunch this morning after hav peace of the community next sum
mer The work is being done at a
ing been Ul with grippe.
minimum charge bv men who need
The Country Club Orchestra, di the work. The Southend is especially
rected by James O'Hara, dispensed afflicted with the hateful nests. Those
work done immediately should
delightful music at the meeting of wishing
telephone the citv treasurer's office.
Rcckland Lodge. B.P.O.E. Monday 398-W
The law is specific in saving
right.
_____
the nests must be removed and memA Lincoln program will be present-1
will„be at
at the
tha meeting of Edwin
Pztarir, iLibby
iKhv na.
ed! at
Re y°ur ^or concerning the matter.
lief Corps tonight under the direc
PARK THEATRE
tion of Mrs. Nellie Higgins. Circle
supper at 6.
Tim McCoy's latest western. "FightAmong the prep school basketball' lng for JustiCe - hsis McCoy cast
teams leading for selection in thei.
,
...
.
. ,
annual Bates College interscholastic *
h° travels with a band of
tournament is Lincoln Academv cf | *exas cowboys to a town where his
Newcastle, which is the present lead mission is to reclaim land pilfered
er in the Knox and Lincoln League. from his father. He finds hostility or.
every hand as he and his band of
An evening of real enjoyment, par
ticularly for those who enjoy tlie peace-abiding cowmen enter Cougar.
dramatic and the humorous is ahead Even the girl McCoy meets and falls
for the members of the Baptist Men's | in love with, discloses dislike. GunLeague tonh.bt. Mark Bailey of play finally brings matters to a climax
Orono. is the scheduled speaker and it te only after
kjndIv
Special music, a gcod supper to eat , ,. , ..
. .
and fine fellows to meet, the notice old father has btfn murdered an<
reads.
McCoy accused, that his haj-d-riding
------band of Texans bring about peace and
Manchester. N H Leader: "Regi- McCoys “rights." The leading wom
nald W Pettingill. U.S.N.. has in an of "Fighting for Justice" Ls lovely
formed hLs mother. Mrs. Jennie M ,
_
.
m
Pettingill. of thc West Side, that his Jo>ce ComPton The picture comes
ship, the U. S. S. Chaumont, will sail for to’’ weekend —adv.
from San Francisco, after a cruise in
-----------------Chinese waters, for the East Coast
Feb. 18. and that he may be expected
MICKIE SAYS—
home for a brief furlough in the near
—
future." Young Pettingill is serving
his second enlistment in the Navy,
WHAT WE Routs WHO GET OUT \
and after hLs furlough in April will j
THIS JUEWSR4PER LIKE BEST
ABOUT
OUR WORK IS TH' KIUO
return immediately ta Chinese waters
William 8. Young who io on Ute
staff of a Portland concern was ar
raigned before Judge Dwinal Tuesday
under the so-called "blue sky" law
relative to a deal which Involved the
exchange of securities belonging to
an aged Hope woman, back in Marc 1932. Young was found guilty and
fined $300 and sentenced to 30 days in
the county jail, with 30 days addi
tional if thc fine is not paid He
appealed and furnished bail in the
sum of $2000,

Two Friendship lads, Irving Sim
mons and Oscar Simmons. 23 and 17.
respectively, were before Judge
Dwinal yesterday and pleaded guilty
to malicious mischief at the cottage
owned by 'Dr. W. H. Hahn and E A
Burns. With a 22 calibre rifle they j
riddled the windows, and Inside dis
ported with thc furnishings. Oscar j
was placed on probation for one|
year, but his older brother was fined j
$50 and costs and sentenced to 30 j
days in Jail. Tlie jail sentence was
suspended, but there is also an alter
native jail sentence if the fine is not
paid.
Thc 65tli anniversary of Elkdoui
was celebrated in an appropriate
manner by Rockland Lodge Monday
night, which was also past exalted
rulers’ night. The post of exalted
ruler was occupied by Percy McPhec
and other past exalted rulers in the
chairs were E. W. Pike. G. B. Butler,
Thomas J. Foley, Almon P. Richard
son, and Albert C. Jones. The pro
gram included a paper on the history
and accomplishments of the national
organization, bv Albert C. Jones; a
paper on the hLstorv and accomplish
ments of the local lodge, by E. W
Pike and music by thc Country Club
Crchcstra. An excellent chicken sup- ;
per was served. Officers for thc cn- |
cuing year were nominated.

Tickets for Kippy Karnival Ball
are now on sale at the Corner Drug
Store ami Chisholm's Fruit Store,
adv.
19-20

FRIEMDLY FEEUUGYOU ROCKS
HAVE TUWAR0 OL'R PAPER =
IT SURE MAKE? US fE E L GOOO
TO KKIOW OUR GOUJMMS ARE
ALL READ WITH INTEREST,

AHO THAT MAMV OF YOU EVEH
THIUK WE GET OUT' TWE BEST
RAPER IU THIS PART OF THE

STATE” AUD FOR THAT, WE

CANDY SPECIALS
for this
WEEK - ENDI
Spanish Crackles
Similar to Peanut Brittle, only
Better Eating

19c lb.
Peppermint Patties
One Pound Boxes

29c lb.

Mrs. Alice F. Burrow s

Chocolate Cherries
39c lb.

39c lb.

TABLE FRUITS

Large Navels
29c doz.

HOTEL URMEY

In the heart of all activities.
Beautiful rooms and high
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan)
Single rooms <2.50 per day
upwards
Double rooms 15.00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jarobsen Cafe in the
Building
I Ownership-Management j
WILLIAM M. URMEY

AT SENTER CRANE’S

Snttgli
ia

New this week . . . fresh from New York .
this Silk

The

Crinkle Crepe
Colors:
Hyacinth
Eleanor Blue
Cabbage Green
Putty Beige
Manila Brown
Egg Shell

N ©iv McCall

Cutting

Blark

White

McColl

7074

is a friend

About twenty different patterns to choose from

Jumbo Californias

to smart women

69c yd.

Regularly $1.00 yard

For Those Tender Feet
They hug the arch like a
glove

39c doz.

who sewl

Doctors — Dentists —
Professional Men

McCall

7087

One of America’s foremost makers of Profes
sional Coats sent us some samples of their high
grade coats. They're yours for

One Half Price

Florida’s Finest
4 for 25c

CHISHOLM’S
FRESH MADE CANDIES
AND ICE CREAM
MAINE

ROCKLAND,

$

Also a few Uniforms to close,

Sale of Tapestries and Velours
Just lhe thing for radios, end tables, coffee

tables, etc., and

CUSHING
Miss Grace Lawrence R. N . was in
town Tuesday in the interest of the
y.proaching toxoid clinic, sponsored
tv the State, which is to be held in
Thcmaston, Feb. 20, at the high
re hool building, under the supervision
of the town nurse and Miss Lawrence
atiti two doctors. All children will be
given this treatment for 25 cents to
cover cost of serum, and any and all
children of school age. also the prerrhool age are invited to attend and
be treated. Blanks may be secured
al the South Cushing oostoffice for
those w ho have not been supplied, as
thLs town is included in the list
Nearly every town is conducting these
clinics to help stamp out diphtheria,
and thc method is already eliminat
ing this dread disease.
Miss Thelma Wales, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wales, is ill
fiom abscess in thc head and is a
great sufferer al times.
Mrs lawreston Creamer and Miss
Came Wallace have been ill thc past
week, but are now reported as gain
ing.
Fred Killeran is hauling wood tor
E K. Maloney from his lot on the
Willey farm, which Mr. Killeran re
cently bought.
Schools in town are closed for a
few weeks, after a six weeks’ term
Nearly every housewife has a de
pression plant started or in ful!
growth. Many and varied are their
form, shape and color, some of them
being very interesting.

98c

DIED
IIAMBI.EN At West Stonington. Feb. 8.
James I Hamblen, aged 72 years. 2
months. 27 days.
POWERS- At Lower Sunset, Deer Isle,
Feb 10. William Powers, aged 76 years.
9 months.
LANE-At Staten Island. N Y.. Jan. 21.
Miss Elizabeth K. Lane, native of Deer
Isle.
WINSLOW- At Rorkland. Feb. 15. Her
bert Henry Winslow, aged 76 years. 1
month, 21 days. Private funeral Fri
day at 2 oclock from the late realdcncc. 75 Oliver street.
HARRINGTON—At Thomaston. Feb 15.
Jennie E. (Hastings!, wife of Capt
Hoi lie Harrington, aged 61 years, 4
months. 5 days. Funeral Saturday at
2 o'clock from the homc, 40 Main
street
'LEAGUE —At Warren. Feb. 15, Alpheus
M. Teague, aged 77 years. 11 months.
18 days Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock
from the residence.
Interment ln
Fairview cemetery
PAYSON—At Provincetown. Mass.. Feb
13. Rev Fred L. Payson, aged 80 years
Interment In Belfast.

Shadow Velours

.25
.39
.49
.59
.89

9x12,
9x18,
9x24,
1 lx: I
14x36.

.29
.39
.69
.98

9x18,
12x18,
12x36,

24x24,
36x36.
18x50,

1.69

1.29

India Print Bridge Sets, 36 in. with 4
napkins.
49c
Hall Runners from Italy, size 2x10 feet, $6.50

R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

The woman who sews for
smartness and individual
ity... who refuses to wear
a frock which looks "home
made"...is the woman for
whom the new McCall
cutting line has been
specially created.

look at the prices

Tapestry

Ail Heels

Women’s and Children's

MARRIED
, SIMMONS . MURPHT - At Friendship.
Feb. 5. by Rev W E Lewis. Ivan Sim
mons of St. George and Miss Doris
Murphy of Friendship
1 TILDEN-TISDALE At New York City.
Jan 30. Fred Tilden and Miss Lillian
Tisdale of Palmer. Mass

—
™

One-half

AAA to LEE

All Rubber Overshoes in
Black and Brown

Line

59c yd

New Silk Prints

BORN

MIAMI. FLORIDA
The most Interesting apot In
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
ing the winter months.

FEBRUARY ECONOMIES

•eitimnc

ORNE—At thc Lucctto Maternity Home.
Thomaston. Feb 13. to Mr. and Mrs
Allied Orne. a daughter
HENDRICKSON —At South Thomaaton.
Feb 11. to Mr and Mrh Henry Hen
drickson. a son.
HENDERSON—At Thomaaton. Feb. 15. to
1 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Henderson, a
son.

ge

The Union Aid1 held a social at the
church Friday evening and1 in spite
of the severe cold and much sickness,
there was a large attendance. Two
of the local boys rendered saxo
phone solos which were heartily ap| predated. Sherman Vannah was thc
j first, followed by Allyn French, and
, it is very gratifying to see our youth
making such progress in their musi1 cal career. The school children
gave some litte sketches, and spoke
pieces adding to thc evening's en
tertainment.
Lowell Wallace is ill with the popui lar distemper.
The Union Aid will be entertained i
at the home of Mrs. Hamlin Scofield
j Feb. 22.
• • * •
Another lifelong resident of this
place died here Jan. 30. Mrs. Alice
i F Burrows, 81. She was the widow
of Samuel Burrows who died sev
eral years ago. Following her marI riage to Mr. Burrows her life was
spent on the place where she died.
To them four chidren were born, all
of whom are now living.
Mrs. Burrows was a homc loving
woman, but always interested in the
church and Its activities, and when
' health permitted was a very active
member of the Relief Corps. She
was one of those motherly persons
whose personality seems to draw
others to them, yet quiet and unas
suming.
During the past two or
three years she received the tender
care and devotion of her oldest
daughter Mrs. Inez Shuman, who
administered to her needs. She
also leaves daughters Mrs. Sadie
Mank of East Waldoboro, and Mrs.
Delia Jackson of this section, and
one son Stephen who resided
with his mother on the home place.
There are also several grandchildren
and a number of great-grandchil
dren.
Funeral services were held at the
home. Rev. George A. Collins officiat
ing. and interment was in the fami
ly lot in Sweetland cemetery.

A delightful combination of
Chocolate Covered Peanuts and
Cream

Thref

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Just Received! One Pound Boxes

Peanut Dainties

Page

Real Live Canaries

OR this new cutting line not only offers her
the perfection of result she is seeking...but
it brings her as well a quick, sure, easy way to
cut her frock without worry or bother about
wobbling edges or inaccurate sizing. The new
McCall printed cutting line, like the former line,
is a true reproduction of the Master Pattern...
ou cut along the white center between the two
lue lines with perfect assurance and a steady
hand. And your frock invariably turns out as you
hoped.

F

Guaranteed to Sing

Send *1

for the next 5

£

months of

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
MAGAZINE

House Beautiful, 8 Arlington St.,
Boston

Song Birds

Every bird is freshly imported.
Every bird is wing stamped,

$4.50 eacb

Your money back, cheerfully too. if bird does nut sing

DON’T FORGET
THE 4th FLOOR
BARGAIN ATTIC

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
'

WHITE OAK GRANGE

Gclden Sheaf certificate which marks
50 years as a faithful member. Mem
bers were present from Seven Tree.
Maple. Warren and Good Will
Granges making a total of 73. The
worthy master received mucn praise
tor his excellent work. The first and
second degrees will bc conferred thc
17th.

"I shall miss you while you are on
your hunting trip, dear." said tlie
ycung wife affectionately, “and I shall
pray that thc hunters you are going
with will do thc same.”

Ccokery Hint: The taste of
j onion can bc improved greauy by
.
. .
| addto? a pound or steak to it.—Los
I Angeles Record.

At the last regular meeting of
White Oak Orange lhe third and
fourth degrees were conferred and
there was a harvest feast. Herbert
Waltz was presented with a Oolden
Sheaf certificate . with appropriate
glllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllflllllllHIlHIIIIHmilHIIIIIIIIHIHIIIIIIIII^
remarks by Alma Jameson. He was
also presented with a nice cake, made
Public supper Saturday, Feb. 18.
and decorated by the Worthy Ceres.
Bcrnys Jameson. The members feel 5 to 7, St. Peter's Undercroft. Same
proud of having presented two mem excellent menu as usual. Price 35
bers within six months with the cents.
20-21 =
IN OUR NEW
||

1 FRIDAY & SATURDAY SPECIALS ]

NILO
Once a year, usually at Christ
mas, Nilo gives the automobile
owners a Bargain. This year Nilo
waited until February. Here it is:
WASHING,

75c

GENUINE ALEMITING,

75c

ALL LABOR, PER HOUR,

75c

HEAD LIGHTS FOCUSSED,

75c

BATTERIES CHARGED,

75c

THESE PRICES FOR CASH
FEBRUARY ONLY

NILO’S GARAGE

FRED FERNALD
PAINTING AND

PAPERHANGING
It will pay you to see my 1933
Wall Paper Sample Books
Quality Papers

V.

Only—

Make sure of lovely results and
iong satisfaction from every dollar
you put into your home by follow
ing HOU8EBEAUTIFUL, the love
liest of homc magazines. Each
monlh it oilers you countless new
ideas for your house. Its rooms, and
the garden that frames it.

Send $1. (mentioning this ad)
to

"Hartz Mt.” Imported Male

Prices Right

Tel. 575 after 5.30 p. m.
7*9

|

FOOD DEPARTMENT
Inside
Painting

FRANKFORTS, 2 pounds........................................ 25 g

43 g

GOOD BUTTER, 2 pounds................................

Large Cans of All Kinds of VEGETABLES..........10 E

DO YOUR INSIDE PAINTING NOW!

CHERRIES—Maraschino

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT
Is the Cheapest To Use!
BECAUSE of thc purity of the pigments, linseed oil
and colors of which it is made
BECAUSE its fine grinding means large covering
capacity and durability—reducing costs
DO YOUR OWN PAINTING OR EMPLOY
A GOOD PAINTER—HE NEEDS THE WORK

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
20-22

2’/z ounce bottles ..

.05.

5 ounce bottles..

.10

8 ounce bottles ........................................................ 15
OREGON PRUNES, No. 2»/2 can......................... 15
Swift’s Pride WASHING POWDER, 3 pkgs... .10 FE
9% oz. jar PICKLES .................................................. 10 j

L B. CROCKETT
5 & 10c to $1 STORE

I
Every-Other-Day
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ly bled by a college crook never oc
“Seven Seas” Figurative
AH Can Find Healthful
curred to him ... or certainly It
of All World’s Oceans
Recreation in Bowling
never had occurred until this mo
The "seven sens" ls a figurative
What Is ’he best recreation for a
ment when Thayer’s manner be
term denoting all the seas and man whoso brain Is upset by busi
16 11
i
!
trayed to him a side of the man's
t? 13
G 7
fl
M
5
1
oceans of Ihe world. It is often ex ness worries?
character which ordinarily Vernon
plained that tlo- seven seas are the
The answer Is "howls." according
would have been too generous to
lb
18
IM
If you are “run down” or out of
Arctic, the Antarctic, the North and to Prof. William G. Anderson, who
discover.
condition, if sluggish bowels have
Soutli Pacific, the North and has outlined a "games diet" for
As a matter of fact. Pat Thayer
19
16
17
South Atlantic, and the Indian every one from seven to seventy.
allowed poisonous impurities to
had lost interest In Vernon. Pat
ocean. This term need not in fact
Children between the ages of
accumulate in your system, you
zS
li
hnd heen Interested so long’ns Max
2l
zo
he taken literally, lt wus part of seven and fourteen, he says, should
are very liable to suffer from
possessed money, but Thayer knew
the vernacular of several nations keep fit by tree-climbing. This de
that he was broke. Now that there “feverish” colds.
Z5
ZM
long liefore some of the oceans velops a boy's torso, leg, hip anil
was no more golden flood to he hnd
named
were
known
to
the
Inhabit

arm muscles better than un.v other
he felt that the sooner he rid him
36
1
3i 3? 33
Zb Z7
ants of l-'.ttro|ie atal Asia. The game.
c7Ac
self of Vernon's friendship, the
W
seven seas are referred to lu the
Cricket Is the ideal game frotu
5?
quicker he’d be happy.
Jh
Laxative Worm Expeller
W
literature of the ancient Hindus, fourteen to twenty-one. The men
And so he sneered nt Max before
will
ward
off
or
lessen
these
attacks
by
Chinese.
Persians,
Romans
und
tal
stimulation
from
making
a
hig
the girl with whom Max fancied
40
1 39
37
giving relief from constipation.
other nations. In each ease the score or howling well does more lo
himself ln love. He taunted him
J* Bij. Octavus Roq Coke r\_,
term refers to different bodies of develop the hoy's muscles Ilian
. . . and, through sheer perversity, Mrs. E. W. Stephan of 31 KenMM
mJ
M3
Ml
water.
Sometimes It refers to strenuous exercise.
berma Road, Dorchester, Mass.,
stole hls girl.
mythical
seas.
To
the
Persians
the
Between
twenty-one
and
thirtyMax was livid. For the first time writes: — “It was recommended
M7
I Mb
Mb
seven seas were the streams form five tennis is the best health-creator.
CHAPTER I. CONTIM EI)
to me by a relative wbo had used
moon-lTke face. He nodded to Pat I In hls life he was racked with a
ing the tixtts river; the Hiudus ap It gives mental stimulation largely
fierce, white anger.
M<)
50
it for years, and I in turn most
Mt\
and addressed Ivy Welch.
plied the name te bodies of water because the game provides scope for
"She's
my
girl."
choked
Max.
The golden head nodded anil her
sincerely recommend it, most of
“I guess this Is niee," he said
la
the
Punjab.
Near
Venice,
Italy,
Indvlduality.
"and you know It."
5i ?!
55 5b 57
5M
voice came up lo him.
sharply. “Making a date with me
all for children, but also as a
is a group of salt water lagoons
Bowls, says Professor Anderson.
"Little boys don't have girls."
“What did she mean, Pat?"
and then standing me up for an
laxative for adults.”
which the Romans called septeui Is a game for men of all ages. It Is
grinned Thayer. "You're Just a
He was in control of hls emo
56
bl
5M
bd
hour."
maria, the Latin phrase for seven the only game a mau can play with
> Successfully used for 8i years.
tions now, amid his light, bantering
She turned upon him a wide
child. With less brains than most.
seas In modern times the phrase benefit when he Is worried by busi
manner returned.
It delighted
bM
eyed baby stare.
I'm sick and tired of you . . . and
fe\
bt
tb.e “seven seas" was popularized ness or domestic affairs. Obviously
Thayer to captivate women—even
"Why, Max," she exclaimed, “I
1 won't stand any more nf this talk
hy Rudyard Kipling, who used Tt the ladles have realized this, for
women *> young and larking ln
never did I"
about who I shall walk with and
b5
bb
b7
as the title of a volume of poems, there are now many bowls clubs
Judgment as this child who snug
TENANT’S HARBOR
“I'll say you did."
when. Get that?"
for women and their membership
published in 1S»'>. The poet him
gled against him.
“When ?"
“Careful. Pat."
self said the term might be regard lists are Increasing rapidly.—Boston
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
“Sore," he announced.
“Just now. Didn't you aay you'd
“Of what?"
The State Department of Health
ed as referring to the seven oceans, Globe.
21-Flat woven article
48-To set again
1-Mo!t
meet me at half past ten? Didn't
“Jealous, you mean?"
"Pleuty." Vernon's roly-poly fig cctpcrating with Dr. Gtoss, is offeralthough it was a very old figura
23-Allude
50- A sailor (Colloq.)
5-Caper
“We-e-ell—maybe.”
you ?"
ure was trembling. ”1 don't want inj tcxc.d treatment to children over
tive name for all the waters of the
51— Exhibits indignant 25-Ventilate
10-Box
She clung to him passionately.
six months cf age Friday afternoon
to
have
trouble
with
you."
Find
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Bog
world.
2C-Gains
displeasure at
14- Learning
“Did I. Max?"
“Oh! I hated her, Pat, 1 thought
"I’ll say you don’t if you were at Cr. Oross' office. These treat
27- Standard
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15- House pelt
Dates From Glacial Age
“You certainly did. And 1 don't
ments are to prevent diphtheria. and
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a
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when
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End
If you don't waul to keep a date other guy copped your girl."
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age-old
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cents
covering
the
cost
of
beth
treat

“Now, now. Sweetness. You're
29- A number
"You mean—?"
59- Prussian city
17- Morally bad
Bible as Beyond Price
with
me
you
needn't
make
one."
bog
In
AVisconsin
has
been
made
hy
ments.
All
children
should
b?
c;31- Roman author
61- Orator (abbr.)
not going to mistrust your Pat that
1C-To tie again
"Ask Ivy. If she’d rather trot
Pat Thayer's sneering voice cut
ccmpanied bv their parent, or bring a
Joint Wesley's Bible is one of the experts of the botanical department
32- Goddess of the
19- A gulf, an inlet of 62- To grin (Scot.)
soon, are yon? If some fool girl
around with you, she's welcome. written consent. Miss Grace Lawinto
the
conversation.
most
cherished
treasures
of
the
of
the
State
university.
The
con

harvest (Class.
63- Allots
Ionian sea
thinks she's got a claim on
But
I'm
not
going
to
share
my
girl
I
t
-r.ee.
nurse,
will
bc
in
attendance
"What yon getting all heated up
Methodist church. It was handed to clusion reached was that the hog
Myth.)
64- Flutter
20- Pertaining to the
me. . . ." He kissed her again, and
with
the
college
pest."
with
Dr.
On
about Mux?"
33- A hard substance
Dr. Scott Lidgett as a symbol of the began as a lake in the period when
number 10
65- Lookt
she sighed and relaxed.
Max
stared
at
Thayer.
Then
he
35- Kitchen utensil
It is expected that the baby clinic;
"Plenty. Ivy hud a date with me.
22-Oecaying flesh of an 66-Entrap
Wesleyan Methodist church, on hls glaciers swept over the state.
"We—we nre engaged, aren't we,
36- Butt
animal
67-To cut (Prov.
and she didn't have any right stand looked at Ivy Welch. She was lilt will again fc? held very 'oon in thc
Induction as first president of the
The
botanists
found
25
kinds
of
Pat?"
ing her lips. Ivy didn't understand I church parlor as previously.
38- Mature
Eng.)
24- Happy
ing me up.”
united church. The Bible which fossil pollens, of which ten were
“Of course. Sugarplum. Firmly,
what It was all rIhiiiL She didn't
39- Covering for head
25- Change
Unu'ual interest i= being manifest
“
It
wasn't
her
fault
I
grabhed
the
great
evangelist
carried
with
significant
In
determining
the
hls
finally nnd happily.”
42- Natives of Korea
understand the hlaek mood which ed In th CJd F l!o ra I oda
16-A number
her and took her off for a walk."
VERTICAL
him
is
quite
an
ordinary
pocket
vol

tory of the bog. A layer of water
43- Child's pet
■“And you're not peeved because
possessed Thayer—Pat. who was , winter. There is large attendance a;
/3-Cind
"Yeli! But you didn't know she
ume, except that It is very old. mosses next to the clay In the deep
44- Procurea the lose ot
20-Protection
I told Tony."
usually so suave and quiet nnd the meetings, at the- close o: w.L?
hnd
a
date
with
me."
Years ago It used to be the prac est part of the hog lent support to
something
1- Plaything
"4—Entrance
“We-e-ell, we had decided that It
gentle.
Nor
had
she
ever
seen
Max
a
baseball
game
contest
is
the
spe

"Didn't ir
tice of each Wesleyan president to the lake theory.
46- To make smaller
2- Raiaed
3 >-Pi'cposition. By
better not he spread around the
Vernon angry. . . .
cial feature icr entertainmeut. La
Vernon looked up quickly, hls at
carry the Itlble with him every
47- lnterdict
3- Scandinavlan
AC-F>e:taim
Evidence that the development of
campus. But when the milk Is al- 1
“1—I wish you boys wouldn't week "Pete” icaptain of the losing
49- Stocky parts of a
explorer
tention arrested by the sneer.
where he went. It has been In the bog was not an uninterrupted
37-A dress material
side), gave the winners a fine sup
ready spilled—"
quarrel."
she
faltered.
plant
4- Satisfaction
-'"-Moved rapidly
“Did you?"
every town, village and hamlet ln process was found In the disclosure
per.
engaging
Willis
Wilson
to
mak.
"Pm sorry, Sweetheart."
“We’re not quarreling," said
50- Taut
5- Arrangement
29-A vehicle
“
Sure.
She
told
me."
England.
of
layers
of
raw
peat
separated
hy
th?
clam
chowder,
and
he
certainly
"And you won't doubt me any
Thayer. "I'm merely tired of Max's
51- Tattera
6- Man's name
Pref x. Eelore
“You—you're just saying that to
e id a good jtb It was a very napp
Now the precious hook has a layers of oxidized peat or muck, in
more?"
sniveling."
%2-Large lake
7- Make by tatting
41-TaMt cloth
let
Ivy
down
easy.
”
occasion.
and
echoes
of
the
evening''
home of steel, tldef-proof, fire-proof dicating striking climatic changes
"No, Pat—never." But she pulled
53- Father
"But I thought yon were friends." entertalr.mi nt nre being still heard
,3-Rctsting mechanical 8- Pendant of ice
"I'm saying It because It'a true.
in the safe of the Methodist hook- during the long process of formaback In his embrace and stared up
54- An alcoholis
9- Defraud
(*9vua
“Were is right."
Myron
Wiley
is
noble
grand
und
Ever

Who do you think you are. Fat Boy,
shop in City road, London, there to tion.
beverage
4«-A Dutch colonist of 10-Was prominent
at him. "I couldn't help being Jeal
Max Vernon stepped close
ett Torrey vice grand, and they ate
remain until a new president I)
55- Peraia
11-Preflx. Around
Teeth Africa
ous of Tony, though. I've always
"You're kind of through with me. very grateful for the cooperation o
56- Singular of eaves
i12-Female voice
V -Ceding vessel
chosen as head of the Methodist
admired her and looked up to her—
aren't you Pat?"
the members ar.d hoping that they
57- Stead (Scot.)
Attractions of Conway
13-Red and white
•: .-Lick up
church.
and all that.
She's the prettiest
“You said it."
will all keep up the good work.
60-Stamp (abbr.)
horse
-7-3?iaireerin|
Conway is one of the loveliest and
Wesley's
Bible
could
have
been
. . . and they say she's got Just
“You’ve taken everything I had
most
Interesting
old
towns
of
Wales,
sold
for
almost
any
price
from
time
(Solution
to Previous Puzzlel
oodles of money."
and now you're throwing me aside,
AFTER
to time. America longed to pos famous for several things, its great
Ivy cuddled her hand In hls big '
eh?"
It rained iast night and the salts are
DEER ISLE
sess it. but the Methodist church tubular bridge, designed by Robert
drying
C|
|E| [AiMlElR
one. “I—1 never loved a man be
Pat cast a startled glance at Ver
Friend' of Mrs. Benjamin C. Smith
Out tn the harbor brightly blue.
Stephenson: Its historic castle,
AlRlAlNl IrIeIaIl h|_ p|l |S|A
even
lu
its
pooreA
day
xvas
never
fore this, Pat And 1 guess no man
non. He had never credited Max Sea gulls shrill with their eerie crying
will
be
sorrv
to
learn
of
the
accident
TATh-lqtrsBHlcWB
so poor as to part with tlie little which seems too like the castles in which befell her on Saturday evening
knows Just how a woman feels
Seek largese from a trawler's crew.
with any such keenness of percep
thumb-marked book in the shabby, fairy books and giant tales to he when she sl.pced tmd fell on the side
AIL T
when another woman—especially a
tion.
Little boats on the waves ere thudding.
real; its memorials of the great walk near thc Haskell-Pickering ga
tattered
leather
cover.
—
London
pretty one like Tony—who's got
Fresh
and
strong
Is
the
young
spring
“Put It any way you like. Only
struggle between Edward I and rage. sustaining a bad fracture of the
breeze:
Mail.
everything, and money and all—
for G—d's sake, quit whining White-cap;
over thr blueness scudding—
Llewellyn, whose statue la in Lan left hio. She is now under treatment
comes along like she did, and kind
Lapping, slapping the weathered quays
around me."
caster square. There are several at th? Blue Hill Hospital ar.d is rest
of— Oh! you know."
•Til quit, Pat. But I'll start Morning and spring, and the world re
The Two Minutes Silence
quaint old houses ln the town, one ing a* comfortably as pcsffble. Hu
“Sure I know. But Just so long
making—
thinking. I guess I've been awful
The impressive two-minutes si in High street dating from 1300. nnd two eons Allan and Clydr are in Blu; Tide sweep; tn from the deep again:
ns we understand each other. . . ."
dumb. Yon haven’t 1 begin to see Always
the ttood tide after ebbing:
lence ou Armistice or Remembrance their panelled rooms and ornamen- hill to be near thetr mother.
“I do understand you, don't I.
Always the sunlight after rain
more and more clearly that you've
Contract' for carryirg the mail for
day was adopted on the Initiative ot tai ceilings are well worth seeing.
— A.Ice Lawry Gould
Pat?"
been wise as h—."
i Mrs. Stephen Oould I
Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, who placed At SL Mary’s church the tourist the next four years, beginning Ju’y
“Nothing less."
Pat Thayer raised hls arm threat
iFrom Christian Science Monitor)
the proposal before the late Lord finds ln the south porch the grave 1. on star routes out of the Deer Isl,
“And you understand me?"
eningly. "One more word like that,
Milner. In a letter to Sir Percy, made famous by AVordsworths pcstoffice. have been awarded by the
“I’ll say so."
.
Vernon, and I’ll—"
P. tcfflce Department at Washingtor
dated January 30, 1920, Ix»rd Stam- poem, “AVe Are Seven."
“And nothing is going to destroy
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
Max Vernon's eyes were half
as fellows: Deer Isle-Sargentvillr.
fordhara
wrote:
“
The
king,
who
our love? Ohl Pat—it's so differ
Ecckwlth Hardy: Deer Isle-Stoningclosed. He spoke In a grim whis
learns you are shortly returning to
ent. I’ve run around with boys—
ten <via Sunset). Karl Knowlton:
per.
Pavlova’s Home Sold
South
Africa,
desires
me
to
assure
Deer Isle-Surshtne, Alvin Howard
just kids, you know. But I never
"If you lay a hand on me, Thay
The
house
where
Pavlova
lived
you that he ever gratefully remem
Capt. Fred M. Greene of New Lan
thought I was in love with them.
er." he said quietly. “I'll kill you!"
bers that the Idea of the two min for many years, Ivy house. North don, Conn., formerly of Deer 1*1?.
It s just kind of like I'd been sav
For a second the tableau held.
utes' pause on Armistice day was End road, Goldersgreen, London, writes: "I notice that ice beating is
Ing myself always for you, If you
Then—not knowing why he did so
due to your initiation—a suggestion has been sold. Ivy house has a very good now on the Maine lake*. I
know whnt I mean."
—Thayer lowered hls fist. He
"Why. Max,” She Exclaimed. “I
which was readily adopted and car beautiful garden. When the dancer would like to b? down there to go
lie looked down at her: hls eyes
turned away.
Never
Did!
’
*
ried out with heartfelt sympathy acquired the property she gave a , sailing with ycu."
narrowed to pinpoints, his body
“Come along. Ivy," he said with a
Frank D. McVeigh recently found,
throughout
the empire.”—Montreal "house-warming” party outdoors',
suddenly taut
to say when a girl shall go with me laugh which somehow was not
and danced a ballad upon the lawn while rummaging in the attic of h's
Family Herald.
“I know. Honey. Now give me
hearty. “Let s get away from the
and when she shan't?"
for her guests. She spent hours heme at Sun*et a coDy of th? Deer
one more real kiss and we'll go."
"I kuow. . . . But, Pat! Ivy and kindergarten."
when at home tending her plants or Isle Oazette. It is Vol 1. Nc. 52. and
Her arms were flung about his
I have heen running around togeth
Little Left of Greet City
watching the swans upon the minia dated March .15, 1883, published by H
neck, nnd her half open lips pressed
er, and we had a dnte—”
The traveler today sees very lit ture lake. To her friends Pavlova H. Pressey. It is a four-column folio,
iTo Be Continued)
hotly against his. Her passionate
“Oh! to thunder with your dates.
tle of the site of Carthage, which confessed that If she were not a and contains many items which would
interest seme of cur readers. Of
Idolatry pleased his overweening
If your girl prefers to walk with
was destroyed in 14C B- C. “For cen dancer she would be a gardener. ! 'till
persons mentioned in it; but two a.'?
vanity. She appealed to his ego
me, she can do it."
turies after Its final destruction,” She further enhanced the charm of , now living.
rather than to hls heart. Secretly
Pat's manner puzzled Vernon. He
says Prof. Harry Peck, "Carthage her domain by giving a home tn It
Manuel Perez has bought the l£osc
he was merely amused. It was fun
wus accustomed to caustic comment
was a quarry for both the Africans to a flock of pigeons nnd two mag ' Annis place at Sunset and will eccupy
to win the worship of such a pret
from his older friend, but there was
und the merchants of Europe. . . . nificent peacocks.—London Mail.
' it in the near future.
ty girl, even If she was a silly kid.
an unpleasant, combative ring In
Recent times have also added to
William Powers of Lower Suns"’
What mattered It to him If shortly
Thayer's voice which ronseu re
the work of devastation, since the
died at his home Friday night after
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
he'd chuck her?
Lanthanum's
Spectra
sentment even in the breust of the
an attack of flu. Funeral services
marble blocks of the ancient walls
..4................................
For the past 70 years scientists were held Sunday.
placid stout hoy. He knew nothing
They pushed aside the screen of
have been within the past few years
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Haskell are
of the recent scene with Tony Pey
vines which guarded the entrance
In part destroyed by the operation throughout the world have been
REBECCA
ton, he did not know that Put
to the Bower and walked hand In
of the Tunisian railway. The aque struggling to obtain a complete spec visiting relatives in Rockland and
Tliayer was in an ygl.v muod; but
band through the glade. Students
duct, over 50 miles in length, ls the troscopic analysis of lanthanum, the South Thomaston.
OW do you like your Re
Representative Gray bas intro
he did know that while he would
sprawled under the trees. The spell
only remnant of the greatness nf rare element with 57 electrons. The
becca'f' wrote Sir Walter
duced a resolve in the Legislature
of the season was upon the college.
stand a very great deal from the Scott to Washington Irving In the
the city's past that still preserves 70-year struggle has ended by work dh feting the State Highway Commis
ers of our bureau of standards who
taller man—he would not tolerate letter accompanying bis gift of one
It was a day for dreams and
a real Impressiveness."
sion to make a survey for a bridge
have determined the wave lengths acrcrs Fggemoggin Reach, from Little
quietude and romantic reflection.
the stealing of his girl.
of the first copies of "Ivanhoe" off
and relative Intensities of more than Deer Isle to Byard's Point in ScdgeThey strolled toward the Main
He turned on her.
the press. “Does the Rebecca I have
Historic Island
1,500 lines of this spectra. They wick.
building, skirting the Bowl, and
“A're you coming with me. now. pictured here compare well with the
Ivy?”
Dominica, the largest lsland In also Investigated nearly 500 of these
Just as they passed the tennis court
Mrs. Lena Gross, who has been
pattern given?'
the Leeward group, ls a paradise lines In a strong magnetic field. quite ill with flu Ls now able to b ■
She tossed her head.
some one Joined them.
"The pattern" from which Scott
singularly free from every pest In Their success is expected to aid about the house again.
“Certainly not. You've acted silly,
Maxwell Vernon was not happy.
fashioned the handsome Jewess who
IlIS AMBITION
imical to mankind. Columbus passed materially In atomic studies, as an
News has been received h rc cf t'l
and—"
His short, pudgy figure approached
Bgures so heroically In the familiar
here without stopping.
He was, analysis of the spectrum releases 1 death of Miss Elizabeth K. Lane,
"I’ll say he has!" Interjected
with quick, determined strides and
Harry says he has an ambition
novel, was a real woman, Rebecca
however, greatly Impressed with the considerable Information on the which occurred at Staten Island. N.
Thayer. “And how |”
he fancied that he looked very dig
which will be fulfilled some day.
Gratz, whose lovely person and love
V.. Jan. 21. Miss Lane was native of
Island's rugged beauty and upon his structure and habits of the atom.
Vernon's face (lushed.
It is to own something and if
nified. He had a round little body
lier deeds were well known to early
Deer Isle, having been born at Sun
return
to
Spain
Illustrated
its
un

"You keep out of this, Pat."
you
want
to
see
what
it
is
that
and a round, good-natured face.
Philadelphians and whose grave may
shine, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
even surface to Queen Isabella by
“Who says I must?"
Harry wants to own, take a pen
Even those who did not know Max
be seen today In the Mlkve Israel
Hardy Lane. For many years : Te was
Cattle* Centuries Old
crumpling
up
a
sheet
of
parchment
"I
do."
cil
and
join
all
the
numbered
dots
well, liked him. He had a quick
cemetery on Spruce street. Hers
a dressmaker in New York. Her last
There
are
many
fine
old
castles
In
his
hand
and
throwing
it
down
“
Well.
I'll
be
dog-goned.
You
do!
together, starting with dot num
smile for everybody and not an ene
[ visit to Deer Isle was during the sum
was a story of star-crossed love
before her. The island contains the to visit in Denmark, but one of the mer of 1929. She leaves a sister.
And who are you?"
ber one and ending*'twith dot
my ln the world. More than that,
Born of an aristocratic and Influ
finest
ls
Frederiksborg
castle
at
town of Roseau, in front of which
In all their two years of intimacy. ential Jewish family, well educated
number twenty-three.
he was supposed to be the wealth
Mrs. Lovinia E. Pressey of Camden.
the great naval hattle between Rod Hillerod, near Copenhagen, which I several nieces and nephews, also a
Tliayer had never seen .Max Vernon a beauty, she was the center ->f one
iest man on the campus.
ney and De Grasse was fought. dates from the Sixteenth century. It grandnephew. Leon C. Weed of this
roused to anger, lie was openly Of the most distinguished social
Most of the students laughed at
I.ime Juice is the principal export ls a massive and majestic pile, sur place and grandniece, Mrs. Leon Y
contemptuous of the younger man; groups of the post-Revolutionary pe
Max—but they liked him Just the
How Sensible Folks
rounding a lovely Inner court, and j Stinson of Camden.
of Dominica.
did not even credit him witli suf riod. When she fell In love with a
same. They called him a boob—but
noted for a secret passage and the
ficient strength of character to be wan of an ther faith than her own.
a darned nice chap. There was al
fact that it Is built on three small
Stop Rheumatic Pains
come really angry. But lie did not •he made a costly decision In favor
ways a song on his lips, and a
World's Sweetest Plant
Islands in a lake. Its chapel is rich
know that herein he was striking of her family's religion, and devoted
smile.
Innocuous, light-hearted,
In the hinterland of the Matto ly appointed, the altar and the pul
For 85 Cents
Vernon In Ids most vulnerable spot. her life thereafter to philanthropy
living only in the present and total
Grosso Dr. J. Geraldo Kuhlmann, pit being of ebony and chased sil
Vernon had cut a great swath nt
ly unworrled about the morrow,
and deeds of goodness that doubly
botanist of the Brazilian depart ver, while In the king's oratory ex
Marland with hls lavish wardrobe, endeared her io all who knew her.
Max Vernon was as picturesque In
An inexpen ive prescripfon that sta-ts ment of forestry, claims to have dis cellent carved woodwork will be
hls
big.
high-powered
car.
hls
bril
his own way as Tat Thayer was in
Thus, it was in the arms of Re
to drive excess uric acid
covered the sweetest plant In all seen.
liant parties nnd hls free spending. becca Gratz that died Matilda Hoff
from body in 24 hours
bis.
the world. This little bunch of
But
there
were
few
who
knew
thnt
man,
beloved
of
Washington
Irving.
Between the two there existed a
sweetness is called "kahehe" by the
Max
had
been
more
worried
recent

Allenru.
the
prescription
so
much
:
n
On a subsequent visit to Scott in
friendship which no one even tried
K Recipe
Indians of the section, but Its more
ly
than
he
cared
to
admit
even
tn
demand
by
wise
people,
is
safe,
harm

England Irviug poured out hls sor
to understand. Max Idolized Thayer.
Believe
in
yourself,
believe In hu
scientific
name
is
Stevia
rebotidluna.
less
and
speedy
—
it
ab'olutely
conquers
himself. His money was gone, or
row to his friend, relating in con
Thayer, on his part, openly derided
manity,
believe
In
the
success of
It
has
its
origin
in
Paraguay,
being
I
the
pain
and
ajony
in
48
hours
nearly gone. Debt had piled up on
nection with Matilda's death the he
Max . . . and by doing so merely
It goes further—being a scientific first discovered there In 1899. One your undertakings, believe In our
him.
He
was
an
orphan,
nnd
the
roic
story
of
Rebecca
Gratz.
All
who
seemed to entrench himself more
civilization. Fear nothing and no
' formula, it drives from your Joints,
Inheritance which had enabled him
know aud love the Rebecca of “Ivan 1 muscles and blood the excess uric acid might say offhand that any plant of one. Love your work. And don't
firmly in Max’s affections. Nor was
such
sweetness
must
he
a
variety
of
tn spend so lavishly and which—
hoe" pay unconscious tribute to this aid other poisons that shouldn't be
that because Max needed friends.
sugar cane. Yet it doesn't even be forget to work. Hope and trust.
beroic'girl.
there—it overcomes ardn removes long to that family.
The Marland campus was overflow to him—had seemed Inexhaustible,
But It pos Keep in touch with today. Then you
(<. 1912. Western Newspaper Union.)
was
now
nearly
dissipated.
from
your
entire
body
this
cause
of
ing with those who genuinely liked
cannot fail.—Grit.
sesses great medicinal values.
Loyally.
Max
hnd
never
permit

rheumatic
pain.
the sunny lad—and with those who
ted
himself
to
think
where
a
great
People
suffering
from
terrible
attacks
pretended to like him because the
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuritis or
deal of the money had journeyed.
strings of hls purse were always
STEAMBOAT CO.
Lumbago that prevents them from do
It
was
queer,
though,
that
In
two
Visitor—"Your son is making good
open. Max liked to be popular and
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
ing their daily labor can be free from
years of playing cards with Pat
Steamer leaves 8wan s Island at 5 31
he paid for his popularity. He was
progress
with his violin. He is be
agony
in
43
hours.
Thayer ln the privacy of Pat's room A. M . Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25
weak ... It was generally under
Allenru guarantees this joyful result \ "BuyAHome
8.15. due to arrive at Rock
ginning
tc
play quite nice tunes.”
there had been a steady flow of Vlnalhaven
land about 9.30.
so why not get one 85 cent bottle from
stood that one could make him do
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 ou ?. m.
cash from Vernon to the older man.
Read
the
CLASSIFIED
*
Host
—
“
Do
you really think so We
David
L
Mcarty.
druggist,
or
any
anything If one only approached j Like a good sport. Max put lt all Vlnalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3 30. Ston
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan'f modern druggist with the distinct
him In the right way.
were
afraid
that
we’d merely got used
down to hard luck. That he had Island about 6.00 F. M
understanding that it must do just as
But now as he appronched Pat
B. H. STINSON
to it.”—London Opinion.
PHONE ROCKLAND 115
J been scientifically and gystematlcal♦ + ■4'
<•
>:• •:* *:• *i
130-ti this notice states or money back.
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Keep Watch for the
“Feverish Cold’’

,

MAY DAY
MYSTERY

Dr.Trues Elixir
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SOCONYRZE
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CLEAN
BURNING
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DELIVERY
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aud Ivy, there
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HOW TO STOP A COLD
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At The High School

WOMAN LOST

Page Five

ROCKPORT

Schools In town will close Friday
for a vacation of one week.
Members of . Llie Trytohelp dll’)
were deliglitfully iniertained Mon
day evening at the home of Mis
Pnpamtions are in full swing for
Edith Overlock. There were 15 p; csthe big social event of the year, the
ent and a good amount ol work wa;
Kippy Karnival to be held Friday "all
accomplished on the quilt; which a:c
day and half the night." The com
in making. Refreshments were served
mittees announce special efforts to
make the opening event “The Auto Lost Her Prominent Hips— by the hostess.
Principal Snow was able to return
matic Butler," and the grand finale, Double Chin—Sluggishness
to High School Monday after an ill
the Karnival ball, especially enjoy
ness which kept him indoors over the
able. Thc vaudeville program Friday
Gained Physcal Vigor—
weekend.
afterncon will also be of the best.
A
Shapely
Figure
The numbers are listed thus: AcMrs. Hattie Rhodes is confined to
cordlcn solo, Carl Spear; song and
her home with an infected foot.
If
you're
fat
—
first
remove
the
dance, ten junior girts; stunt, Ted
Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham was
I add. Winfield Chatto, Sidney Har cause!
hostess to tlie Saturday Night C.ub
den; clown act. Walter Barstow. Sant
Take one half teaspoonful of Krus last week.
Fipicello; Spring. Rose Flanagan, chen Salts in a glass of hot water tn
Several new studies has"1 b"en
Dorothy Vo'e, Rose Moody. Doris
taken up by the classes in High School !
Maloney, Catherine Black, Gertrude the morning—in 3 weeks get on the
Heal, Virginia Leach, Mary Gay; ; scales and note how many pounds of and are Droving of great interest. '
Members of the General Science c'a-s ‘
Wcmanless Wedding, freshman boys; fat have vanished.
3 Hager Aspirin
are devoting their attention to "Land- !
Circus,
senior
boys;
Sport
and
Travel
ILLUSION: Thr magirian causes a gaily colored ball to float —up or
Notice also that you have gained in
Tablets in a half
Architecture" under the direc
Act, Sophomores; School Days, fresh energy—your sktn is clearer—you feel scape
glass of warm water
down, toward him or away from him. It obeys his every command.
tion of Mr. Snow and the freshmen '
men;
Halloween
Songs,
Howard
|
and gargle accord
younger in body—Kruschen will give are studying "Silas Mainer." of which
Ch.a'-e. Bernard Cohen, Frederick any fat person a joyous surprise.
ing lo directions.
during the past week they hav?
Merritt, Vernard Crockett, and Wil
But be sure it’s Kruschen—your dramatized portions nnd are study
liam Glover.
health comes first—and SAFETY first ing the stage settings and costumes
• • • «
Almost Instant Relief In This Way
Mrs Mabri Withee is 'p ending the I
The assembly program Tuesday is the Kruschen promise
Get a bottle of Kruschen Salts from : week tn Bc’ton while havin? a vaca- I
The simple method pictured above uine Bayer Aspirin Tablets dis
mcming was given over to singing
from her duties at thr Cam ! a
is the way doctors throughout the solve with speed and completeness,
by the school, of the songs brought ' any leading druggist anywhere In ■ tion
Bank.
leaving no irritating particles or
to light during the "census" taken America (lasts 4 weeks) and the cost ’ National
world now treat colds.
The Tuesday Bjhdge Club was en- |
Another trick is the advertis the quality of tobacco used.
are made from finer, more
grittiness. Get a box of 12 or bottle
last week of the favorite songs of the 1 is but little. If this first bottle doesn't j
It is recognized as thc QUICK of 21 or 100 at any drug store.
convince you this is the easiest, SAF tertained at the home of Mrs. Elsi?
ing illusion that one cigarette Choice, ripe tobaccos are less
expensive tobaccos than any
student body.
Hawkins.
• • • •
EST and surest way to lose fat—
EST, safest, surest way. For it Will
other popular brand.
can be “purer” than another. irritating, therefore milder
Harry
MacDonald
of
the
Flcischcheck an ordinary cold almost as
Richard Knowlton has recently j your money gladly returned.
mann yacht Carmago is at his horn"
explanation: All popular cig
than inferior, raw tobaccos.
fast ns you caught it.
Hence the mildness, the fla
Keen appointed to the Annapolis
here for a vacation of one month.
arettes are made under san
Naval Academy by U. S. Representa lett, Sophie Cohen, Virginia Connon.
vor,
the unflagging pleasure
Camels use the finest, choic
Mi's Dorothy Choate of Rockland
Ask your doctor about this. And
tive Donald Partridge. He graduated j Dcrcthy Freedman. Charles Havener, and
itary conditions, by modern
Miss
Agnes
Long
of
Tne
ra
‘
o:i
!
you
get
from Camels, kept
when you buy, sec that you get thc
Dorethy
Harvey,
Hulda
Smith.
Elzada
est
tobaccos,
ripe
and
mellow.
la’t year from R.H.S. and has been j
machinery. All use a good
real BAYER Aspirin Tablets. They
North, Richard Thomas, Anna Win were guests Sunday of Mrs. Mildred
fresh in the welded Humidor
attending the University of Maine.
Ea.< ;on.
• • • •
chenbaugh
dissolve almost instantly. And thus
cigarette paper. All are pure. It is a fact, well known by leaf
Pack.
The Ace Club will play Rockport i
Sophomore roll: Five A's, Emma
work almost instantly when you
Trace; of the epidemic are still wltr.
The difference shows up in tobacco experts, that Camels
High
at
the
local
gymnasium
this
e
ve

Ifarding,
Elizabeth
Walker.
take them. And for a gargle. Gen
us. At present Mr. Bowden and Mrs.
Four A's: Camilla Emery, Gertrude ning.
Spear are out; Mrs Lovejoy and Miss
Mi-, and Mrs. Alton Crone of Cam
Heal. Laura Kangas. Margaret Pen
Veazie are substituting.
kl I’T FRESH IN THE
den spent Sunday at the horn? of hl
Ask your druggist about thr recent price reduction on the
dleton.
NO TRICKS IN
Wll 1)1 I) HUMIDOR PACK
Three A's: Catherine Black. Mary grandparents Mr. and Mrs. B H
1 <H> tablet size Buyer Aspirin.
The geometry classes have been
bu-y making geometrical designs for Gay, Marion Ginn, Virginia Leach, Paul.
Miss Lois Burns visited relatives it.
po: er- advertising the Kippy Karni Madelyn Rawley.
Nothing below "B ": Winfield Chat Camden over the weekend.
val
and
the
Junior
Play.
"Tlie
Auto

NO TABLETS ARE GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN WITHOUT THIS CROSS
Following the Camden-Rcckpcr:
to, Edwin Edwards. Rose Flanagan,
matic Butler.”
---------------------------------------------• • • •
Helen Korpinen. Lilia Sherman, game Friday evening at Camden, the
K:gh School students ‘•njoyed n ’-c •
Pro-pec’.s for the annual Washing Eleanor Winchenbaugh.
ton trip are not very bright at pres- 1 Freshman roll: William Anderson cml and dance at the Parish Houes
er.t. Unless at least 25 members of (4), Frances Storer (4), Frances and an excellent time was isported
..JUST COSTLIER
Thc last league game will bc played
the senior class sign up the trip will Yeung (4), Ralph Tyler <4>.
HOPE
SOUTH WARREN
at
Thcmaston.
Peb
28.
Three
A's:
Sulo
Gronos,
Edward
not bc made. To date eight report as
Arline Ingraham spent the weekend
Hayes. Mildred Smith, Earl Withee
TOBACCOS
Mr. and Mrs Addison Oliver of planning to go • • • •
Albert P. ase. the genial mail car
Nothing below “B:" Catherine 1 with Mrs. Kora' Fanner at Boothbay
Gardiner
were
in
this
place
Thursduy
i
rier between Camden and North Ap to attend the funeral of Edward | Although me t of the pupils of the Chisholm, Madeline Curtis, Robert 1 Harbor.
Cup) tight. lu?j, it J. Ke/bulda TubiMto Company
IN A MATCHLESS BLEND
pleton via Hope, is rounding out his
A short rally was h<ld after High
school did not know it. there was a Freedman, Carlton Gregory, Vera
School
session
Tuesday
for
the
eveL
fourth year on this route. He teu Spear.
News of the death of Mrs. Annie large group of very well-known Thompson, Ruth Marston, Charles ning game. Miss Morong. caplain of ;
been a most careful and painstaking
speakers visiting the freshman civics Mitchell. Adelaide Scheilinger, Wil
ley, tn observance of his tenth anul- Aura Williams. In the various games
driver and surely Reserves all the goo'l Morse cf Camden caused sorrow to [ clans Monday morning. Mr. Hpover, bur Vasso. Thelma Whitehouse, Wil the girls' team gave a talk on ;
VINALHAVEN
her
friends
here
who
had
the
pleasJ
I ver. ary entertained a group of schexd- 1 prizes were won by Avis Webster,
things said in his favor.
“Sportsmanship and the Student j
liam
Welch,
Helen
Withee.
his
secretary,
two
or
three
well
known
i ure of her acquaintance.
Body.”
Misses Lucinda Young and Mildred | mates with various games. In the j Lois Webster, Willard Philbrook,
The dav meeting and dinner of the
• • • Heibert Spear is harvesting the tc? I persons trom abroad, a large number
' party were Louise and Alice Burgess, Claudette Wight. Mr. Clifford.
Grange last Saturday was well at on the Mill pond.
of delegates from Washington and
The Economic Civics Club held a ) Members of the Nitsumsoum Club P'b'n'rn. nurses at Knox Hospital Alice Erickson, Richard Williams.
and
their
husbands
were
entertained
arrived
home
Tuesday
tended. The evening social was pc'*twe
news
reporters,
each
gave
a
talk
• • • •
debate Wednesday on the question.
Mr;. Cnarles Dutton of Augusta is Thelma Bright, Marion Webb. Rob
poned until a later date on accoun’
FRIENDSHIP
on one of the well known problems Resolved: That all workers ought to at supper and bridge Monday evening
Edward S. Spear
of the stormy weather.
confronting the people of the United belong to labor unions. Members of at the home of Mrs. Douglas; Bisbee ; in town, called by the illness of her in Baricn. Rufus and Galen Smith. 1
Tht
hcurs
from
8
to
10
were
given
to
Death has again visited tht; little - Slates at present.
Congratulations and best wishes to
the team were: Affirmative: Captain with Mrs. Elizabeth Annis a; hostess. lather Stephen Col.sqn.
Mrs. Warren Hoffses has returned
• • • •
Mcses Webster Ledge. F A.M., con • young people of the LDS. Church
Albion Allen, our townsman, who community and taken an honored
William Anderson. John Leo, William Winner; of honors were Mrs Blanche
activities, tn which Mrs. Barton Ls a fiom New Harbor where she had em
McIntyre
of
Warrerr,
Mrs.
Elsie
Mur.leered
the
Felicwcraft
degree
cn
Ken

The
seniors
are
competing
in
the
celebrated his 98th birthday anniver citizen Edward S. Spear. Althou .. I
Wincapaw, Lawrence Lord, Francis
(' voted pprkar. The guoi- wen ployment several weeks In the family
sary last Monday. Listeners on the he had been in ill health for som annual Fidac essay contest, sponsored Havener, Mike Sutella. Mertland Har- sey of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs neth Web'ter Tuesday night.
Leroy Webb. Gerald and Virginia of Rev. and Mrs. Benjamin Shaw.
Frederick
Richards
Atlantic
Royal
Arch
Chapter
will
r.oon broadcast of thc Boston Glob; time his sudden death came as a grea by the American Legion Auxiliary, on i ington. Carolyn Smith, Miriam Wig
Willard and Pearl Philbrook
Mrs. Melvin Burns motored home
the subject: "What could be expected gin. Vemet Morgan. Negative: Cap- j When the members of the G. V.' held Its annual installation of offl Webb.
Monday, heard the announcement shock to friends and relatives.
Alex Begg. James Barton, also Mr.- with friends Sunday from Portland
and congratulations for Hope's 98- I Mr. Spear w-as born in 1875, son • \ from the present youth for the reali tain Carl Spear, Clayton Witham. Bridge Club went to thc home of cers tenight.
Clark
and
Mrs.
Archie
Begg,
who
Mrs.
Alice
Gardner
Tuesday
after

Mr>. W. Adelbert Smith left Wed
where fhe spent a week visiting her
the late Marcus and Lenora iMcIn zation of Universal Peace." Local Earl Withee. Edward Wiggin, Charles
ytar young man.
noon for their weekly meeting 1':•*'■ nesday for Augusta, where her hus a l isted in serving the ice cream and son Melvin Jr. who attends school
Mrs. L. P. Coombs of Rockland tyre) Spear. He married Ada. daugh judges, this week, will determine thc Mitchell, Charlotte Mattatall, Fran w.je not aware of the surprise which band
cake.
h attending Legisiatur.*.
there.
visited her mother Mrs. Luella Bart ter of the late Charles Libby, and C ' winners to whom cash awards of $5 ces Storer, Vera Ames Elsie Rack- awaited them. Mrs. Frances Carle
Mrs. Charles Chilles and daughter
Maiguerite Chapter, (\E.S., will
this union was born one child, Leila and $2 will be paid. There are the ltffe, Adelaide Scheilinger. Judges.
The Pythian Sisters of Friendship
lett last week.
ton, cne of their number, who is held tegular meeting Monday night. Miss Muriel Chilles returned Tues
contestants: Richard Britt. Stanley
A little son Neal Jr., was recently- who died at the age of nine yea s Gay. Merle Winslow, Elizabeth Clark Carolyn McAllister and Walter ;p;nding thc winter at Mt. Dora, Fla.. J There will be a rehearsal cf the work day from a few days' visit in Wal- , Temple extend invitation to all of its
which
was
a
severe
blow
to
the
par

Staples
of
the
senior
class
awarde-i
members and brother Knights, also
made welcome in the family of Mr.
bearing in mind that this meeting
Elder Archie Begg is making his : deboro,
He was a kind husband ard Fern Brown. Merton Sumner, Gert the decision to the affirmative.
Mayflower Temple and Arcana
and Mra. Neal Libbv. At present ents.
wculd fall on Valentine rav had official visit to Latter Day Saints orMrs. W. Y. Fossett was in Rock- Ledge of Thomaston, to be present at
neighbor, never having trouble wi'h rud? Blackington, Helen Davis. RooMrs. Libby and son are at Commun any cne. upright and honest in all h: • ert Allen. Shirley Barbour. Caro!
timed th? shipment of a box of choice anizafiens through the Western lard Tuesday.
a money making party at K. of P.
ity Hospital, Camden, and are doing dealings. He had held the office ol Gardner. Caroline McAllister. Helen
fruit so that it would arrive in sea Maine division.
SUNSET
Mi" Edith Bcftman who has been hall Feb. 23. at 7.30 p. m. Refresh
very nicely.
son
fcr
distribution
among
the
mem

Mi's
Villa
Calderwood
has
returned
Rc?s,
Oscar
Anderson,
Helen
Jordan
at home for a five day vacation, left I ments and asocial evening will be en
tax collector in the town and was
The Appleton High School play trusted by every one. In addition to Avis Lovejoy, Vivian Chaples. Edith
Lewis Small was in Camden one bers as a valentine greeting from her ficm Gardiner where sh" was guest Monday to resume her work at thc joyed, with a small admission fee..
given here last week was a success larming he carried on the fish busi Mcrse. Walter Staples. Mary' Foster day last week.
The thoughtfuln--; was much ac- cf her brother l<oyde Calderwood for Maine General Hospital In Portland. ,
and enjoyed by a large audience ness uo to the time of his death Carrie Breen, Everett Frohock.
Manuel Perez has purchased the PDeciated, and added greatly to th? the past five weeks.
where she has been employed sine? | The funeral of Theodore Bradford
• • • •
Thc Necdlecraft Club met Wednes her graduation as nurse from that of Thomaston, a former resident of
Dancing followed.
Mrs
Moses Annis place and will occupy enjoyment of the occasion
Much sympathy is expres:cd for the
this town, was held at his late home
Katherine Dunbar was hostess for day with Mrs. Joseph Kittredge.
institution.
Miss Wilma True of Watertown, wife who, within a few years ha- , Ruth Ward and Viola Andersov . it in the very near future.
There were forty exhibitors of quilts
Contracts for carrying the mail the afternoon.
The Carver Street Bridge Club was Wednesday afternoon.
Mass., observed her 14th birthday an been called upon to part with a sister. 1 who have officially Joined the Junior
Mrs. Ralph Blakely and Mis. Rita and afghans the past week at the entertained Monday night by Mrs.
niversary last Friday She received two brothers, father and mother, and class consider themselves lucky that j for the next four years, beginning
Thomas Delano of Lawry has been
Llewellyn Thomas. Honors went to aw aided both mail contracts to and
many greetings and gifts from her now her husband. He also leaves they arrived the day after mid-yea- July 1. on star routes out of the Deer Crozier returned from Boston ac Sinter Crane department s‘ore.
Htnry Duncan. Phil Brown, James Mrs. J. Herbert Carver and Mrs. firm Waldoboro and Thomaston. He
relatives and friends here who a-- many nephews and nieces who were 1 exams instead of the day before. MLss Isle postoffice were awarded by the companied by little Patricia Blakely
Ward has spent the last few years tn P O. Department at Washington as who had been in the Children; Hos Tabbitt. Foy Brown, and Messrs. Owen Robrrts.
happy to knew that she is well ar.d strongly attached to him.
will replace our genial and efficient
An enjoyable Valentine social wa? carriers, Bedfield Miller on the for
much interested in her studies.
[ The funeral was held last Thurs- Old Town while Miss Anderson has follows: Deer Isle - Stonington (via pital for observation Pat is now' re Cooper and Crockett of North Ha
ven
were
in
town
Tuesday
n.glrt
to
Sunset)
Karl
Knowlton;
Deer
Isleceiving
treatment;
at
her
home
and
been
attending
a
convent
school
in
held
in
Union
Church
vestry
Monday
1 day and largely attended by his felmer and Lemuel Miller on the Jatter
Sunshine. Alvin Howard; Deer Isle- it is hoped that further hospital i attend Moses Webster Lodge
"vening under the auspices of the routes. The present contracts expire
low townsman and by people from Quebec.
•
«
•
•
Sargentville,
Beckwith
Hardy.
There
will
bc
a
moonlight
dance
visits
may
not
be
necessary.
APPLETON RIDGE
Senior
Christian
Endeavor
Socic'v.
!
June 30.
the adjoining town. He was a mem
Sunset was saddened by the death
Mrs. Effie Veazie will entertain th? Friday night at Memorial hall.
The program included songs bv Cleo
Rumor has it that Sherman Ruben
ber of the Knights of Pythias and
of
one
of
its
oldest
citizens,
William
R.hearsais
are
being
held
for
th?
Twentieth
Century
Club
Friday
aft1
Ciew
and
Colon
Winslow,
followed
stein
is
working
on
a
musical
compo

A. II S. and Washington High members of that order were presrn'
Powers, which occurred at his home ernoon at the home of Mrs. E. E oom?dy drama "What About Betty."
a one-act play. "The Meeting of
played basketball at Riverside hall at the services. Rev Howard Welch sition which ,he hopes to submit for Feb. 10. He was born at Sunset in Ingraham, at which time these paper' j Thi; promi'ts to be a big attraction ’by
DR J. H. DAMON
he Hearts." with this cast: St. Va'this year.
Friday evening w.th Washington the officiated. Interment was in thc the ode for graduation
the year of 1857. He was a man of will be given: “Corsica, Sardinia and ; and will be pre-ented in Memorial ntine, Ivan Nickerson; queen of
• • • •
cemetery
at
this
place.
Dentist
victor. After the game a social
heat is, Ernestine Carver; king of I
An interesting exhibit of desert sterling qualities and a member of Sicily,' Mrs. Horace Coombs; "High i hall at an early date.
Now IxM-ate-d
dance took place.
Sunset
Church.
He
leaves
to
mourn
Thursday
evening
the
heme
of
Mrs
heart-, Carolyn Calderwood; teach- !
Spots of Hoover's Administration." j
holly has been sent to Junior High
I. O. O. F. HALL, BUILDING
Robert Perry, who with his family
Elizabeth Barton was the scene of er, Cecile Columb; generous heart. '
WEST STONINGTON
by Miss Margaret Snow, the fonner hls loss, a wife. Mrs. MyTa Powers, Mrs. Veazie.
POSTOFFICE SQ., ROCKLAND
and
three
children
—
Mrs.
Harry
is spending the winter with Mrs
two
birthday
celebrations.
From
6
to
CIto Drew; loving heart, Louise Mor
Rev. Forrest F Fowle of the
librarian of the Rockland Public
TELEPHONE 1203-W
Austin of Stonington. Mrs. Wallace Methodist Church will be the guest 8 o'clock her nephew Frederick Bar- ton; hard heart. Car! Williams; fickle ,
Perry's father. Belmont avenue. BelJames I. Hamblen
Library.
17-26
] Stinson of South Deer Isle, and speaker this evening at the open ten, son ol Mr. and Mrs. James'Bar heart , Donald Shields; grandma. ,
fa'f has employment at a shoe fac
test
The little community cf Wert Ston
tory in that city.
During the absence of Miss Eliza Charles Powers of Massachusetts; meeting of Arey-Heal Post. A.L.. in
ington was saddened by the death.
last Saturday brought the heavi F(b. 8. of one of its oldest inhabi beth Hagar. Mrs. Esther Rogers U also several nieces and nephews. Camden. Mr. Fowle, himself a vet
est snowfall of the season, but no* tants, James Ira Hamblen, 72. He directing the Junior High Orchestra The community extends its sympa- eran will speak cn the Legion's fi-tt
! thy to the bereaved family.
enough to hold up autos.
for disabled soldiers. An invitation
Tad been in poor health for some ar.d Mrs. Clara Kelsey is conducting
is extended all service organization
the
glee
clubs.
Mrs. Hazle B Perry and son Nor years, but two weeks ago suffered a
WASHBOARD9
• • • •
7HEY RE FIAT AS A^
NORTH WALDOBORO as well as veterans of th? Spanish
man were tn Belfast Sunday to at serious ill turn, from which he never
i 'ri’Y
THAI
War,
and
all
tax
payers
of
the
town.
The
Junior
High
teachers
have
PANCAKE! YOU OUGHT
tend the funeral of Charles Harr:- I recovered. He was attended faith
I .'Ut
CERTAIN Lt Wilt
Mrs.
Nellie
Staples
recently
enter

Mr and Mrs. Levander Hallowell of 1
TO SEE THE THICK
man.
fully by his wife until the end A jeined the National Educational Asso
TRY RINSO
Jeffei son were visitors at Maude tained two tables of bridge in honor
SUDS MOTHER GETS
Stanley Eaton was the guest Satur man of sterling character, honest and ciation. 100'k.
cf
her
birthday
anniversary.
The
Mank’s Saturday evening.
WITH RINSO SHE
upright in every way, he was liked
day of Norman Perry.
Mi s Brown's home room division
The Methodist Ladies' Aid held a guests were Mrs. Hazel Daucett. Mr-'
NEVER USES A WASH I
Maynard Brown and family spen' by all both young and old and affec gave assembly this week with Valli'
cake sale in the store of E. C. Teazue Dorothy Tolman, Frances Staples,
BOARD ANYMORE* |
tionately known as “Uncle Jim" by
Sunday at Centennial farm.
many. Always ready with a helping Mclaughlin conducting the opening at Waldoboro Fridav afternoon. The Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland, Ern
Friends o'f Mrs. Clarissa Harriman hand for the unfortunate, his friends exercises. The program wa' com- proceeds amounted to $11.75.
est Crockett and Russell Merchant.
Perry express sympathy for her in were numberless.
pc ?d cf musical numbers and readJames Storer and Walter Larsen Lunch was served.
the loss of her grandfather, whose
Mr. Hamblen was bem ?• We-' in?;. The participants were: Bar have been chopping wood for Belle
death occurred last Thursday.
Stonington. Nov. 11, 1869. to Wal r bara Derry. Helen Whitmore, Doro Sprague the past week.
WHITE HEAD
Fred Tilden, a former driver of the ar.d Lucinda <Barbour• Hamblen. H: thy Sherman, Mildred Shannon
Guy Ames and Belle Sprague were
stage route from Camden to North J leaves his wife Elizabeth Hamblen, Ethel Hayes, Edward Storer. and Rcckland visitors Monday.
Lavon Godfrey and Ralph Thomp
Appleton and Miss Lillian Tisdale of feur children Vernon cl Pa-adera Lcuise McConnell.
Arden Mank recently visited his son of Spruce Head who have been I
Palmer. Mass., were married in New- Calif.. Edwin of Camden. Ira of Eath
i me ther at Union.
working at the Light House Reser
The honor roll for the second
York City, Jan. 30. Mr. Tilden has ; and Edr.a Moulton of Swan's I'landMaurice Watts of Warren is assist vation. have been laid off for a few
been employed at the Monson State four sisters, Emma Gross of Oecan ! quarter made its appearance this ing E. C. Teague this week tn cut- days.
Hospital the past few years.
tirg his annual supply of ice.
ville. Carrie Oray of Deer Isle, Ber I week.
Basil Lunt, who has been employed
Senior roll; All A's. Robert Allen
Mrs. Geneva Eugley and son Don- on the lighthouse job has been sent i
tha Maxwell of Tenant's Harbor. /
15)
,
Feme
Browne
(6).
Wilbur
Cona'd were callers at Alvin Eugley's elsewhere to do some Government
della McKfnsie of Stonington and
nen (5) p. g.; Helen Davis <5), Mer Sunday afternoon.
w’ork.
one brother Edmund of Stonington
Guy Crowley. M.M.C.G., returned
Funeral services were held at the ten Sumner (4), Carol Gardner (5).
Take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
to the Station Tuesday after 48-hour
Baptist Church Friday afternoon Velzora Look (4), Carolyn McAllister
leave spent at his home in Yarmouth.
Vegetable Compound The floral offerings were bcautifu' 16) . Nicholas Pellicane (5), Walter
Staples (5), Mildred Sweeney (6).
S. P. Flood, surlman of the coast
Have you ever felt that you were too Interment was at West Stonington
Four A’s: Helen Rubenstein.
guard returned to the station Wed
weak to do anything . . . that you did c -me tery, the bearers, Floyd Colby
Three A's: Dudley Perry. Gladys
nesday after 48-hour leave.
Does a pimply face embarrass you?
not have the strength to do your work? Ilarry Austin. Charles Filield and
Overlook, Wilpas Sallincn, Gerald Get a package of Dr. Edwards Olive
Clyde Grant, surfman, returned
Women who are weak and run-down Thomas Bray.
Clothes washed this way
Elack, Richard Britt, Donald York, Tablets. The skin should begin to
from 10-days leave last week. He
should take a tonic such as Lydia E*
! Stanley Gay, Margaret Halliday. Avis clear after you have taken the tablets
has moved his household gcods to
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. Head
WEST
PENOBSCOT
last 2 or 3 times longer
a few nights, if you are like thousands
White Head, and Mrs. Grant comes
II cvejoy, Jean Moulaison. p. g.
aches and backaches that are the result
'
very soon to reside here.
Nc hing below “B:" Irene Billado of others.
of a tired, run-down condition often
There
is
more
than
a
foot
of
snow
Help cleanse the blood, bowels and
HY WASTE your strength and ruin yoqr hands
Mrs. Edwin Paulkingham has em
yield to this marvelous medicine.
Isabelle Choate, Elizabeth Clark. Lyra
liver with Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets,
98 out of every 100 women who report j up here and every old horse is on ! Ccck. Lawrence Crane, Eva Dow.
ployment at the lighthouse.
scrubbing clothes—when the new kind of suds
the
road
hauling
wood,
weir
stuff
to us say that they are benefited by this ,
Mr. Webster, Government work
i Mary Poster, Everett Frohock. Mary the successful substitute for calomel;
rook them 4 or 5 shades whiter?
and
logs.
Thc
roads
arc
all
cpen
and
medicine. Buy a bottle from your drug- i
man has arrived here and is em
Ginn. Daisy Gray. Marjorie Jackson, there’s no sickness or pain after takWhy
make clothes old and shabby before their
autos
goin?
by
to
beat
the
band.
ingthem.
gist today • • • and watch tho results.
ployed with his father Thomas Web
time, rubbing them against a board, boiling them
"Oiandpa" Yeung called last week ! Dorethy King. Ald?n Johnson. Helen
Dr.
Edwards
Olive
Tablets
do
that
ster
on
the
Lighthouse
Reservation.
over a hot stove? This new safe way makes clothes
at Earl Gotts, also on George Bolduc Res;. Ernestine Simmons, Gertrude which calomel does, and just as effec
Jackie and Courtland Kelley are
and saw the new daughter Ruth May. Simmons. Bernadette Snow, Herbert tively, but their action is gentle and
last 2 or } times longer—saves you lots of money.
ill.
Miss
H.
Kathryn
Andrews
of
Nor

Mr. and Mr'. Avery Bowden were Spear, Dorothy Spofford. Ruby Sund- safe instead of severe and irritating.
ton
’
s
Island
is
spending
a
few
day's
Change to Rinso! See for yourself how it soaks
callers la • t week at Fred York's and etrom. Stanley Quinn.
Thousands who take Olive Tablets
with Mrs. Kelley.
out dirt —saftt). See how it saves your hands.
Junior
roll:
All
A's,
Ruth
Dondis
are
never
cursed
with
a
“
dark
brown
also at Raymond York's.
Hiram Andrews of Norton's Island
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as much suds as
Fred W. York is confined to the (5). Ruth Gregory (4), Vincent Pelli taste,” a bad breath, a dull, listless,
is hauling out fire wood and trap
cane
(4),
Constance
Snow
(4),
Nor

lightweight, puffed-up soaps. Lu/mg suds. Makers of
“
no
good
”
feeling,
constipation,
tor

house by Illness.
Beware Kidney Acidity
stuff.
40 famous washers
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Bowden were man Stanley (4), Eleanor Tibbetts pid li ver, bad disposition, pimply face.
Thousands past 40. and many far
News is scarce down here. The
Olive Tablets are a purely vegetable
vounger. suffering and losing energy recently callers on Mr. and Mrs. Al 1(5), Charles Wooster (4), Esther
recommend Rinso.
big
storm
of
Jan.
29-30
did
no
dam

from Getting Up Nights, Backache
Chapman (4).
compound; known by their olive color.
Great lor dishes, too.
Stiffness,
Leg
Pains.
Nervousness, I vin York.
age on these islands.
Four
A's:
Bernard
Cohen,
Dorothy
Dr.
Edwards
spent
years
among
Acidity or Burning caused by poorly I T. J. Young spent an evening last
Try Rinso NOW.
patients afflicted with liver and bowel
functioning Kidneys or Bladder, should I week at the home of his giand'on , Dimick. Sylvia Shafter, Hazel Vasso.
use Cystex (pronounced Sisstex) spe-1
A raODUCT OF LEVER BROS.
Three A's: Vernard Crockett, Thel complaints and Olive Tablets are the
copies or Tne Courler-Qazeiie, wul
cially prepared for these troubles. Augustus Young, and had a pleasant
immensely effective result. Take
home- news,
at the
Old Oilltil
Sc uth
..7 '
11
VIU
Works fast, circulating through system game of dominoes with his great- ma Day, Helen Pietrosky, Eleanor
Agency, Washington St.. next Old
nightly for a week. See how much
in 15 minutes. Only 75c ut druggists granddaughter Miss Nina York, 3 to Sylvester, Arlene Winchenbaugh.
The biggest-selling package soap in America
Church; also at M. Audeiman's. 284
21
Guaranteed to fix you up or money
mont 8t.
Nothing below “B": Russell Bart- better you feel and look. 15c, 30c, 60c.
1 in favor of grandpa. ,
t By

the Pupils)

ALMOST INSTANTLY

20 POUNDS
OFJAT

IT’S FUN TO BE FOOLED...

IT’S MORE FUN TO KNOW!

•ttt

WEAK WOMEN

AVOID UGLY PIMPLES

W

Old at 40?

J

hack on return of empty package.

Every-Other-Day
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THE CHAMPION PERFORMER OF THEM ALL

.MW.iUUildiUUu I Ii

THOMASTON

Barter Column.

In Everybody’s Column

The idea behind this column ls to
make possible the exchange of goods or
services between people who wish to
trade some possession of theirs for other
goods or articles. Simply address the
Classified Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
The charge is 25 cents for one insertion
of three lines. 50 cents for three inser
tions. Larger ad prices on application.
Phone 770.

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

Advertisements in this column not to
Music at the Baptist Church Sun
t
ti Uuree inn ■ in . ill'll onoe fot 39
day morning will be the anthems.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
' Father Hear Thy Children's Call.'
tional lines five cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times. Six words
^~die ^cmatiuiaQ
Carl Bohm. with incidental solo by i
make a line.
TEL. 993
ROCKLAND
248 MAIN ST.
Raymond K Greene, and "I Lay Mv
Sins on Jesus." Hawley, with solos by
* Mrs. Leila Smalley and Mrs. Grace
♦
Strout; response from "Fear Thou
I
Not," by Woodmann.
Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Will
♦
exchange right. P. O BOX 441, City.
Miss Avis Wallace, student at thc
14*16
Higli School, is detained at home by
WANTED at once, long hatred kittens,
Boards for a partition. I’d like some
illness.
good ones, seven weeks to one year. Tel. boards to build a partition. Will trade
[Piu
Meets
Cfhfflcn.
aidhyi c
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Henderson
293-W. Ill PLEASANT ST. City. 18-20 for an awning or truck cover. Write
are being congratulated upon thc
lice.
Wanted—Return load of furniture or ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. 15 Willow
14*16
any other kind of load from Ellsworth. St.. City.
birth of a son Wednesday morning
Bar Harbor. Eastport. Machias or Lubec,
A two burner Hot Point electric grill,
Mrs. Luther Clark is attending Mrs
or from any part of Washington Coun cost $9 50. used one month only, will
Henderson and son.
ty to any part of Maine. We arc mak trade for one-half cord fitted wood, oneing several trips to that section weekly, half ton stove coal. Tel. 1005-M
The Baptist junior choir will give
19*21
Will beat all athar cart In traffic
and we will figure close on return loads
a three-act play. "The Country
Will trade for anything, dry fitted
Will boat all athar car* an hill*
for each trip STOVERS CASH GRAIN
hard
wood.
Trade
for
cars,
horses,
cat
Cousin.' tn the vestry the evening ol
STORES DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER
Reemiatt, (atiait-riding Car In lit field
FEED MFC. CO on track at 8C Park tle or hens. MURDICK CRAMER. Wash
Feb 24 Admission will be free, but
ington.
Me.
_________________
18-20
St. Rockland Tel 1200
1 9-21
Rugged Law-Cott Service
a collection will be taken.
Will accept one cord of fitted hard
A RELIABLE man with experience
Lewett Center of Gravity
Mrs. Oliver Cushing and children
wanted, to sell nurserv stock in the vi wood ln exchange for 150 feet of 1 inch
Marjorie and Jean arc spending a
Yaar-’reund Draftlett Ventilatiea
cinity of Rockland Write for particu or 100 feet of 1‘4 Inch diameter new best
lars
References required. THE MT quality Manila rope, or 70 feet 1 Inch
lew weeks witli her sister in Boston
galvanized steel pipe. BICKNELL MFG.
DESERT NURSERIES. Bur Harbor. Me.
Clifton Felt and friend who have
18-20
___________________________________ 18-20 CO. Rockland. Me.
b?en visitors for a few days with
Will exchange late popular phono
Wanted —To hire large trucks with
Mr. ano Mrs. Janies Felt, were driven
SQUIRES SUGAR CURED
platform body, or covered Van Type graph records lor anything useful. In
preferred.
Capable of hauling 5 ton quire KITTREDGE’S PHARMACY
as far a.? Bangor Tuesday by Mr.
18-23
loads for long distance hauling In Maine
McLeod on their return to Higgins
Plenty of work. Apply in person with
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
Classical Institute at Charleston.
truck
STOVERS
CASH
GRAIN Gas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F.
STORES DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER good as new. for a quantity of wood or
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan who ha*
FEED MFG. CO on track at 86 Park St.. coal, for trucking service or cash.
b?cn visiting hcr sister Mrs. Janies
Rockland. Tel 1200
19-21 Heater good as new. Apply Neil S Perry.
Felt has returned to Clark Island.
I WANT to buv a wood lot. hard wood THE COURIER-GAZETTE Office. Citv
Bennie Smalley, Jr., is ill of a
14*16
PHONE
435-W.
Rockland
18-20
FRESH KILLED
throat trouble.
A SMALL Radio in good condition
A basketball team from the Y.M
wanted
SAM TIMPONE. 24 Front St
City.
18*20
C.A. of Camden, and the Rockport
POSITION as chef or order cook want
High Schcol team will play Thomas
ed
Best
of
references.
H.
T.
PERRY
ton High at Andrews gymnasium
Grace St City
*tf
Friday evening at 7.30.
PRESSED hav and straw for sale, will
Albert E Condon has returned
deliver in truck load lots. Write or Tel.
from Kncx Hospital where he b*l
for prices J F BRYANT. Thorndike.
been under treatment for three
Me.
15*25
weeks.
WOOD for sale—Junks $8. fitted wood
“O
--------------$10
H CRIE.lfc
Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
There will be a diphtheria toxoid
Unit-built, all-steel ruggedness for years of
18*20
FOUR room furnished apartment with
clinic in the selectmen's office next
Not jml a rar
trouble-free service ... Lowest center of gravity
bath
$6
week
V
F
STUDLEY
283
Main
I HAVE a chest of carpenter’s tools
Monday
at
130
p.
m.
This
is
being
St Tel. 1080
19tf for sale—chest and all.
Tools sharp,
for safety and smoothness on curves and bumpy
but a thrilling experience
sponsored by the State Department
roads . . . Fuel and tire economy unequalled
OFFICE at 69 Park St to let. heated well shined and in Al condition. R L
JONES
Highlands.
Tel
794
20*25
of
Health
and
the
school
doctors.
Dr
and lighted $3.50 week V F STUDLEY
See it? Of course, you’ll see it!
among Eights . . . Purse-cheering prices start
283 Main St. Tel. 1C30
19-tf
Lucy Spear and Dr. Oliver Cushing
SINGLE and Double harness for sale
at
$64
5
f.
o.
b.
Detroit
for
the
coupe.
You’ll sink into its deep-cushioned bigness.
FURNISHED apartment of flve rooms. T1.'hoi“^leo<‘ ‘5?, d2?„ble runncr PV2«S.
The county nurse and town nurse
19-21
You'll take in its sleek beauty, its year- round
mprovements. $5 week. V. F. A L ROKES Tel. 880
See it. See the new roomier standard-tread
will assist.
STUD
LEY. 283 Main St Tel 1080 20-tf
SMALL store In Friendship village for
ventilation, its lavish comfort—at a glance.
Terraplane Six, too—the car that has out-per.
There will be a Corporate Com
Address WESLEY WINCAPAW.
ONE ROOM and kitchenette furnished sale
formed every other car except this new Light.
munion ef the entire congregation of
19-21
But the real story of the Terraplane Fight is
BONELESS
heated and lighted. $5 per week V F Tenant’s Harbor. Me
See
the
new
Hudson
Super-Six,
and
the
two
the Church of St John Baptist Feb.
STUDLEY. 283 Mam St. Tel. 1080
told in action—in airwheel flight... in beating
HORSE sled. pung. hen pen 7x9.
great
Hudson
Pacemaker
Eights,
with
their
___________________________________
13-tf
'
chicken
crate,
hand
drilling
machine
the world’s cars up hills and away from traffic19. Sexagtsima Sunday, at the regu
power-brakes and modern luxury'. They're all
fe
MODERN 5-room apartment, all heat- j ,or sale 64 MECHANIC ST. Tel. 433-R
jams ... in thrilling at airplane speed along
lar 9 o'clock Eucharist. Directly fol
ed No ashes Janitor service. Garage '
19-zl
on
display
now
—
and
alt
Hudson-built!
smooth, carefree miles of open road.
lowing this service a communion
H
MT
’"' ARMATA.
---------- —
‘ Shop. ~Park‘
MIKE
The Men's
LATE popular phonograph recoro?.. all
SALT
1
St.
breakfast
will
be
served
in
the
parish
19-21
________________________________________
makes.
15c
each,
two
for
25c
at
KITBut to knew them, drive them.
The Terraplane EIGHT is »eu!
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three TREDGES PHARMACY___________ 18-23
ball for all those present. There will
THCMAS-NASH CO
rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St Adults
HORSE, weight 1200 lbs. work single
be special music.
More power per pound than any other car.;;
only. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock , or double; pair of Durham steers; also
Richard O. Elliot and Frank D
H1 st
19*21 J one horse sled, for sale. 42 HOLMES
ORANGE PEKOE
Elliot have returned from a trip to
Six
19-21
APARTMENT of five rooms and bath, ST.. City. Tel. 1253.
J Pernualier bight!
Eight
Portland.
second floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
HAY. pressed and loo*e at my farm In *
Super
ANNE_V FLINT Tel 1013-M______ 19-tf Northport. Write- for prices. L. E.
The B H Club was entertained
STORE and equipment to let. West- PITCHER. 36 Cedar St . Belfast. Me
Tuesday evening by Mrs. Elmer Over
18*20
end Market. Thomaston. $15 month,
lock. Thc members present were
grocery store location for 50 years. V.
DEVONSHIRE
HOT WATER heater for automobile.
CHOICE
Mrs. Milton Robinson. Mrs. Frank
F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
In good condition/ Priced at sacrifice.
________________________________ 14-tf Make an offer MUNSEY GARAGE
Bean. Mrs. Charles Maxey. Mrs Ken
19*21
MODERN
apartment,
three
rooms
and
neth Fales. Miss Eva Bucklin. Misses
bath, heated. $14 50 per month. Applv
F. W MANN bone grinder for hand
F.ana
and
Annie
Overlcck.
Lunch
MIKE ARMATA. The Men’s Shop Park power or one-half h. p. motor for sale;
118 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND
St.. City. _________________________ 19-21 also Buckeye Incubator. 350 egg. self
was. served.
There will be a special town mce’APARTMENT to let ln BtcKnen Block turning trays. Queen incubator. 359 egg,
MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln 8t Tel. 264 two brooder stoves, 500 chick size.
■ ing at Watts hall tonight to vote upon
___
_________________________________ 1-tf MARION WILLIAMS, 15 Fluker St..
QUAKER
the question of having the name of
Thomaston.
15*20
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
HONEYCOMB
the
road
commissioner
placed
upon
DRY hard fitted wood and Junks
rooms
Aoplv
at
CAMDEN
&
ROCK

lecture
on
economic
problems
en

The committee hold' its first '
the ballot instead of being appointed
LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
14-U under cover. $8 T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
SOUTH THOMASTON nam.
263-21 or 739-M____________________ 15-tf
meeting today. Thursday at 2 o’clock titled. “Is Technocracy a Solution?" by the selectmen. The time is 7 30
LUMP soft coal. $7.50; screened. $9.50;
No cne it seems would have had will be given.
Sleighing parties are not so com
Friday afternoon. 18 girls (between
SATURDAY
MGHT
The
6:h
in
a
series
of
"The
Sercoal. $13 50; coke. $10 50. J. B
♦ hard
PAULSEN Tel Thomaston 84-2
18-tf
the ages of 10 and 17) with Miss Ruth the temerity to prophesv last fall tha’ ir.cn cn the Mount" will be given at mon as they once werc. Pine Cone
Kncx
Hall
would
ever
display
elec

« For Sale or Rent—HAUCK FIRE OUN8
Clark, home demonstration agent,,
the Baptist Church Sunday morning: Trcop. Girl Scouts, with their cap
tric
lights,
but
such
is
the
case
and
popular sizes. Priced from $62
♦ lnfor four
and Mrs. Edgar Ulmer, met at tht
Eible school will be held at neon: tain Mr- R. O. Elliot and second lieu
large size down to $35 for Junior size.
grammar schcol building, and reor the effect was very- striking Tuesday Christian Endeavor at 6; at 7. fol tenant Miss jane Miller, enjoyed a
We are agents in southern Maine for
right
when
they
were
turned
on
for
this great disease destroying machine.
ganized the Pin? Tree Girls 4-H Club
lowing the opening service of praise, eleigh ride to Union Monday evening
This machine will disinfect and kill
Owing to the severe illness of hcr thc first time by Mr Spaulding, who the pastflr s topic will be. "As Far as Members cf the party were Scouts
100 percent all Germs. Lice. Mites and
has
opened
a
barber
shop
and
pool
June. Elizabeth. Iva and Jean-tte
daughter. Mrs. Tyler, who was such
that dreaded Cocctdla germ that kills
the East Is From thc West"
loom
there.
Her.ry. Alice and Jeanette Tuttle.
off
thousands of hens and chicks year
an excellent leader last year, is un
ICEBERG
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Makinen have
ly. This Machine is used and recom
STATE OF MAINE
Elonia and Elizabeth Wcodcoek. Am’
able to hold that office again this
mended by 10 of the largest experiment
vacated
the
Davis
bungalow
and
ar?
County of Knox, ss:
Miller. Genevieve Bradlce, Carleen
year. However, the girls are fortu
stations in the U. S . Including the faIn accordance with a judgment de Dxvis, Barbara Gillchrett and Clive
i mous Storrs Agricultural College In
nate to secure Mrs. Edgar Ulmer as living in the Carl Snow house recent creed
ln
favor
of
Ervin
L.
Curtis
of
ly
tenanted
by
the
Knowlton
family
I Connecticut. Operated at 2000 degrees
Leach.
leader with Mrs. Tyler and Mrs. J.
Rockland in *aid County, against Timo
Fahrenheit it kills everything it touches.
The local Bov Scout troop seems tf. thy
C Fissette of said Rockland ln the
Thcmaston friends cf the former
T Baiun as assistants. Thes? offi
No poultryman should start hls brooding
sum of Five Hundred Twenty-Four Dol
have
taken
a
new
lease
of
life
and
houses without first using this fire gun
cers werc elected: President. Miriam
lars and forty-seven cents and an order Mi s Agnes Grafton of this town, nc-'
for prevention Call or write for circu
several
of
its
members
will
attend
BARRED
ROCK
baby
chlx
and
hatch

Wiggin: vice president. Doris Pierce; the Court cf Honor in Rockland to enforce *ald decree entered February Mrs. William Holbrook of Rockland,
ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL lars and see demonstration. Rental
1933 by the Honorable Arthur Chap extend congratulations upon the
(4 Pkgs. Cake Coloring with Each Package)
recTetary. Meredith Mundie: treasur Monday night. Members of the trcop 3.
BION WOTTON, Friendship, Me.
17-tf basis if desired. See us at once as wc
man one cf the Justices of our Su
have
a
waiting
list for rentals.
er. Evelyn Ulmer: reporter. Alberta and their assistant leader. Percy perior Court, and the undersigned birth Monday of a daughter
R I Red chicks from state tested, ac STOVERS CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS
credited trnpnested stock. $12 per 100 TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFG
A musicale of exceptional interest
Oraves; cheer leader. Marion Wat’s Ycur.g. have certainly been living up having been duly appointed to make the
hereinafter described, notice is
W L MERRIAM Union. Me________19-tf CO. on track at 8C Park St.. Rockland
Friday night the club is invited tc to their principles and have per sale
hereby given that the following de is bhr? spen'ered by the Church
S C It I~RED CHICKS, high produc Tel 1200__________________________ 19-21
meet at the home of Mrs. Ulmer and formed some good deeds this winter scribed real estate, and all the right, cf St. John Baptist, to be held in
ing strain. State tested, and accredited
WHEN IN PORTLAND— luu can ouy
and interest which the said Timo the parish house Friday evening a!
make up their schedule of work for which prove that the Boy Scout title
for
pullorum disease. Write M. M. KIN copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
thy C. Fissette had in and to the same
NEY. Thomaston. Me.. 8t. George road, home news, at Central News Co 86 Con
the season. It is hoped that every movement in any community is an on the third day of October. 1930. to fi o'clock. There will be contralto
or phone Tenant's Harbor 56-14
20*28 gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 lfc Conales bv Mrs Gladys Morgan, soprano enjeyed lively company. H married i* — — — - — — — —
wit:
member will be present. Mothers too asset.
Beginning at south side of New
S C R. I. Red chicks three years state
'Olos
by
Mrs.
Katherine
Veazie.
duets
ML'
■
Ida
Yeung
of
Tnomaston.
:
nd
are urged to attend the meetings and
County Road, at northeast corner of
accredited, price according to number.
assist in the good work This fur
land of S R. Ulmer; thence by said , by Mis Morgan and Mrs. Veazie: vio cf this union there werc five children,
Chickens are now the farmer's best bet
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E
road,
north,
seventy-seven
degrees
lin
dues
by
Misses
Phyllis
Belasco
and
nishes a great opportunity for pub
cf
whom
thcre
are
now
living
two
WARREN
Wnereas Minnie A. Turner of Wash
twenty-one minutes east, seventy• ♦ ♦ ♦ •
«*«*■»* ♦ > C TEAGUE Warren, Mr Tel. 13-42
Hazel
Harrison:
a
trio
for
violin,
cello
lic service and can but prove a pleas
-ons Lewis and Albert, who have re
fret to a contempfated street run
14-tf ington in the County of Knox and State
NEW YORK Tahor. cor. Main nnd
of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
pnd piano, frem Camccn undtr di cently made thrir home in town th»‘
ning from aid New County Road
ure to work with such fine young
Ttie Sons of Union Veterans Aux •
PRICE of baby chicks reduced 8. C February 26 A D. 1919 and recorded in
Summer St^ Alterations cleaning nnd
to
Pleasant
Street,
thence
about
rection
nf
Mrs
Palph
Hayd
n
n:
ana
people.
they
might
care
for
their
father.
Mr.
R
I
Reds,
accredited
flock,
heavy
lay

iliary met Frb. 14 A valentine din
pr
essing
Suits
to
order
$17.50.
8-tf
thc Registry of Deeds of said County of
south on the westerly «lde line of
ing strain, hatches each week, one to five
p:ano .‘olo bv Miss Alcada Hall Lovejoy had ?'so served sever el y are
En'lo Aho was initiated into th.' ner wa* ‘erved at r.oon with Mis
in book 180 at page 338. and in the
said contemplated street, one hun
LADIES Reliable hair goods hi Roca hundred $12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 $11 Knox,
dred sixty feet or morn, to stake and
Tickets mav be purchased now from as a ballot clerk in town. State and land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order* Orders of a thousand and over. $10 per Registry of Deed*- of the County of Lin
Grange Wednesday night and re Belle Mills and Mrs. Lubelle Sidelin
coln
and
State of Maine, ln book 382 at
•
solicited
H.
C.
RHODES.
Tel.
519-J
members of the choir, or that eve rational deletions. He had a knowl
100
C
N
LIOHT. Waldoboro. Me page 527. conveyed to Fred Peaslee of
ceived thc 3d and 4th degrees.
gcr in charge. The decorated cake
or more to land of said S R Ulmer,
14-tf Tel 17-12.__________________________ 17-38 Somervlife
ning at the dcor.
In said County of Lincoln
Mr. and Mrs. Henrv Hendrickson termed a pretty centrepiece, and val
edge cf local events which made him
thence by said Ulmer’s land north.
WATCH and Clock Repairing Grand
NATURAL ground sea shells are best and State of Maine a certain lot or par
Mrs Jennie E. Harrington. 61. wife an intercrtlng person to converse father
are receiving congratulations on the entine favors were placed at every ; one degree thirty-four minutes east,
and antiques. Call and deliver. for poultry. By bag or ton Write AL cel of land situated in part in said Wash
one hundred and sixty feet to first
Ot Capt. Hellie HarTington. died yes- with. Mr. Lovejoy will be much S. A MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St . FRED RAWLEY. Long Cove Me
birth of a son Feb li.
-late. Other decorations wer? of red
143*145 ington ln said County of Knox and
mentioned bounds, together with
Rockland. Me
156*10tf
State of Maine and tn part in said Som
, terday as the result of a paralytic misted.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Harlow very crepe paper and hearts. At the meet ; the buildings thereon;
BABY
CHIX.
Wyllle
’
s
Strain
8
C.
Reds
the same premises described in shock suffered la't week. Funeral
ALADDIN LAMP PARIS at an iimee State accredited for white diarrhoea erville in said County of Lincoln and
much appreciate the kindness o’ ing the birthdays of William MrK:n- being
State of Maine, and described as fol
plaintiff’s bill of complaint, will be sold
Prompt
service.
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO
Bred for eggs, type and color; $14 per
friends in their recent distress and ley and Abraham Lincoln were ob at public auction at the Sheriff s Office services will be held from the home.
’s. to wit: Bounded on the north by
14-tf hundred for March. Discount on 500 low
Ernest Nichols
land of Irvin C. Powell. Orris Turner
want each one to know that their served and there were interestin'; in Rockland in said County of Knox on 40 Main street. Saturday at 2 o'clock.
or more F H WYLLIE A SON. Thom and others; on the east by land of Wil
tne tenth day of March. 1933. at 2
Frnert Nichols who was found dead
aston. Me . Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6 liam E. Jackson and Earl Marson; on
gifts are greatly appreciated.
ifadings appropriate to the occasion. I o'clock
in the afternoon
________________________________ 14-tf
in hts horn ’ Feb 13, was given funeral
the south by land of said Earl Marson
Grippe seems to have lost its hcld Wai-hlngton’s Birthday will b? obGiven under my hand this fourth day
Charier
II.
Lovejn.v
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck will and land of thc late Willis Deering; on
services Wrdne.day afternoon by the
here in town and both schools are s-rved al thc next regular meeting. Of Feh:'i.ii 1933
call
any
time.
Highest
prices
paid.
the west by thc Old Ballard Line, so
The funeral of Charles H. Love
< EARLI LUDWICK
back to normal attendance.
MAD tho
Feb 28.
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO.. 741 Main called; being a rectangular lot about
Deputy Sheriff and officer appointed joy, who died Feb. 12. was held Wed ledge of I O.O.F. of which he was a
rooms
St.,
Westbrook,
Me.
4*27
one
mile ln length and sixty (60> rods in
member,
at
thc
funeral
home
of
Stan

Because of the severity of thc storm
A valentine social will be hcld Fri by tne Court.
i7-Th-23
nesday at the funeral home of Stan ley R. Cushing. Many of the towns
WANT ADS
and containing one hundred
Saturday afternoon only about a day evening at Glover hall for the
WHEN you are planning lo sell youi width,
nineteen
(119) acres, more or less and
ley R Cushing. Rev. H. S Kilborn of people attended. Mr. Nichols was a
WARDS5 Tel*
RocklandTER IGtf I7
‘“s the
l“' homestead Iarm
dozen citizens attended the special benefit of thc icnior class of Warren
being
farm or
of me
the late
Why
suffer
tortures
from
Rheuma

the
Baptist
Church
officiated,
and
the
WARDS.
Tel.
806-J.
Rockland.
14-u
Madlson
and
Lucinda Turner and tbe
eon of Lathley Nichols of Winterport
town meeting. Thc following wer? High.
tism. Sciatica. Neuritis, Muscular
same
premises
conveyed
to
said
Minnie
bearers
were
Robert
Walsh.
Edward
and Suran 'Morse) Nichols of th‘s
appointed as a committee to estimate
Mis. Evelyn Vining went to Scu’h
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
A Turner by Lucinda H Turner bv her
Keating. Richard O. Elliot. Frank tewn. He was born in 1868 June 19
METHYL BALM
a budget for the ensuing year: Edw Hope Monday to 'pend the week.
deed of warranty dated June 14 A. D.
will bring almost instant relief?
Hills and Rodney Feyler. Interment 1889 he was married to Miss Sophia
1905 and recorded ln said Knox County
V. Shea G. B. Butler. C. L. Sleeper.
Sunday morning at the Congrega
JOHNSTON'S LtKLG STORE
Registry of Deeds on August 10 A. D.
was in thc Thomaston cemetery
Tavis of Thomaston.
S. O. Hurd. John Anderson, C. S tional Church. Rev. Mr. Holt will
73 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND
1910. In book ISO at page 473;
Mr. Lovejoy was born in Rockland
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Mr. Nichols was superintendent of
Watts. M. A. Rowell. I. J. Putnam. speak on "Men Who Influence th?
[ And whereas the condition of said
50
cents
18-Th-tf
July
2.
1853.
son
of
John
G.
and
Mar

mortgage
has been broken
Scott Rackliff and Miss Jennie Put- , Ages.
At the evening worship a j
limeroek quarries under his father,
Now. Therefore, by reason of said
garet 'Bradley) Lovejov. At the age who dug the reck by thc cask fot
breach of thc condition thereof I. thc
of 14 he entered the Custom House limeburners of Thomaston. He was
said Fred Peaslee, claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage
at Rcckland as a clerk, thus com an industrious man. During his life
Dated this twenty-sixtli day of Janu
mencing a business career which with time he built two houses, the onary A. D. 1933.
many variations continued nearly to new occupied by Webster Clark, and
FRED PEASLEE.
STATE OF MAINE
thc clc-c cf life. He served two year? the ether cn the New Countv read,
County of Lincoln, ss.
or more as clerk in the dry goods which was destroyed bv fire. He wn
,
January 26. A. D , 1933.
| I I'- b.|
store of Josiah Whitehouse of Ten a very prudent man and possessed
Personally appeared Fred Peaslee and
ant's Harbor. He came to Thomzs- ether qualities which won the respect
made oath to the foregoing notice of
ton about 1879. where, with the ex of his fellows. He is survived by a
foreclosure and that the same ls true
Before me.
ception of a year or so on the street daughter. Mrs. Eugene Highhouse of
1J Th on
HAROLD R SMITH
cars of Boston, he has had his home. Lockport, N. Y.. and a cousin Oliver
i 14-Th-20
Notary Public.
At one time he had a market and Nichols of Rockland. The remains
Our equipment, best ma
grain store in the Georges Hotel; also were entombed until spring, when his
terials, great care and at
a market in the Hinch building so- daughter who could not come to the
called. and a stable where new stands funeral, will attend the burial service.
tention, and the rigid tests
the monumental plant and the stable
• • • •
to which all work is sub
of George French.
Theodore
.1. Bradford
Thc last several years cf his life
SERVICE & REPAIRS
jected, makes every job
have been occupied in purchasing and
Thet dorc J. Bradford, who wilh his
we
do
satisfactory.
It
has
ALL MAKES OF SETs
developing real estate and In manifold wife came lo Thomaeton from Ea t
activities. Mr. Lovejoy was a man of Friendship six years ajo, died Frb
to he.
R. W. TYLER
thrift and made money where others 12 at his home cn Crc s ftreet.
would have lost. HLs latest home Funeral ‘.-rvices were Veld Wednes
TUONE 511-21
Call
On
Us
had been in one of the older building* day afternoon at the late b—ne, Fev
in thc town, at Mill River. Mr Love H F. I each nf the Federated Church
For Estimates
joy was a very social man and always rfftciatinz The bearers were CTiarh s j
LARGE PACKAGE
A Moree. Vernon Achorn, Fred fow, ell and J. Walter Strout. Interment
PLAIN—STUFFED
v ae in the Doe cemetery. East FrlcndLARGE CAN
thlp.
Mr. Eradlord was the son of Joseph
Parcel Delivery
F EMBALMING-4 Brad!c.d of St. George and Jean 'Mc
Intyre) Bradford, a native of New
MOTOR AMBUIANCi Sharcn.
GOLDEN BANTAM
He followed the business
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Since 1840 this firm has falthfn'i® I of fishing and farming. HLs land was
served the lamllles of Knox County given over to thc cultivation of blue1 berries which brought large returns.
LADY AT rENDANT
He sold his farm at advantage and
Day Telephone 450—781-1
moved to ’Thoma-too. as recorded
above. He is survived by a widow, a
Tel. 106-R
BURPEE’S
brother and a nephew, the two latter
EI.FCTRICAL CONTRACTOR
SUGAR
BACON
BUTTER
ROCKLAND, MR.
having their home in Ma.ssuehusetls.
305 BROADWAY
ROCKLAND
TEL. 379
and were attendants at tiie lunerai.

_U

JF.RKAPLAMi

SPECIALS

WANTED

Taste
Without Waste

SMOKED SHOULDERS, pound,

09c

BUTTER, 2 pound roll,

45c

CHICKEN, pound,

23c

KRAFT’S CREAM CHEESE, lb.,
KRAFT’S CREAM PIMENTO, lb.,
KRAFT’S CREAM RELISH, lb.,

43c
45c
45c

tf ♦

FOR SALE

-«
;

TO LET

FOSS EXTRACTS
Large Vanilla, Small Lemon, Small Orange
all (or 31c
Pig’s Liver, 3 lbs 25c

Herring, 4 lbs.

25c

Hamburg, 2 lbs. 25c

Lean Stew Beef, 15c

TERRAPLANE

HUDSON

Pork Steak, lb.

THOMAS-NASH COMPANY

Mackerel, 3 lbs. 25c

17c Tea, 1 lb. pkg.

33c

23c

Rump Steak, lb., 33c Coffee, lb.

Frankforts, 2 lbs 25c Chipso,21ge pkg 27c

Oats, 2 lge pkg

25c

Tripe, lb.,

10c

Salt Pork, lb.,

09c Beans, 2 lge cans 25c

SPINACH, new and crisp; peck,

23c

Onions 10 lb bag 19c Lettuce, head,

10c

SWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR,

23c

• EGGS AND CHICKS

LGE. FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT, 5 for 25c

MISCELLANEOUS

better

fATIlFACTION
Is Assured wilh

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

COURIER-GAZETTE

Q

JOB PRINTING

CTPI A I

SP1
Fruit Cake

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

2 lbs

25c

RADIO

Krispy Crackers17b" 16c
Grapefruit

Soap Powder

Olives

12^c

10c

10c

Walnuts

Pecans

Corn

19c lb

10c lb

3 cans 25c

Light Trucking

HSH/AIUHVIU

all ELECTRICAL

Walter Dorgan

FRANCIS E. HAVENER

Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 16, 1933
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A NOTABLE BANQUET

I ETY.
In addition to pergonal notea regard
ing departures and arrlvala. thia depart
ment eaperlally dealrea Information of
•octal happenlnga. partlea, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly recetved.
TELEPHONE ................................... 770 or 794

Swastika Club met with Mrs.
Helena Coltart Monday evening.
Honors were awarded to Mrs. Lettie
Cros sand Miss Susan Spear, the con
solation going to Mrs. Elizabeth Wal
lis. Mrs. Wallis substituted for Mrs.
Vivian Kimball.

*»
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Spear and
Mrs. Everett A. Munsey leave today
The O. T. Club met Wednesday
for New York where they will Join evening with Miss Susan Spear. Miss
Dr. and Mrs. William Sharpe, then Spear registered highest score for the
going to the latter's winter home evening.
The Hammocks. Swansboro. N. C.,
for a sojourn of three or four weeks
Mary Egan was pleasantly surprised
Monday by ten schoolmates, the oc
Mrs. A. D. Morey was hostess to casion being her llth birthdav. Her
the P & T Club Tuesday, with Mrs guests were Charlotte and Priscilla
Oeorge Avery as a special guest. Mrs Staples. Dorothy and Nancy Howard.
E. E. Knight carried off honors In Barbara Murray, Viola Weymouth.
bridge.
Angelina D'Agostino. Virginia Nelson,
Gene Clukey, and Nathalie Edwards.
i Mrs. D. L. McCarty entertained at Prizrs at games won by Viola Wey
bridge Tuesday evening. Honors fell mouth and Barbara Murray. Mary
to Mrs. L. B. Cook. Miss Mary A. was the recipient of many presents.
Brown and Mrs. Raymond Moulai
son.
Dr. F. E. Follett is very 111 at his
home on Broad street, with a trained
Mrs. Howard Hall of Park street nurse in attendance.
recently gave a Valentine dinner and
bridge. Dainty place cards, the work
Mrs. Charles Small returned Tues
of Mrs. Hall's talented daughter day from a ten days' visit with her
Miss Estelle Hall, were at the plates, daughter Miss Laura Small in Port
and Miss Hall also prepared and land.
served the dinner. Honors in bridge
were won by Mrs. James O'Hara
Mrs. Everett Blethen entertained 16
Miss Helen Fuller and Mrs. Ray friends Tuesday evening at her home
mond Duff.
on Crescent street, the occasion being
a surprise shower for Mrs. Leon Tan
Tlie Outing Club had luncheon guay (Edith Seavey). The room was
yesterday with Mrs. W. S. White prettily decorated, thc color scheme
Beech street.
being red and white. Buffet lunch
was served. Mrs. Tanguay received
Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe was hostess to many nice gifts of linen, glassware
the Tuesday Night Bridge Club at and kitchen utensils.
her heme on Talbot avtnue. Honors
were won by Mrs. Daniel Snow. Mrs
Harold Redman of Auburn is spend
Guy Douglass and M-s. Raymond ing the week with his grandparents,
Cross. Miss Adelaide Cress was a Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cates, Brewster
substitute for Miss Maericc Black street.
ington.
Kalloch Class met Tuesday in the
The Chummy Club met Monday Baptist parlors and considerable re
evening with Mrs. Velma Marsh, lief work was accomplished.
Broad street.
St. John Baptist Episcopal Church
A birthday banquet is to take place of Thomaston is presenting a musi
next Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock cale tomorrow evening at the parish
at the Methodist vestry. Chicken pie rooms. Artists will include Mrs
•will be on the menu. Reservations Katherine Veazie. soprano, and Mrs
may be made with Mrs. Ruth Elling- Oladys Morgan, contralto, of Rock
wood. Talbot avenue. The tables land; Miss Alcada Hall. Misses Phyl
will be arranged to represent the lis Belasco and Hazel Harrison, of
months of the year. An entertain Thomaston, and an instrumental
ment is being planned for thc sup trio frem Camden.
per hour.
In the mixed contract tournament
recently held at the card room of
Miss Carrie Fields is returning to Mrs. Alan L. Bird. Mrs. A. R. Hav
Boston today after a few days' visit ener and Mrs. John O. Stevens were
with her father. Isaac Fields, Mav north and south, and Mr. and Mrs
erick street.
Arthur F. Lamb east and west. The
third series in the ladies tournament
Thc Valentine dinner and dance at takes place this afternoon, and the
the Country Club Tuesday evening men's tomorrow evening, that to be
was one of the most delightful af the fourth.
fairs of the winter season, with 77 in
attendance. Valentine decorations
Mrs. Agnes Hutchinson of Rock
were used artistically in table and land who has been suffering for the
room appointments. The chicken past two weeks with plural oneupie dinner, with novel touches such monia has recovered sufficiently to
as heart shaped ices, angel cakes be moved to thc Bangor Hospital for
decorated in red. etc., called forth futher treatment. She has been a
expressions of commendation. The patient at the Lucette Convalescent ]
Country Club Orchestra, directed by- Home. Thomaston.
James O'Hara, held forth, its snappy
music winning much praise. Mr.
Monday evening Mrs. Audrey Teel
O'Hara introduces many novel ideas entertained with two tables of bridge
in his arrangements which display at hcr apaitment on Park street, the
cleverness and originality.
The affair being a depression party
dance program afforded an eimina- From the sounds of mirth, it would
tion dance won by Miss Carrie Fields seem that depression was enjoyed
of Boston who was presented with a Luncheon was served and the tables
box of Kay's Kandies. a Cinderella were attractively decorated with
dance, social waltzes and square newspapers and paper plates. Fin
dance;. It is expected another of gers were very much in evidence too.
these popular parties will be held Prizes were won by Mrs. Clara
March 3.
Curtis. Thema Snow and Phyllis
Leach and were beautifully wrapped
Miss Laura Tolman of Winchester in newspapers. Others present were
Mass., arrives tomorrow to spend a Mrs. Doris Jordan. Dorothy Baxter,
week with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colla- Verna Thomas and Miss Ethel
Smalley. One guest was missing due
more, Camden road.
to a mixture of engagements, but
Mrs. Harold E. Jackson. Beech she extended an Invitation for those
street, gave a bridge tea Tuesday present to have a party at hcr home
honoring Mrs. Wilson B. Keene ot the following Monday, and relatives
Montclair. N. J. There were two have guaranteed her appearance.
tables of contract and those win
ning highest scores were Mrs. Keene,
CAMDEN
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton and Mrs.
Adelbert Miles.
Mrs. Harold Brown underwent a
major operation at Knox Hospital
Kitty McLaughlin, dramatic so Tuesday morning.
prano of New York, is giving hcr
Mrs. Louis Wardwell entertained
services for the Oeorge Washington the Congregational Church choir at
observance at Park Theatre Sunday a chain dinner Tuesday evening at
afternoon. Miss McLaughlin's glori her residence on High street.
ous voice will be heard in Victor
Firemen's gift ball at the opera
Herbert's "Call to Freedom," a num house Feb. 24.
ber which she used with marked
Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson and Mrs
success at the Mark Strand Theatre Frank H. Wilbur entertained at the
in New York where she was feature Congregational Church chain dinner
artist for several years. Miss Mc Tuesday. Mrs. Joseph Brewster, Mrs.
Laughlin will be assisted by a male T. Jenness French, Mrs. John L.
quartet.
Tewksbury. Mrs. L. M. Chandler,
Mrs. Ralph B. Bucklin and Mrs
William EUingwood, Jr., is home Lucius Howe. Thc dinner was served
at the home of Mrs. Jamieson. Elm
from Colby on account of illness.

Mrs. Winfield Witham will enter
Mrs. George Littlefield (Verna
Watson) and Miss Susan Nutt werc tain thc girls' choir of the First Con
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond gregational Church at dinner to
night.
Watson Tuesday at The Highlands.
Albert Grey Iras in Auburn Tues
day.
Mrs. Cleveland L. Sleeper, Jr., was
Assembly tonight at Masonic hall.
hostess to thc Monday Contract
Wednesday Mrs. John Clayter en
Club. Honors were taken by Mrs tertained at 1 o’clock luncheon, fol
O. E. Wishman and Mrs. Arthur K lowed by contract. Thc guests were
Orne of Dexter.
Mrs. Ralph Trim. Mrs. Helen Oill
Perry. Mrs. Albert Havener of Rock
The annual mid-winter picnic of land, Mrs. Bertha French, Miss
the Junior Harmony Club, Tuesday Harriet L. Olli. Mrs. N. T. Talbot.
evening at Legion hall, was a Jolly Much merriment was caused when
affair. Thc young members went in the “white elephant” prizes were
costume, ranging from thc sublime awarded.
to thc ridiculous, some of the pretti
est being in observance of St. ValROCKPORT
entines's Day. Picnic supper was
topped off by ice cream, and after
Mrs. Lloyd Moody and daughter
that games of various kinds occu
pied attention. Egg football seemed Phyllis Irene leave tomorrow for
to be thc chief diversion, and Ruth Boston to remain a few days. While
Thomas' team came off victors. Thc thcre they will be guests of Mrs.
cheering squad was much in evidence Moody's aunt Mrs. Lcatha Stone.
during thts exciting game. Other
prizewinners in games were Felice
Perry, Sylvia Webster, Esther Sha
piro and Ethel Hayes. A choral re
hearsal was held in preparation for
the annual open meeting, Mrs. Faith
Berry conducting and Mrs. Leola Tiny lines and wrinkles don't show
Noyes at the piano. The happy party with new, wonderful MELLO-GLO
came to an end with the singing of face powder. Stays on longer, prevents
America. Thc next meeting will be large pores. Unsightly shine goes.
-Tuesday evening, Feb. 28. Members Made by a new French process. MELarc asked to note thc change from LO-OLO spreads with surprising
smoothness—no "flaky," pasty" look.
Friday.
Cannot irritate thc most sensitive
I am ready to make out your in skin because It is thc purest powder
come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele known. Bewitching fragrance. Buy
phone 77, Roekland, 375 Main street. MELLO-GIG today 50e and $1 (HI

Learn the Secret
of Lovely Women

12-tf

tax free.

I'ast Presidents of Relief
Corps Recall Other Days—
Mrs. Ingraham Presides
The annual banquet of the Past
Presidents' Association of Edwin
Libby Relief Corps, held Tuesday
evening at Grand Army hall, will go
down in the records as one of thc
happiest events in the history of this
patriotic organization. A large at
tendance of members and guests, a
delectable supper, a delightful pro
gram and much general enthusiasm
and interest marked the occasion.
Mrs. Nellie Higgins was in charge
of the supper, her aides in the kitchen
being Mrs. Beulah Larrabee and
Mrs. Charles Bowen. Waiting upon !
the tables, which werc arranged in I
unique manner and looked decidedly
pretty with their white napery, ren
hearts and other Valentine s day ac
cessories, were Mrs. Margaret Rack-,
liff. Mrs. Priscilla Smith. Mrs. Nel
lie Kinney and Mrs. Effie Walsh.
Past presidents present included
Mrs. Clara Crockett, 1887-88; Mrs.
Rebecca Ingraham. 1890; Mrs Har- 1
riet Amanda Choate, 1907-08; Mrs.'
Hattie Davies. 1909; Mrs. Millie!
Thomas. 1914; Mrs. May Cross, 1916; 1
Mrs. Riah Knight. 1917; Mrs. Bertha
Higgins. 1919; Mrs. Ellen Knowlton.)
1920; Mrs. Mildred Condon. 1921; |
Mrs. Mary Cooper, 1922; Mrs. Eliza- ;
beth Libby. 1923; Mrs. Clara Curtis, i
1925; Mrs. Eliza Plummer. 1928; Mrs i
Maud Cables. 1929; Mrs. Bessie I
Haraden. 1930; Mrs. Elizabeth Bar- I
ton. 1931; also the present president.
Mrs. Velma Marsh. Capt H. R. '
Huntley was also a supper guest.
The formal business session, pre
sided over by Mrs. Ingraham, was i
opened with the singing of "Thc 1
Star Spangled Banner." Reports ol !
the secretary and treasurer werc
presented. It was voted to hold the )
annual meeting in November, the
date to be decided by the president I
and her aides. These officers were !
elected: President. Mrs. Choate; vice
president. Mrs. Davies; secretary.
Ml-s. Haraden and treasurer, Mrs
Cooper
The program arranged by Mrs ’
Millie Thomas was:

ONLY NINE SHOPPING DAYS
GREAT FEBRUARY SALE
This Has Been a Remarkably Successful Sales Event. For the Last Nine Shop=
ping Days We Are Making Still Further Discounts on Our
Already Sensationally Low Prices
Look At This,

$9.95

A Bargain at

$15.50

A Range at

$49.50

$13.95

Think of a Bed, Spring and Mattress for
S13.95. Soft, thick cotton and felt mattress witli rolled edge. All sizes.

A beautiful spring filled Mattress, soft,
comfortable, long lived, roiled edge.
The new double Studio Couches, singlr,
This -tore offers splendid vaues in all
types and grades of Mattress s

Complete,

twin or double bed.

Three Pillows. Beau

tiful, comfortable, useful.

Only

. $15.53

WALNUT BEDROOM SUITE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $49.50.

NINE MORE DAYS

Thpse celebrated Ranges known for many

years as thc best—

HOUSEHOLD AND ATLANTIC

Four fu '.er Bed complete witli Spring and
Hid.
$19.50

FINE LIVING ROOM SUITE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $49.50

STONINGTON FURNITURE CU. I » «»««mm i

LITTLE BENNY’S DIARY

STARS IN OFFICE
Gclden Munro: warder. Mi Bcie it tinctive feature being a rose arch
Church; sentinel, Myron Young.
formed by the office and through
By Lee Pape
Golden
Rod
’
s
New
Board
Mrs. Hewett's grace as Installing which thc new worthy matron passed
Mrs. Hews called ma up on the
officer was outstanding. A particu to hcr position in the east after Intelephone this afterncon to ask her
Efficiently Installed By larly lovely bit was her original poem • foliation. Thc committee In charge
how about playing bridge tonite, and
when presenting flowers to thc star cf derivations consisted of Mrs.
ma said. I'd like to. I'm sure. I'd
Mrs. Vivian Hewett
Carolyn Stewart, Mrs. Thelma Ste
points.
Musical readings—An Old Sweetheart of
love
to,
but
I
cant
anser
for
WillMine...........................
J w Riley
Committees appointed by Mr ven and Mrs. Maude Biodtett.
yum. he hates brit’e tor some unThr
installation
of
Golden
Rod
Poor Little Mary
The prescription of a physician who lived
Inter persing thc ceremonies was
Miss Hazel Marshall
reaiomng reason, but I'll ask him, Chapter, O.E.S.. last night, drew out Chapman an- !{• MlllUM 1 > J. A
122 years a<o is bringing comfort and
Contralto—Home on the Range
Richan; character. Mr.s. Annie Se  a plea ng program, embracing selec
relief from pains of rheumatism, neuritis, I'll suggest it. I'll let you know.
David Guion
lumbago and sciatica to hundreds of folks
And pep came home and we start a large audience which paid trlbu’e vens. Mrs. Hester Chase and Ralph tion by Marsh's Oichcstra; vocal
The Slumber Boat .... Jessie Gaynor hereabouts.
It is called Johnson’s Anodyne
number by Mrs. Nt ttie .Bird Frost,
Mrs Oladys Morgan
ed to eat supper, ma saying. How's to the fine work of the installing of U. Clark; vi.-itinii Ward 1 Ml
Liniment, and its action is so swift, sooth
Readings—Excerpts from history of : ing and harmless that* it checks back the lam stew, Willyum?
Annie Collamore and Mrs. Lottb Mis. Hazel Burr Atwootr and S. T.
ficer.
Mrs.
Vivian
Hewett,
rearing
State Relief Corps. Edwin Llbbv Relief
breaking aches and pains, reduces stiffness
Couldn't be better unless It was worthy matron. Mrs. Hewett was as Post; Ward 2, Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt Csnstantlnc; a vocal duet by Harold
Corps. Edwin Libby Post. etc.
and swelling from tortured limbs and
Miss Lucy Rhodes
live? and onions, pop said, and ma sisted by Mrs. Edith Tweedie as and Mrs Belle Frost; Ward 3. Mr O.t e and R. K. Greene; and trum
joints like majric.
Soprano—Some Day When You Are Mine
Campbell and Mrs. Vivian pet ralo-, by Kenneth V. White.
Simply get a bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne said. "Good. I'm glad to hear it. chaplain, Mrs. Alice Comstock as Abbie
Just a Song at Twilight
Liniment from your drug or grocery store. And pritty soon she said. What do marshal, Mrs. Amy Tripp as organist, Hewett; Ward 4. Mrs. Mibei Thorn
At the c!o e of the ceremonies an
Mrs Ida Huntley
Bathe the sore parts with water as hot
dike and Mr.s. Belle Lewis; Ward 5 informal reception was hcld In thc
Readings— Betty at the Baseball Game
as you can bear and then dry. Then apply you think of the idea cf a little and Mrs. Evelyn White as vocalist.
A Rural Scene
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment several times bridge tonight?
Ushers were Homer E. Robinson. Dr. Mrs. Orace Rollins and Mrs. Gert banquet hall, with the new officers in
Depression
a day, rubbing gently with palm of the
H
tl: Deriving line. Marsh's OrchesIt's not very original, but I suppose J. A. Richan. J. E. Stevens and C. rude Brody; Ward 6. Ml
Mrs Grace Rollins
hand. If pain is too severe foe rubbing,
Davies and Mrs. Sarah Griffin; Ward : a played during this period. RcVocal duct—Whispering Hope
Officers installed were:
saturate a clean cloth with Johnsons ; it's a fair idea as ideas go. pop said, E. Morse.
Long Long Ago
Anodyne Liniment and apply until dry. and ma said. That's lovely, Willyum.
- ' : • d by tins com
Worthy matron. Mrs. Helen Chap 7. Miss Lucy Rhodes and Mrs. Jose
Mrs Huntley. Mrs Morgan
i ften put on another cloth saturated with Mr. ar.d Mrs. Hews would like a
man; worthy patron. J. D. Chap phine Burn.': Ingr.iliim H1U Mr mittee: Mis. Ivy Chatto. Mrs. Mattie
Assembly singing—America
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. You’ll feel
Mrs. Huntley acted as accompanist I so much better. Try it tonight. Long-last game and Maud called me up about man; associate matron, Mrs. Maude Cora Smith; Thomaston, Mrs. Maith. Spaulding, Mis. Grace Rollins. Mrs.
ing bottle costs only 35<. Three times as making up a 4.
Hei
F'.osl. Mrs Gertrude Boody
Blodgett; associate patron. Carl Ste Spaulding.
for the evening.
much only 60c.
I see, you'll be the 3rd. I sippose, vens; secretary. Mrs. Susie CampThe past matron's and patron.-. and M: E\ lyn Orcutt, assisted by
The readings by Miss Rhodes found
pop said. Whose your 4th? he said [ bell (re-elected); treasurer, Mrs. Jewels were prc'entcd to Mrs. Hew Mr Margaret Haining. Mrs. Ethel
special favor and had a particular
WALDOBORO
: and ma said. Now Willyum dont put Nellie Dow, i re-elected>; chaplain. ett and I. Lawton Bray in a most Campbell. Mrs. Annie Condon, Mrs.
significance, as she is the daughter
on any artificial ignorants, you know Mrs. Nellie McKay; marshal. Mrs. charming manner by Mrs. Hester Blanche Morton and Alfred Church.
of the Corps' second president. Mrs.
The river, after being open for very well I was thinking of you.
Frances Morse; organist, Mrs Alta Chase.
Lettie Rhodes, wno .served in 1885
O. that's quite all rite, dont ) Dimick; Adah. Miss Anna Green;
Drcoratipns of both the lodge room
"II it true. Mi s Eldertcigh, that you
also as State president in 1888 The more than two weeks has frozen over
excerpts set forth thc Important again, and the fishermen are now able bother your head about me, if I'm Ruth. Mrs. Edna Melvin; Esther. and banquet hall were much ad a going to be married scon "
blissfully asleep when you get back Miss Annette Segal; Martha, Mi‘s mired.
In the former large louplace Edwin Libby Relief Corps has to resume operations.
Well. no. it isn't. But I am very
Little Levitt Storer entertained sev just wake me up ruthlessly and tell Katherine Veazie;
Electa. Mrs. , quets graced thc pedestals, a dis grateful for the rumor."
held as a local activity. Of particu
lar interest were the extracts from eral of his young friends Friday aft me all about what bad luck you had
the papers issued in conjunction with ernoon in honor of his 6th birthday. in spite of the fact that you seemed
Grand Army fairs of past days. Games and puzzles were enjoyed after to hold all the good cards, pop said,
Among these papers were "The which refreshments including a and ma said, Wiliam P. Potts, how
Reveille,' dated Nov. 18. 1886; "The birthday cake, cookies and ice cream one man can be so aggervating in
Fair Child,” Sept. 21, 22. 23. 1897, i were served. The young host was the one lifetime is beyond the realms ol
my compcrhension.
and 'The Vidette" Nov. 5. 1889. i recipient of many gifts.
What's aggervating about that?
These fairs which will be recalled by
Miss Jessie L. Keene, of the faculty
Rockland's older residents were of Gorham Normal School, passed the pop said. You wor.t find many hus
ambitious undertakings from which weekend at her home on Marble ave bands willing to be woke up out oi
a sound sleep to hear how their
resulted sums that seem enormous nue.
in these days.
Mrs. Ernest Moody and your.g wives threw a monkey rentch into a
Mrs. Ingraham, who presided with daughter Anne have returned frem grand slam, he said, and ma said
assurance and grace, gave a persona! Rockland and are at Miss Annie O. I'll tell you what I think of you in a
minnit, and the message wont con
recollection which was greatly en , Welt’s.
joyed. It had to do with the Me
Mr.s. Harold R. Smith entertained tain any honied werds, either.
Way, what did I do? pop said look
morial Day parade of 1891 when thc the Woman's Club Tuesday afternoon.
monument to the Civil War nurse. She was assisted by Mrs. Emnra T. ing innocent, and ma said. Arc you
Ruth Mayhew, was dedicated at Sea Potter. Miss Mildred Slater of B •!- ) going to thc Hewses with me to
View Cemetery. Thc department , fast told of her travels in foreign night or not. these are my last
president of the Corps was a Rock countries in a highly interesting werds.
O, you want me to go with you.
land guest, and with Mrs. Ingraham manner. Lunch was served by the
was waiting to be taken to be a part haste? • es. Twenty-four members anti why didn't you say so? pop said.
Sure I'll go, delighted. To tell the
of the parade. They waited and guests werc present.
truth I was starting to feel a little
waited; the hour for thc parade to
Mr. ar.d "Mrs. Dana Rines of Wis ilighted at mt being asked, he said.
start went by and still no sign ol casset have been recent guests of hcr
And he started to laugh and didn't
their escort. At last when the ladies lather, Perley Whitehouse.
hardly step till him and ma went
were convinced they were forgotten,
Mrs. William O. Labe entertain'd out to go to the Hewses. Being the
the late Clarence C Cross dashed at cards Saturday afternoon Miss
along the street on horseback to them Edna Young. Mr.s. Nellie Overlook. best humor he ever went to play
and told them an escort would b? Mrs. I. P. Bailey. Mrs. Porter Soule. bridge in.
there shortly—that" they surely had
NE LOOK at thc tall red box
been forgotten. The carriage arrived Mrs. Sace Weston. Mrs Harold Clarke
and a wild and frantic ride through, and Mrs. A. L. Shorey.
of these made-in-Maint
Miss Marie Maiden of Portland
FRI.-SAT.
thc streets brought them to thc pa
spent
the
weekend
with
her
sister
rade which separated gracefully al
trackers tells you here’s a lot
lowing them their proper place in Miss Gwendolyn Marden at V. B.
Hagerman's.
ie line. Mrs. Ingraham's account
for your money. One taste of the
Friends of Cedric Kuhn are con
as given in a humorous and vivid
gratulating him upon his recent ap
tender, salted crackers tells you
manner.
pointment to the Naval Academy at
Annapolis. Md. He is one of thc
that they are baked of only tbe
popular young men of this town, son
best. Two good reasons for
cf Mr;. Bessie S. Kuhn, and is a grad
FRI.-SAT.
uate of the Fessenden School. New
their growing popularity. Two
ton. Mass., also of Phillips Exeter
Academy.
good reasons you should order
Mis. Stanley Vannah 1s receiving
treatment at thc State Street Hos
the big 1-pound or 2-pound
pital in Portland.
Mrs. P. G. Cadicu has returned
package today. And don't miss
from a visit with relatives in Bangor.
I
Twenty-seven barrels of flour frem
the money-saving recipes that
0IO8OI I. (TONI
Red Cross headquarters were received
Directed hy James Crwte
Produced
by
Jefferson
Pic

here the past week and distributed
come with it. A whole bookful
tures Corp.
by the selectmen of the town.
Bernard Benner was a business
FREE if you write.
visitor ln Portland recently.
NOW SHOWING
Mrs Nellie Overlook was hostess to
“FRISCO JENNY"
1 the Susannah Wesley Society at hcr
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
with
home on Depot street Monday after
noon. Plans arc bring made for ar.
RUTII CHATTERTON
entertainment to be given on the
evening cf Washington's Birthday in
(he vestry cf the Methodist Church.
Ladies' night was observed by thc
Lions Club Wednesday at Stahl's
Tavern.. Mr.s. Ida C. Stahl, Mrs. Nan
Weston, Mrs. Kate Flint and Mr.s.
PENNY POSTCARD
Marion Miller had the affair in
charge and made it an exceptional
BRINGS BOOK FREE
success. Garbed in Indian costume.
Fresh
from the printers comes this Look of
Mrs. Stahl performed weird incanta
“Winter Menu Magic." Ideas (hat help save
tions over a kettle brew and told the
time, work, money. New (reals for every
fortunes of club members with magic
meal. Just write your name and address on a
skill. Mrs. Sace Weston and Mrs.
Keys made ta order. Keys mane
to fit forks when original keys are
Margaret Bond entertained with
postcard and send it to National Biscuit
readings and Mrs B. G. Miller, Mr.s
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Company, 449 Vi’. 1 ith St., New York.
books provide keys for all locks
John Nicholson and John Newburn
TODAY
without bother.
Scissors and
with solos. Mrs. Isabelle Labe was
CAROLE LOMBARD
Knives Sharpened.
at thc piano. Thc dining-room had
in
valentine decorations and the color
Prompt Service, Reasonable Price*
NO MORE ORCHIDS"
scheme was carried out in place cards
and favors. Tlie menu included:
Fruit cocktail, chicken salad, hot rolls,
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
olives, fruit pudding, angel cake, cof
Telephone 7(1
fee Thirty-s-ix Lions and their fair
M-tf
1 guests enjoyed the affair.

Rheumatic Finds
122-Year-Old
Pain Relief!

with this

BIG PACKAGE
O

»

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

PAR- 3

Crie Hardware Co.

Uneeda

+♦♦+++♦+++♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦++•>

♦
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A

With the Extension Agents j SAVES HALF
— And The —

IMPORTANT WORK

i

on
f mouthi

OUR

BOOK CORNER

Telling
Graphically
the
Meaning of Legion Auxili
ary Membership

Outstanding in the activities of the
American Legion. Auxiliary is the enA book which should be in the li- <^vor to build up membership. The
brary of every.Maine citizen is “The
unit constantly holds this goal
High School Girl’s Wardrobe < illus
Agricultural
•
Maine Book" by Henry E. Dunnack before it, and feels that a setting
The boys’ dairy 4-H Club of Si trated i. Minor Repairs in the Home. Vicks new Antiseptic does of Augusta, librarian of the State forth of what such a membership
monton met last week with Coupty Pictures — livable living rooms. Fuel i everything that any gargle Library. The purpose is to answer means provides food for thought.
Agent Wentworth. Plans were made Saving Utensils. The Child's Diet.Dr
Aiding io carry on the great task of
just a a,,
few or mouth-wash can and the questions that continually come
lor a demonstration to be given by, Li lian Storm. These
. . . are_m
to the State Library from every toan curing for the World War disabled
the boys, on pasture improvement 01 lhe subjects which will be dis
should do—at half the cost I in Maine and from every state in who still fill the government hovpiThere are
are six
six boy
bov in the ciub Kl- «'U«ed. Its the kind of program n<
There
’els to Cm number of more than
win Annts, John Annts. WiUlam one can afford to mtss.
the country. Thousands of these 40.000. with other thousands still
• • • •
THI PROOF ls actual use. To furnish
Simonton, Walter Annis, Robert
proof, 5 million bottles In a spe questions are received every year siruggling to regain a place in civil |
Pendleton and Chesley Crippe All
There people have enrolled in the this trial
size were supplied to drug f.om teachers, pub.ic officials, bu .- life, is o"e cf the first endeavors of
have pure bred Ayrshire stock Ed- home garden contest: Mrs. Georgia cial
gists—below cost. But the demand
the Auxiliary. The work which thc
ne t, professional and college men. Auxiliary ts doing for these men I?
win Annis has lour head, two cows, Biownell, Mrs. Emma Simmons, has been enormous.
High
school
students,
boy
>
and
girls
a year old heifer and a calf. John Mrs. Irvin Eugley. all of Hope, and
If your druggist ls already out. get
something which no other agency
Annis. two head, a cow and a year Mrs. Lura Norwood. East Union,
the regular 10-ounce size ... a in the grades, are every year asking cculd perform so well, something
old heifer. Walter Annis has a cow.
The rules of the contest follow: 75c value for only 35c Use it one for information not easily accessible which requires the warm, underWilliam Simonton two cow- and a 20 point.-, for planting 15 or more week If you are not delighted with in the usual history or text book
Part I deals with the historical and s anding touch of women who themyear old heifer. Robert Pendleton of the v.getables listed ln the gar-' its quality . . . and amazing economy
. . . return unused portion to your literary incidents covering the wars r»lvcc havp experienced the suffer
has a year old heifer.
den budget; 30 points, for canning druggist
and get your money back. in which Maine has en/jjed from ing of having their loved ones at war.
Winslow Rot :
8 George and storing
Mt thc amounts of :
More than $1.000 000 is expended
the early troubles with the Indians
who installed a ventilating system in vegetables lccommended in the budto participation in the great war; a ach year bv the Auxiliary in hospital
his new hen house two years ago is gc» and reporting this on the sum
brief summary of geographical con rnd welfare work for the benefit ol
conducting a temperature demon- mary report provided for the purditions. the separation from Massa ti c disabled, as well ss an inestimable
stration in co-operation with thc po e; a maximum of 50 points, for
i « VORATONE
chusetts and formation of an inde amount of personal attention which
Extension Service A reading is made writing an fesay on the garden, dependent state with a government ol ir. often the most valuable thing
each day inside the new house, in scribing the garden and its advan- 1
ntiseptic
its own. There are chapters on the which can be given a suffering man
his old house and outdoors The new tages. particularly the advantages i
Maine Indians, Maine in Poetry in a hospital far from home. The
house has been considerable warmer' from the health standpoint. It
Auxiliaiy assists the families of exthan the old house. When the tern- bculd not b more than 503 words,
BY MAKERS OF VICKS VAPORUB Maine's contribution to literatuie.
etc. Part 11 covers the socia! and in '•eivice men who are in hospitals or
perature outside is around zero the seven prizes are offered by the
dustrial development including the ui able to work. It aids disabled men
new house run6 about 10 degrees Maine Farm Bureau Federation to
warmer than the old house. The cumulate interest in this extension
organization, extension, development in finding employment and helps
floor also remains very dry.
and services of the various state de dis pos" of thc products made by them
project: To the one receiving the
• • • •
partments. executive and adminis in hospital workshops. It gives a
highest score in the state $15 To
chery Christmas to all the veterans
trative.
Two new publications are avail- the l*'° receiving the second highThese books, if not in our own who are confined to the hospitals on
able at the Farm Bureau Offlce. e-s scores in the state, each $10 To
Public Library, may Qp obtained that day and brightens homes which
Rockland—Septic Tanks for Ruial the f°ur receiving the third highest
otherwise would have to count their
from the State Library.
Homes, bulletin No 210. and Inipiov- scores in the state, each $5.
Christmas as part of the war s sacri
As we have been writing of the
ing Pastures, circular No. 111.
•• • • •
Ruth Blodgett, who summers in fice. A share in all this ts one of tlie
4-H Club Notes
sea, and of seafaring men, I went
Thomaston, gave that delightful bit things a membership in the Auxiliary
County Agent Wentworth's sched
The Tick Tock Toilers 4-H Club through the histories of Eureka of fiction "Home Is the Sailor." J gives.
ule for the coming week follows: of South Bristol gave a baked bean
The Auxiliary ts aiding thousands
Friday, organization meeting in SUpp(.r an(j social at, the Church Me Ledge. F.A.M. to check up if possible which is a story of the Keag. and
Boothbay. 1.30 p. m at Furmans m3riaj room. The girls made $9.55 the number of seafaring men who now another saga oi the sea. and cf children of World War veterans '
hall; Saturday at 9. pruning demon toward their club uniforms.
had joined it. I counted 105 that Maine, has appeared—"Mother Sta." every year to receive the necessities
by Claude Kendall, who has been a of life. Assistance is given to widows
stration of white phi ’ at the farm
• • • •
I knew followed the sea in some teaman ir. sail, officer ln steam, civil of veterans and wives of disabled men
of Joe Genthner, Aina; Tuesday, at
Happy Home Handy Helpers Club capacity. Probably I did not get the engineer, explorer, inventor, ed.ior in keeping their families togethe1,30. poultry meeting at E C.
Teague's, Warren; Thursday, at 1 30. of Damariscotta held their seventn I whole number, at that. It should novelist and commander of the New Nureeries for the children of the dis
poultry meeting at Henry Keller's, meeting for the year Feb. 6 Florence have been called "Seafarers' Lodge." York State Schoolship. It depicts; abled are sponsored at government
Crocker and Leah Cowan made and;
the sea. ships and sailors, in a pleas hospitals. Wherever children of men
West Rockport.
served macaroni ar.d cheese. Cathe beginning with the year 1855 with ing and unvarnished style. The vho served are found in need thc
• * • •
rine Gcudy selected some very good Btother iCaptain' Frederick Sheerer, descriptions are not flowery and Auxiliary goes to work side by side
Witli the Homes
games for entertainment. At the | the first candidate, initiated Oct. 2 overdone—they are terse, accurate vith the Legion to prevent the chil
Two square meals for health train- next meeting Betty Brewer and
and yet thrilling. The time is in the dren frem paying in suffering and
ing classes are to be held next week Madelyn Oaer will make muffins and continuing until December. 1924 late 90's, and the early part of th" lack of opportunity for the service
at Wiscasset and at Camden. These Helen Osier and Mary Williams will where the last history ends.
20th century. Clyde Nicholson, aged their fathers gave to our country. A
communities are to send their foods wash the d.snes and Zola Erskine
As the Psalmist writes of them in 33. of Searsport. Maine, is the hero, j part in this is one of the privileges an
leader a mb one other person to Wis- will select games for the meeting,
No more—read the story!
Auxiliary membership confers.
Psalm 107. verses 23 to 29:
Martha Hall. Secretary
• • • •
casset Congregational vestry. Tues
Units of the Auxiliary throughout
•
•
•
»
They
that
go
down
to
the
sea
in
day, at 10.30 o'clock: Orff's Corner.
Among the most interesting. fins the country are working with their
ships,
that
do
business
in
great
wa

South
Thomaston
Pme
Tree
4-H
Mrs. Amber Childs; Monts veag. Mr
films previewed by the press many Pests for the betterment of their
Carrie Hodgdon; Aina. Mrs. Orpha Ciub held a meeting Feb. 10 to reor- ters.
have put "State Fair" made from communities. They are establishing
ganize
for
1933.
There
were
18
girls
Damon; Whitefield. Mrs Hattie Hau
the intriguing novel by Philip community center buildings, working
These
see
the
works
of
the
Lord
sen and Mrs. Harriet Libby; Noble- present with Mrs. Naomi Ulmer as and his wonders in the deep.
Strong. In this Wiil Rogers plays for good roads, obtaining playgrounds
boro. Mrs. Bertram Ricker; Dresden, their leader, and Mrs. Bernice Sleepe:
Fcr he commandeth and raiseth the the lead. This epic of simple Ameri beautifying parks, sponsoring units of
Mrs. June Sargent; Sheepscott, Mrs. and Mrs. Flora Baum as her assist- =tormv wind, which lifteth up the can life—entirely free from what is Camp
Fire Girls and Girl Scouts, aid
Stelia Doe: Bristol. Mrs. Annie ants. These offleers were chosen:
ealled "screen sophistication," is re- ing Boy Scout work, sponsoring the
Winsiow; Damariscotta. Mrs. Doro- President, Mir.am Wiggin; vice waves thereof.
reshing,
human
and
real.
A
particu

’.ablishment cf libraries and night
They mount up to the heaven, they
thy Weeks.
.
Doris Pteroe; ecretary
larly appealing scene is that showThe communities to send the fcod> Meredith Mund.e; treasurer. Evelyn go down again to the depths: their .ng Will and his family setting out 'chcols. ccnducting health clinics and
aiding hospitals.
leader and one other perron to Cam- Ulmer; color bearer, Arlene Knowl- oul is melted because of trouble.
They reel to and fro. and stagger for the Fair in the truck—"Maw.'
Through thc development of their
den. Saturday. Feb. 25 at the Grange ton; club reporter. Alberta Graves;
i
Louise
Dresser!
with
her
pickles
: like a drunken man. and are at their
individual communities, the Aux
hall are; Simonton. Mrs. Sadie and cheer leader. Marian Watts.
and
mincemeat:
"Paw.
’
with
his
iliary Units and their Posts are de
wits.’ end.
Bowden and Mrs. Mary Priest; East
• • • •
Then they cry unto the Lord in prize contender “Blue Boy" <an veloping the entire nation and are
Union. Mrs Amelia Dornan; RockMany valentine parties were held
enormous
hog*
crated
behind;
land. Mrs. Eunice Morse and Mrs by the clubs. Merry Workers and their trouble, and he bringeth them Margy" (Janet Gaynor) excitedly , contributing to the making of this
America a better place in which to
Carl C.iuplt 1 .
!•:.? i Ma sasoit Boy., of Damariscotta I cut of their distresses.
He maketh the storm a calm, so anticipating the change of scenery live Fach member of the Auxiliary
Packard: Hope. Mr
Alice True; Mills held a party and popped corn
and
suitors;
“
Wavne,"
(Norman
becomes a part of this widespread
Rockport. Mrs. Minetta Paul; Cam- for refreshments. The Friendship , that the waves thereof be still.
equally agog over the annual movement for civic betterment.
Then they are glad because thev br Foster)
den. Mrs. Mildred Sh
Workers invited the East
idventure offering a welcome break
ton. Mrs. Helen Giu.ice: Union. Mrs. Friendship Happy Go Lucky girls ' quiet; so he bringetii them unto their .n the humdrum life of the nr.idBessie Stephenson. These leaders Games were played and refresh- desired haven.
Western farm. There's a "family feel"
But not all those seafaring men ibout this picture providing Will sc.-iption of Maine cities and towns
will hold similar meetings in their ments served.
mentioned in the Mortuary Record o' Rogers—family man, with a natural Thcmaston is spoken of as
own commui
rhe project
• • • •
”
eludes various types of table serv
Ambitious Maids of Union met Eureka Lodge reached their desired ole—which he wanted to play so "flourishing place.
• • • •
ice and inexpensive menus for com Feb. 10. In spite of the snowstorm ! '•aven.
ladly he actually went to the front
f’Georje S. Kaufman, tall, thin,
Capt. Levi Wiley. Master of Sch cfllce and asked for it. And he has
munity meals from all ove
Pine most of the girls were present. Miss
and pompadoured in ver
Tree State.
Ruth Qark. county club agent, gave 3. H. Jackson, which sailed from played it straight. Not a wise crack spectacled
austerity, wanders the Rialto
a muffin demonstration. After the Baltimore on the 17th of December nor an ad lib. It is said to be one tical
With the greatest detachment of any
Farm and Hom? Week is ached- demonstration the cooking and iyea" nct given, in the 60s probably' cf the best performances ever given of its favorite children Now and
and
has
never
been
heard
of
or
seer
Oiono.
housekeeping
girls
held
a
judging
uled for March 27-30 i
oy Will Rogers.
then, his face is illuminated by a
Here are some of lhe topics and rentes on muffins. Dorothy Esancy Ince parsing Capes Henry an>
• • • s
quick, forced smile. But most of the
speakers: Housekeeping as a Profes- is the judging champion and will re- i Charles. It is supposed she foundered
The Book Editor of the New York time he suggests melancholy. His
sion. Grace Pennock.
formerly ceive a blue judging ribbon for at sea and all on board were lost.
Herald-Tribune looking for a list of devotion to the theatre is consum
Emery St. Clair, mate of bark the best selling books of all time ing. Although responsible for sevH.D.A., Kennebec County, now with 1933 Pians were made to hold a
the Delineator Institute; Canning P-a>’ to 8ft money to buy cloth for Charles Edward, which sailed from asked Frederick G Melcher cf New eral hit plays and an earner of an
Meat in Tin Home Butchering oi their 4-H Club uniforms,
Poitland. Maine, bound for Cardenas York, whose knowledge of the book income reputed lo be $7,000 a week
Cuba. Jan. 5, 1866. What befell thr .rade. the editor states, is encyclo- he keeps a dramatic Job on a mornijimb. Stretching the 1933 Dollar.
The Efficient Kitchen. Miss Pennock.
'
"* ill-fated bark will probably never b- pedic. Tht publisher submitted a ing paper, taking frequent
leaves.
| knewn.
Child Health — from all sides, The I
1st that will probably surprise most Almost nightly he may be found
Samuel P-. Davis, lost overboard off people, and includes or.e or two among the theatre railbirds studying
Car' Hatteras from Sch. Ada F tames never heard of by the non- , some bit of a performance." O. O.
Tha
Whitney. June 1, 1873.
Secret Formula
McIntyre.
.iterary individual. Here it is:
Orris Wheeler, lost at sea Jan. 4
I don't know but the N.C.C. Club
The Bible. The Imitation of' Have you read or seen his "Dinner
will think I have blown away, as I 1875 from Sch. Onalaska
Dhrist (Thomas a Kemplsi. Robin- At Eight?"
Iia M. Gilman, master of Sch. Mar on Crusce. Uncle Ton;
haven't been heard from for so long
Cabin
W. Hupper, lost at sea.
but I am still here.
Aesop's Fables. Heidi. Pinocchio
, Eleven
George K. Davis, died from ex .-’airy Tales of Hans Christian AnWe have had plenty of wind and
uch gales, and Saturday a real bliz posure after leaving the wreck of Sch lerson. The Three Musketeers. Alice '
HhelicbtaL zard,
but the winter is fast passing Fred Fish, lost on Handkerchie' n Wonderland. Longfellow Poems.
Shcal, Nantucket < 1876?).
The Rubaiyat ot Oinar Khayyam
hupe die nto away.
Peter Dexter, lost at sea Nov. 17 Tarzan of the Apes, Hamlet, ana
I have a new bird that comes for
Romeo and Juliet.
(five
crumbs this winter, along with the 1(8*.
Ieslie E. Wheeler, lost overboard
The bock questioned by many
chickadees, and juncos I looked in
Quickest
my bird book and found that it is a from Sch. Ievl S Andrews, of whic! would be Tarzan of the Apes, ol
eourse. The average person would
Phoebe bird. I didn't know they ever he was ma'""", August 1899
.hlnk of it as another gcod story
Guiujk Hftitfr wintered here on the island; it U the S'vmour Watts, lost at sea.
Waltnr B. Wheeler, November 1919 ind no more. But it is said to have
, first, one I have ever seen here. Sin
is getting real tame. I like to read The steamship of which he was ir been circulated all over the world.
\n inquiring mind has asked—“But
the letters from Happy Hope Farm command foundered at sea.
A number of seafaring members o vhat of Les Miserable.?, regarded by
| also Boze items.
N. C. C. 7
the lodge died in foreign ports from orne authorities as the greatest Firemen know that I’nRuonllne
Vinalhaven. Feb. 14.
Menthol Cough Drops
I varic us causes, fever, exposure, etc lovel of all time? What of Kipling stops agonizing pain and helps heal
Capt. William Smalley, master o' ind Dick; ns ar.d Ilawthornp?'' But without ugly scars. Ask your druggist
4r. Melcher was not talking about for rhe red-and-yellow tube, 50c.
Ship Charles Buck, died in Bomba
Cct. 25. 1859 of inllammation of th' he best, but best sellers. There’s a
lungs from explosion.
His ship l.fference!
« • • »
LOOK OVER YOUR NEEDS
burned.
Members of the Methebe ec Club
Jc
cph
Kinney,
mate
of
ship
St
IN
Patrick, died in Liverpool Nov. 25 vhich is studying Africa this season
hould Include Congorllla by the
1857.
VEGETABLE—FLOWER—
iesa
19J3
Capt. Michael Rawley died in Car Martin Johnsons. Carl Akeley’s
>AKDEN AND FIELD
denas, Cuba in 1858; and quite a list Kfrica and Hocffler's Alrica Speaks
n their reading program. They are
of others.
Boze
juite worth the time spent, both in
Somerville, Mass.
- KENDALL &.
tnowledge gained and entertainment
North Stotion
WHITNEY
I am ready to make out your in offered.
I
Write
• • • •
BOSTON
WK**?
come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele
or
' \ Je^s-ifneu/'ure/
r .I
An old time volume published in
phone 77, Rockland 375 Main street.
Call
Implwnti
1839. the Malte-Brun School Geog
12-tf
■ \
fail',,
for
raphy, based by its author S Gris
this
wold Goodrich upon the Malte-Brun
Vou will find our Catalog more use
ROOMS
Catalog
ystem from which it took its name
ful than ever.
Today
las
recently
come
into
the
possesWith BATH
•i.
;ion of Charles F. Libby of Portiand.
This year—of all years—pennies
The
book
is
in
fair
preservation.
count. Every rent one spends must
I
»Vith paper - fronted cardboard
buy maximum value.
lovers and leather binding, the geogaphy ar.d atlas is quite different
That's exactly your good fortune when buying any item listed in
MIAMI, FLORIDA
vithout fiom its modern successors,
The
most
interesting
spot
in
this interesting catalog:—
is the quaint phraseology and obsothe Eastern Hemisphere dur
ing the winter months.
ete information within.
Whether a packet of feeds or a t<n Ion tractor—you are abso
The new geography teaching
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
lutely sure of
nethod advocated by its author, of
In the heart of all activities.
mowing
the
beginner
to
commence
Beautiful rooms and high
bis studies with his home town and
class service.
Executive Office
A Modem Fireproof Struc
state. In contrast to the one then
ture.
Every
room
steam
heated
HOTEL MANGER
So let us remind you, once again, to write or call for our free
commonly in vogue of starting with
Rates: (European Plan)
NORTH STATION, BOSTON
Single rooms $2.50 per day
:he solar system and the world,
Catalog, today.
upwards
jeems to have been popular. The
Pleats send----- Recognition Cordt
Double rooms $5.00 per day
yublishers. F J. Huntington & Com
for use by friends ond myself. No
upwards
FARM, DAIRY
un i
PCCITRY SCFPHES
SEEDS
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the }
pany of New York state in a notice
obligation.
Building
on the second page that 15,000
I Ownership-Management^
Namecopies
were
sold
in
18
months
from
WILLIAM M. URMEY , H
the first publication and orders were
Streeteceived for 10.000 more The parnDtRAtHol TftiPit STS.,
FOKTLAVD MAUVE
City Icular volume mentioned herein was
jne of the 20th edition. In the de-

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

SsJOT AMAZING
VACATION
A PROGRAM OF SPORTS AND SOCIAL ACTIVITY
OVERSHADOWING ANYTHING EVER BEFORE ATTEMP.
TED . . . ECONOMIES AND PRIVILEGES NEVER BEFORE

DREAMED OF BY ANY RESORT HOTEL.
A SYSTEM OF

THE SEA BREEZE !

FOR. BU

LUDEN’S

MANGER

SEEDS S
POULTRY SUPPLIES
FARM NEEDS
DAIRY EQUIPMENT

500

HOTEL URMEY

QUALITY WiTH ECONOMY

ll

& Whitney

:

'

:

FREE GUEST TRANSPORTATION

TO ALL POINTS OF INTEREST THAT WILL SAVE
YOU ALMOST THE AMOUNT OF YOUR HOTEL

BILL

A

' Tenants Harbor Days

CONCEIVED

fVEP

RATES
AMERICAN PLAN

Single Room
with bath $10 to $18
Double Room
with bath . $ 18 to $30
Sitting Room, Double
Bedroom, bath $35 & up
EUROPEAN PLAN

Single Room
with bath . $ 5 to $10
Double Room
with bath . $10 to $16
Sitting Room, Double
Bedroom, bath $25 & up

Sarazen, Hagen, Brady, Costello and Everhart your golf
pros . . . autogyros every half hour to the beach . . . sump
tuous aerocars every few minutes to all sports and points
of interest in the area ... a golf tournament every week
. . . tennis . . . deep sea fishing . . . everything for the horse
lover ... 35 miles of bridle paths . . . the national society
horse show . . . your own horse boarded free in the Biltmore
stables . , , also a mount for every type of rider here for
you . . . horse races every afternoon . . . the greatest galaxy
of American and European talent ever gathered for ballroom
entertainment in the dining room every night . . . here’s
just a glimpse of the “most amazing vacation ever con
ceived” in the Center of the Wintertime World ... for which
you are booked with your Miami Biltmore reservation! Write
for full particulars and plan to be here this month or next.

Fur mformofieH and literature
write Marcel 4. Gotacki, Managing Director, or your own
travel agent.

CORAL

GABLES

Rockland, Feb. 13
It has been reported around the
city by a certain person or persons
that a man living in the Northend
found me with his wife one night:
that this man beat me up and kicked
me down North Main street.
I wish to say that this report is
false from start to finish; but if the
person who started it or any of his
friends wish to beat me up or kick
me around thc streets, that the op
portunity is open any time they wish
to try it.
Edward S. Rich.

Costumes in the Dolomites
The ancient costumes of the peas
ants in that part of Italy known as
the Edomites are slowly passing
away, but the tourist may still wit
ness on holidays some of the glory
which has gone, especially at Tesino I
and Ampezzo. Here will be found
the complicated embroideries, the
black velvet bodices, flowered silk i
aprons, belts with gold clasps, flowerembroidered stockings, black satin
shoes stitched with gold and hair
dressed as only an expert in the secret ]
could describe. In the valleys around
Merano and Bressanone and in Vai
Gardena are costumes which have I
become famous all over the World 1
at exhibitions of national dress.
• • • •
Cheap Honeymoons in Italy
An announcement recently made by
the Italian State Tourist Department I
is of more than usual interest to
those who plan a wedding. It states I
| that “newly married couples of anj !
. rationality married outside Italy |
' can avail themselves of a seventy per- ;
j cent reduction on Railway return
, tickets in 2nd and 3rd class from any I
frontier of Italy or from any port of i
landing or airport, with Rome as the
exclusive destination.” It further
announces that a different route can
be followed for the return journey,
though they must leave the country
at the same point at which they
entered. All red tape and formalities
have been reduced to a minimum and
Italy wishes all such travelers a pleas
ant life together.

FLORIDA

MIAMI,

The State Forest Nursery at Oron)
will supply acclimated forest planting
stock to Maine residents who wish to
set out forest trees, it is announced
today bv Prof. J. M. Briscoe, head of
the Forestry Department at the Uni
versity of Maine. Prof. Briscoe is
now receiving inquiries for informa
tion on the distribution of these trees.
WHEN IN PORTLAND-Tou :in buy
copies of The Courler-Clssette, with the
home new*, at Central News Co,
Con
gress St.; or Rom News-Hand. 381 ts Con
gress St

M

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all point* of interest—Modern in every w»YAn enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL
Booklet

GRALYNN

Application

Comer Second Street
and Firet Avenue

^Manager*

Dinint

Room Service VruurpasMtl

June to
October

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. Y.

or

zv r#e

TO STAY AT The LINCOLN

IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
A* InltrssHRg (••■■•gsllten stmssgKsrs . .
Cbssrfwl rsums

Plsasant swvlcs . . Fb»s rss-

tevrants , . MsBsiaSsly PtksB . . ArsvnB lbs
tansy wa lhaatras, clubs

Square . .

unsl (laiuaraws Times

A perfect betel far tbe vltlter . .

ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR

BIG KILL OF DEF.R

from >3 Singlo and

Reports Show 1000 More Were Killed
in Recent Season Than Last Year

JOMM I. W|$T.

M Doubt*

lOana—r

Ne* Under Na* Management . . .“A Ealmnca Hntal**

Nearly 1,300 more deer were killed
during the hunting season of 1932 *n
Maine than during the 1931 season.
Commissioner Stobie reported.
With records still incomplete the
total deer kill of the 1932 season stood
at 15.317 today. The 1931 total wa:
14.952. Stobie said that totals from
I:tations not yet reported would bring
the 1932 total up to a figure not far
1 from 1,000 greater than the 1931 comi pilation. The increase was laid entirely
upon the economic depression with its
resultant demands upon heads of
families for food.
Records indicate that the number
of out-of-state hunters in 1932 was
n.uch less than in 1931. More deer
were killed by residents of thc state
than by non-residents.
Aroostook pounty reported the
greater number, 2281, with Washing
ton county trailing along with a re
ported kill of 1,913.
In analyzing the figures the depart
ment found that 60 percent of the
animals killed were bucks and 40 per| cent does. During first two weeks of
the season in northern counties —
from Oct. 15 to Oct. 31—the percent
age was 55 for does and 45 for bucks
For that reason it has been proposed
as a reservation neasure that the
season be shortened to start Nov. 1
when the percentages change sharply
in favor of bucks.
An early season, it was said made
for the killing of a large number of
does and affected breeding. After
Nov. 1 the bucks begin to range the
woods and the does are much shyer
and harder to Shoot.

COLN
44th TO 45th STREET-Sth AVENUE, NEW YORK

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON SiRhEI

BOSTON, MASS.

Located on Beaco
Hill Next to rhe
State House.

Just a

minutes walk to thc theatre, financial,
and 'hopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

\ 00

up; with bath, ^.00 up

' ninplrte Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

’

